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Introduction 
In the course of reading John Ford's tragedies and criticism 
about them, I have been struck by several facts. First, the question 
of the ch r onology of the plays is far from settled; in the last ten years 
at least five different suggestions as to the order of the plays have 
been brought forward. Second, there is difference of opinion about the 
nature of some of the plays: are they problem plays, tragedies, or 
melodramas? Finally, even among those who regard the plays as 
tragedies, no one has clearly and fully identified the difference in their 
tragic qualities. The following study attempts to throw light on these 
three problems. 
My main object is to describe the tragic vision in each of four 
plays in the following order: 'Tis Pity She's a Whore, Love's Sacrifice, 
The Broken Heart, and Perkin Wa rbeck. I will show that the vision 
changes from one drama to the next and that if one reads the plays in 
this order, one can discern a gradual weakening of the tragic sense. 
To be sure, the plays might be read in a different order, but the last 
part of Chapter I indicates why the chronology above seems reasonabl e . 
Although the central purpose of this study is to reveal this shift in the 
tragic vision, the effect will be to co rroborate the suggested order and 
i 
to show that, contrary to T. S. Eliot's opinion, these plays are uni-
fied by a "developing personality. 111 
Before discussing the tragedies themselves, I consider in 
Chapter I what critics have said about the tragic vision of these four 
plays and their chronology. Chapter II offers a definition of the tragic 
vision as a basis for analysis of the four dtamas, which then follow 
in what I believe is their chronological order. 
The reason for including 'Tis Pity, Love's Sacrifice, The 
Broken Heart and Perkin Warbeck in this study is that these have been 
called tragedies by a substantial number of critics. Because The 
Lover I s Melanchology, The Queen , The Lady's Trial, and The Fanci e s 
Chaste and Noble have never to my knowledge been considered trage-
dies, they are excluded. The Witch of Edmonton, generally held to b e 
a tragedy, presents a more complex problem . Ford is known to h ave 
had a hand in it, and there is considerable agreement that he probabl y 
wrote the Frank and Winnifred scenes. I have, however, excluded it 
on two grounds: one can never be absolutely sure which scenes are 
his and therefore which should be included in an analysis; and , as 
Alfred Harbage says, a contributor to a collaborative effort may write 
uncharacteristically under the influence of the other dramatists . 2 
1T. S. Eliot, Selected Essays, 1917 - 1932 (New York, 1932 ) , 
p. 179. 
2 Alfred Harbage, "The Mystery of Perkin Warbeck, 11 Studit'ls in 
ii 
The text I have used throughout is John Fordes Dramatische 
Werke, in Materialien ~ Kunde des 1ilteren englis .chen Dramas, 
edited by Willy Bang in 1908 and continue d by Henri de Vocht in 1927 . 3 
This edition, however, sometimes has no scene divisions, and I have 
therefore used for ease of discus sion the scene division in the Gifford-
Dyce edition of 1869. 4 All spellings are reproduced exactly, with the 
following exceptions : the titles of the pla ys and the names of the 
characters I have normalized; I have, like other critics, preferred 
"Bianca" to "Biancha" in Love' s Sacrifice; and where the syntax de -
mands it, I have altered the c ase of the initial letter of quotations. 
the English Renais sance Drama, ed. Josephine W. Bennett, Oscar 
Cargill, and Vernon Hall, Jr. (New York, 1959), p. 126. 
3John Ford, John Fordes Dramatische Werke . in Vol. XXII I 
of M ateria lien ~ K~mde des ttlteren englischen Dramas, ed. W. Bang 
(Louvain, 1908) ; continued as John Ford's Dramatic Works in 
Vol. I of Materials for the Study of the Old English Drama, ed. H. de 
Vocht, N. S. (Louvain, 1927). 
4 John Ford, The Works of John Ford, ed. William Gifford and 
Alexander Dyce, 3 vols . (London;-i86~ 
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Chapter I 
Criticism and Chronology 
John Ford's tragedies have been the subject of considerable 
critical debate, especially during the last century and a half. A brief , 
general review of the criticism of these plays should serve to indicate 
weaknesses in earlier discussio ns and to show the need for the present 
investigation. My effort here will be to point out the general trends, 
not to survey the critical estimates of each play in detail. 
Until about twenty-five years ago the majority of critics wrote 
unfavorably of John Ford's tragedies . To be sure, many found some -
thing to praise, but the history of Ford criticism from 1691 to roughly 
1935 is mainly a documentation of three charges , namely, that Ford 
treats evil too sympathetically , that Ford's subjects themselves are 
often morally unacceptable, and that Ford advocated outright abandon -
ment of orthodox morality. As the first two charges often appear in 
the same critic, it will be convenient to take them together. 
As early as 1691, Ford is censured for his sympathetic treat -
ment of sin. Gerard Langbaine ' suggested that 'Tis ~ She's ~ Whore 
1 
"were to be commen d e d , did not the Author paint the incestuous Love 
between Giovanni, and his Sister Annabella, in too beautiful Colours. ' ' 1 
The eighteenth century is represented by D. E. Baker, who, though he com-
pares I Tis Pity to Shakespeare "with respect to conduct , character, spirit, 
and poetry," agrees with Langbain e that Ford paints the incest "in much 
too beautiful colours. 112 With the nineteenth century, Ford criticism 
becomes a good deal more specific than these early sporadic notes . 
Though Ford's first editor, He :r_ry Weber , merely repeats Langbaine' s 
remarks , 3 William Gifford pointed to the source of the alle ged immoral-
ity of 'Tis Pity; the poetry, he wrote, is "too seductive for the subject .'14 
Charles Lamb had, some years before, praised Ford's poetry , 5 but 
Gifford's view that this very poetry makes the pla y immoral is to last 
well into the twentieth century. 6 
1Gerard Langbaine, An Account of the English Dramatick Poets 
( Oxford, 1691 ), p . 222 . 
2David E. Baker, Biographia Dramatica, or, A Companion 1:._9 the 
Playhouse (London, 1782 ), II, 373-3 74. 
3Henry Weber, The Dramati c Works of John Ford, ed . Henry 
Weber (E dinburgh, 1811 ) , I, xi. 
4 William Gifford, The Dramatic Works of John Ford, ed . William 
Gifford (London , 1827), I, xxiv. -----
5 Charles Lamb , The Works of Ch arles and Mary Lamb , ed. E. V. 
Lucas, IV ( London , 1903 ) , 218. 
6see, for example, Ashle y H. Thorndike, Tragedy {Boston, ] 908), 
p. 229; Felix E. Schelling , Elizabethan Drama, 155S-1642 (Boston, 1908 ), 
II, 330-331; Johannes A. Bastiaenen , The Moral Tone of Jacobean and 
Caroline Drama (Amster dam , 1930 ), pp. 102-103. 
2 
Gifford, in addition , is one of the first to take exception to Ford's 
subjects. In their reviews of Weber's edition, both Gifford and Francis 
Jeffrey attacked Ford on moral gro u nds : Jeffrey complained about the 
indecent comic scenes , 7 and Gifford found Love's Sacrifice '' a more 
offensive production" than any other which he could remember . 8 In his 
own edition of Love's Sacrifice {revised by A . Dyce ), Gifford added , 
"Few third acts can be found so uniformly reprehensible and disgusting 
as this : the only thing to praise jn it is the promptitude with which the 
author has freed himself , in part , from the loathsome encumbrance of 
su ch a worthless rabble. 119 William Hazlitt is a third Romantic critic 
who disapproved of Ford's subject matter . He commented on the " re pul ,-, 
siveness of the story" in I Tis Pity, and accu s ed F ord of tampering "w ith 
u nfair subjects, 11 "playing with edged tools , ' 1 and "knowing the use of 
poisoned weapons . .,lO 
This focus on what were thought to be morally reprehensible sub-
jects and on Ford's seductive coloring of evil is also characteristic of 
7[}-rancis J effreli , "Art . I. T h e Dramatic Works :!_f John Ford . 
By Henry Weber'' ~ev.J , Edinburgh Review , XXXVI ( 1811 ), 288 . 
8[william Giffor~,''Art . IX" {!e v. The Dramatic Works of John 
·Ford, ed. Henry WebeI} , Quarterly Review , VI 0 8 11 ), 472 . 
9 William Gifford , The Works of J ohn Ford , ed . William Gifford and 
Alexander Dyce ( L o ndon,186 9), lI, 73~~ 
10 
William Hazlit t, The Complete Work s of William Hazlitt , ed . 
P . P. Howe ( London, 1931 ), Vl, 268 -2 69. 
3 
Victorian criticism and prevented Ford's critics from proceeding to a 
discussion of the nature of the tragedies. Edwin P . Whipple is an 
example of how a concern with Ford's morals forced aside any full con -
sideration of such elements as the tragic hero or catharsis. In reading 
F o rd's tragedies, he says, "we are fretfully conscious of being shut up 
in the sultry atmosphere of one morbid mind , deprived of all companion-
ship with healthy nature and genial human life, and forced into a shudder-
ing or sickly sympath y with the extremes of cr ime or suffering . ,, l l At 
the turn of the centu r y, criticism beg ins to concentrate more fully on the 
tragic elements . 
A. W . Wa rd and W. J. Court h ope show a real conce rn with the 
events, cha r acters , and conflicts in these dramas , but criticism of 
Ford's morals still vitiates any thoroughgoing examination of the plays 
as tragedy . Ward understands Ford ' s effort to arouse sympathy f o r t h e 
incestuous lovers 1n 'Tis Pity , "but never has genius more miserabl y 
misuse d its gifts. The pois on of this poetic treatment of mortal 
sin is dissolved in a cup of sweetness , and the draught is offered b y a 
wary hand; but self-delusion only can pretend to neglect its ingredients , 
o r to ignore i ts intention . " In his criticism of Love's Sa c rifice Ward 
11 Edwin P . Whipple, The Literature of the Age of Elizabeth 
( Boston, 1878), p. 185. For other examples, see Frederick G. Fleay , 
A Bi ographical Chronicle of the English Drama, 1559-1642 ( L ondon, 
1891 ), I, 233; and Vernon Lee , Euphorion : Being St u d ies of the Antique 
and the M e diaeval in the Renaissance {London , 1884 ) , I , 99-100. 
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points to the tragic inner struggle of the protagonist , but argues that 
"the dramatist has drawn so wavering a line between sin and self-
restraint , guilt and innocence , that he may be sus pe cted of having 
wished to leave unsettled the 'problem' which he proposes. If so, he 
stands from every point of view self - condemned. 11 It is clear that Ward 
does not want Ford to palliate sin and guilt with sympathetic under stand -
ing , and he concludes that Ford's wing brushed "an unholy flame ,' ' and 
that his nature must have been ''unsound . 1112 
Like Ward, Courthope tries to establish the t r agic elements in 
'Tis Pity and Love's Sacrifice , but ends by reverting to the earlier judg -
ment that the poetry softens the crimes : 
Ford's imagination . . was kindled by the contemplation of the tragedy 
involved in the violence of desire incapable of receiving legitimate satis -· 
faction. The loves of Giovanni and Annabella ~d Fernando and Bianc~ 
. interest him as a poet , not because he has any sympathy w ith them , 
but beca u se he is sensible of their tragic import . The victims of pa ss i on 
are punished in these plays . . but Ford shows too much abstract 
cu riosity in the treatment of his subject , and from almost the earliest 
days it was felt by judges , not erring on the side of moral severit y , that 
the colouring of the crimes and characters of Giovanni and Annabella was 
over soft . This verdict is justified by the sed u ctive bea u ty of s u c h a 
passage as@i ova~ni's descript i on of Annabella in II. ~ .13 
Courthope avoids Ward's error of attributing the ideas and attitudes in a 
12 Adolphus William Ward, ~ History of English Dramati c Litera -
ture to the Death of Que en Anne , 2nd ed. ( L ondon, .1899 ) , III , 78, 82, 89 . 
13 w. J. Courthope, ~ History of Engli sh Poetry (London , 1903 ), 
IV , 3 7 4 - 3 7 5 . 
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play to the dramatist , but he apparently finds the beauty of the poetry a 
moral misjudgment on Ford's part. One can see in this excerpt how the 
c r itic allows moral conce rn s to s idetrack his conside ration of the p lay' s 
"tragic import. '' 
The critical estimate by Thorndike in his book Tragedy shows that 
by 1908 these moral evaluations were forming a definite critical shape. 
The term "decadent" would soon become usual. F o r Thorndii.s:e , F o rd's 
absorption with questions of sex, his searching for new sensation , his 
attempt to bestow on moral perversion the enticements of poetry corre -
spond with what is most decadent in Fletcher and Shirley . Like his 
fine-spoken and well-mannered courtiers and impulsive ladies , F o rd 
imagine d in an atmosphere of unhealthy emotion . His plays are immoral 
because their passion is so often morbid and their sentiment mawki sh . 
His power to reveal character and passion, which rank r sic] him wit h. 
t he greatest of the Elizabeth ans, was disc overed in his searc hi ng the 
by-paths of the abnormal and pathological. Pathos for him was a fl ower 
plucked from a poisonous exotic. 14 
Not only is Ford's search for the abnormal "decadent , " b u t also the u n c, 
healthy and sentimental passions in the pla ys produce merely pathetic 
. t 1· 15 sentimen a ism. 
The following quarter - century witnesses the harvest of the seed s 
sown by critics from Langbaine onwar d. Based on s u ch j u dgment s as 
14 Thorndike, p. 229. 
15 James Russell Lowell , " Massinger and Ford , "Harper's , 
LXXXV ( 1892), 947, finds sentimentality and "mock pathos" in F o rd 's 
plays ; a modern version of the same j u dgment is that of L. G. Salingar , 
"The Decl ine of Tragedy , " The Age of Shakespeare , ed . Boris F o rd , 
2nd ed . (Baltimore, 1956 ), p. 438: F o rd 's aim is "to exploit the pat hos 
of a noble suffering." 
6 
tho'Se offered by W. V. Moody and R. M . Lovett 16 and by F. E. 
Schilling 17 that Ford is decadent , W . A. Neilson in The Cambridge 
History ~ English Literature wrote, "It is customary to instance Ford 
as typical of the decadence of the Englis h Drama"; by decadenc e he 
meant essentia ll y "moral instability" and ''sensationalism . ,il 8 This 
becomes the standard judgm ent of Ford's wo rk for several decades . l 9 
Thus, t he consensus of critics th rough the nineteenth century , and 
well into the twentieth, is that Ford dealt with unacceptable subjects , 
that he treated evil too sympathetically , and that t he tragedies as a 
whole are morally decadent. This emphasis kept them from conc en -
trating on the plays' tragic qualities . They r ecognized the power of the 
emotion and the beauty of t h e poetry , but often they felt that he was 
mere l y melodramatic, sentimental , or pathetic. The judgments of the 
16 William Vaughn Moody and Robert Morss Lovett , A Hi stor y ~ 
English Literature (New York, 1911 }, p . 136 . 
17 Felix E. Sch elling , Elizabethan Playwrights (New York , 19 25 :, p . 268 . 
18 William A. Neilson, "Ford and Shirley , " The Cambridge History 
of English Literature, ed . A. W . Ward and A . R. Waller (New York , 
1"917), VI , ii , 219-220 . 
19 For examples, see Allardyce Nicoll, British Drama : An His -
torical Surve y from the Beginnings _.!9 the Present Time , 3rd ed . (London , 
1932), p. 193; Herbert J. Grierson, Cross - Currents in English Litera -
ture of the Seventeenth Century (London, 1929), p . 73;Eduard Eckhardt , 
Das englische Drama der Splitrenaissance : Shakespeares Nachfolger 
( Berlin, 1929 ) , p . 135;Emile Legouis , ''The Middle Ages and the 
Renascence," A History~ English Literature , with Louis Cazamian , 
l 2nd ed. ( New York, 1929) , p . 528; Bastiaenen, pp . 90 , 102-103; 
Mary E. Cochnower, "John Ford , 11 Seventeenth Century Studies , ed . 
Robert Shafer , 1st ser. ( Princeton , 1933 ) , p . 174. 
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nineteenth century will gradually give way in the twentieth to those of 
a generation more tolerant of unpleasantness in art, more rigorous in 
the logic of their criticism, and more aware of the tragic realities of 
life as they find expression in literature . 2 0 
Two significant c ritic s, one Romantic and one Victorian, had pro -
vided a necessary focus for understanding the plays as tl;'agedy. Charles 
Lamb in his famous description of the final scene in The Broken Heart 
emphasizes two of the main qualities of tragedy - -suffering and heroic 
nobility: 
I do not know where to find, in any play a catastrophe so grand, so 
solemn, and so surpri sing as in this. This is indeed , according to 
Milton, to "describe high passions and high actions . 11 The fortitude of 
the Spartan Boy, who let a beast gnaw out his bowels till he died without 
expressing a groan, is a faint bodily image of this dilaceration of the 
spirit and exenteration of the inmost mind, which Calantha with a holy 
violence against her nature keeps closely covered, till the last duties of 
a Wife an d a Queen are fulfilled . Stories of martyrdom are but of 
chains and the stake; a little bodily suffering. What a noble thing 
is the soul in its strengths and in its weaknesses I who would be les s 
weak than Calantha? who can be so strong? the expression of this 
transcendent scene almost bears us to Calvary and the Cross; and I 
seem to perceive some analogy be twee n the scenical sufferings which 1 
am here contemplating, and the real agonies of that final completion to 
which I. dare no more than hint a reference . 
Ford was of the first order of Poets . 2 1 
20 
A. C. Bradley is significant in th is respect , for he focuses on 
these same tragic realities , Shakespeare's tragic vision , in his 
Shakespearean Tragedy {1904) . 
21 Lamb, IV, 218. 
8 
To be sure, Lamb stresses character and poetry to the exclusion of 
other aspects of tragic drama such as the moral dilemmas it poses , 
but at least he views the pla y as t ragedy rather than as faulty moral 
instruction. Just after the turn of the century, Swinburne, acknowl -
edging Lamb as his inspiration , underlines Ford's power , his ability to 
reveal spiritual suffering, the inner division of the characters, and the 
sense of pity in The Broken Heart. Though he sees the plays perhaps 
more as poetry than as drama and though he is preoccupied with the 
moral indecency of Love's Sacrifice , he nevertheless does discuss 
22 
some of the tragic qualities of the plays . These two ctitics are , 
however, atypical. Not until about 1935 or 1940 do criti cs concentrate 
on the specifically tragic elements in Ford . 
One reason why this emphasis comes so late is the pervasivene ss 
of the kind of moral criticism de scribed above . The other reason is 
provided by S. P. Sherman , who focused his attention on a third wa y , 
mentioned earlier, in which Ford' s tragedies appeared morally decad ent. 
He crystallized the view that Ford advocated the overthrow of orthodox 
morality. The plays are immoral according to Sherman , not because 
of their unhealthy subjects or poisoned sweetness, but because of their 
attack on the established moral and social order: 
22 Algernon Charles Swinburne , Essays and Studies ( London , 19 11 ) , 
pp. 276-306. 
9 
The conventions , the morals, the laws, which hedge creatures of 
flesh and blood with prescriptions and penalties, vanish or seem no 
longer valid. Distinctions betw een right and wrong are lost. The 
guide •posts and guard-rails of the established order dis solve and melt 
away , and the emancipated heart roams at large over the regi ons of 
untrammeled de sire. 23 
The reasons why the barriers between good and evil collapse are 
Ford's own romantic and melancholy imagination and the "dubious 
'Platonic' theorizing , then fashionab l e at court. 1124 In short, Sherman 
asserts that Ford has created ''the problem pla y as the expression of 
his views of life . 1125 This charge, that Ford advocates abandonment 
of orthodox morality, has been instrumental in obscuring the real 
nature of his tragedy . 
These notions have been espoused by the main follower of 
Sherman, G. F. Sensabaugh . Terming Ford the "high priest of the 
decadence,' '' Sensabaugh has argued that Ford was advocating "unbridled 
individualis m" because the doctrine of P l atonic love, which he sa ys 
pervades the plays , excused any immoral act : 
The whole meaning of Ford's plays , in fact , rests on the supremac y of 
love over all, on the belief that beauty and love should command more 
respect than convention and law; he could not brook custom that might 
judge against beauty, or conceive any crisis of unsatisfied passion , 
adultery, or incest where love should not conquer . 
23 stuart P. Sherman, "Fo rde' s Contribution to the Decadence of 
the Drama," John Fordes Dramatische Werke . . , ed . W. Bang 
( Louvain , 1908)," p . xviii. 
24 sherman , pp . xi, xviii. 
25
sherman, p. ix . 
lO 
Now these tenets led Ford into the ethical casuistry found in 
Platonic court drama. . . He shows true love to be more impor -
tant than marriage, sets up this love as the sole guide to virtue, and 
allows his lovers every freedom of action or thought. 26 
Like Sherman, then, Sensabaugh believes that Ford favored the dis-
solution of social and moral law, especially m a rital ties . The effect 
of this position is to divert attention from the tragic qualities i n the 
plays, for if a drama is interpreted as an attack on particular custo ms 
of society, it becomes, as Sherman said, a problem play . Though 
this view has found recent adherents, 27 it is not widel y held and ha s, 
in fact, been cogently attacked . 28 
These, then, are the three trends of moral criticism which have 
l a rgely prevented a consideration of the pla y s as tragedy. Clearl y , 
critics following these currents ha v e been preoccupied with other 
matters: the ethical propriety of the subject m at ter , the coloring of 
t he po etry, and the social a nd m o ral ba ck gr ou nd s . Pre o c c up ati on with 
these concerns has led to several interpretati on s; the pla y s are exampl es 
variously of moral chaos , soc i al anarchi s m , or sentimental poetr y . 
The main charge of these critic s is th a t F o rd' s plays are immora l. 
26 George F. Sensabaugh , The Tragic Muse of John Ford (Stan-
ford, 1944), pp. 6, 165 . 
27 See, for example, Robert Rentoul Reed, Jr. , Bedlam~ the 
Jacobean Stage (Cambridge, Mas s . , 1952 }, p. 143; and Glenn H . 
Blayney, "Convention, Plot, and Structure in The Broken Heart , '' MP, 
LVI (1958), 1-9. 
28see the review of Sensabaugh' s bo ok by Oscar J . Campbell , 
"The Tragic Muse <E° John Ford ,'' MLN, LX (1 945), 41i- 4 14 . 
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Another group of critics has taken a different stand. Ford's 
plays are not, they say, immoral, but amoral. Ford is not attacking 
the social institution of marriage; he is a psychologist who, following 
his reading of Robert Burton's The Anatomy of Melancholy, presents 
characters as victims of their humors. Sensabaugh had made 
this interpretation part of his argument that the plays are immoral. 
Because the characters are governed, he says , by the four humors , 
they have no control over the course of their lives and hence no respon -
sibility for their fates . Ford's characters contract diseases like 
heroical love . For Ford, the argument goes, curing the "pathological 
case'' was more important than the preservation of " custom and law.'' 
Hence, moral defection is countenanced in the plays. 29 The second 
group of critics does not, however, go as far as Sensabaug h. They 
hold that Ford is a scientific determinist who avoids making evalua -
tions. S. Blaine Ewing most forcefully summarized this position wh en 
he argued that in the plays melancholy "is the principle of confusion: 
it upsets all the laws, mental, moral, and social of the world into 
which it enters. It picks its victim with no logic perceptible to him 
and pursues him like a Fate which he is equally powerless to avoid, to 
counter, or to control. It de stroys his self-mastery in thought and 
29 Sensabaugh, pp. 34, 35, 47 . 
12 
action, and leads him to violate the conventions of moral behavior. 1130 
In Ewing's view, then, the actions of the characters are absolutely 
determined by their physical, not moral, natures, and the audience is 
left to watch Ford working out a psychological demonstration. In 
h h h · h E · 1 • t · 3 l th 1 s ort, t ose w o agree wit wing s posi ion see e p ays as 
amoral, rather than immoral . 
This view of Ford as a scientific determinist, if accepted, radi-
cally restricts the tragic scope of the plays . When characters can 
act .only i n a cco r d with th e d i c t a te s of th e ir humors, they lose their 
freedom and hence their stature as tra gic heroes. Furthermore, the y 
have little reason to feel guilt when love makes them transgress moral 
law, for guilt presupposes the possibility of sin freely chosen. I hope 
to show in the following chapters that many of Ford's characters are 
not determined, that they have, in fact, the freedom and consequent 
dignity prerequisite to tragic stature. 
The two main positions thus far outlined- -that Ford is either an 
immoralist or a determinist--are gradually being superseded by a 
30 s. Blaine Ewing, Burtonian Melancholy in the Plays ~John 
Ford (Princeton, 1940), p. 111. 
31 Some of those critics influenced by Ewing's view are C , F. 
Tucker Brooke, "The Renaissance," A Literary History of England, 
ed. Albert C. Baugh (New York, 1949). p. 581; Wallace A. Bacon, 
"The Literary Reputation of John Ford," HLQ, XI (1947-48), 198; 
Peter Quennell, The Singular Preference (New York, 1952), p. 33; 
Gerald Eades Bentley, The Jacobean and Caroline , Stage III (Oxford, 
1956), 462. 
13 
third, that Ford is, after all, a moral dramatist. Of the three, only 
the third allows the possibility of establishing criteria for judging the 
plays as tragedies. After Lamb and Swinburne, one of the first to 
adopt such standards is Joan Sargeaunt. A few examples of the kind of 
comment in her book will show how differently she approaches the 
plays . She rejects, for instance, Sherman's view that Ford wrote the 
play for the problem and adds, 
Ford was interested in any situation that revealed character , normal 
as well as abnormal, and in characters conventionally moral or 
immoral. As a dramatist he shows the profoundest sympathy 
both with Giovanni, who tries to justify his love , and with Annabella , 
who does not. But it is hardly the business of the critic to decide on 
such evidence Ford's personal views on sexual morality , and to argue 
t hat in this play he is definitely defending the conduct of the lovers as 
a general principle is, surely, to mistake the function of a dramatist , 
as Ford never mistook it. 32 
Not only does she assert the morality of the play s, but she also goes on 
to seek their tragic qualities . These she discovers in the same place 
that Lamb found them: the reward of the tragedies, she writes , ''lie s 
i n Ford's extraordinary power to make us acutely aware even in the 
midst of depravity and horror of the greatness of the spirit of man . 11 33 
The meaning of evil and suffering are once again brought to the fore as 
a central focus, and this makes possible a discussion of the tragic 
32 M. Joan Sargeaunt , John Ford ( Oxford , 1935), pp. 140- 141. 
33 Sargeaunt, p . 154. 
14 
nature of these plays. 
Many others contemporaneous with and following Miss Sargeaunt 
have sought to define what the plays mean and have found that, on the 
whole, Ford is as moral a dramatist as Webster or Middleton. 34 
None of them, however, discusses fully the tragic elements in 'Tis 
Pity, Love's Sacrifice, The Broken Heart, and Perkin War beck, and 
seeks to discover a progression in the treatment of these elements . 
Since this study will investigate the change in Ford's tragic outlook 
from play to play, the problem of chronology inevitably presents itself. 
Evidence for dating Fo r d's unaided plays is, as G. E. Bentley 
has noted ''exasperatingly meagre. ,,35 It is so scarce, in fact , that 
schola r s have ordered the canon in almost every conceivable way con -
sonant with a reasonable adherence to the dates of publication. A 
critic who is attempting to interpret the meaning of Ford I s tragedie s 
must, therefore, keep constantly before him R. P. Blackmur's dict u m 
that "every critic like every theologian and every philosopher is a 
34 The main critics are Una Ellis -Fermor, The Jacobean Drama: 
An Interpretation 4th ed . (London, 1958); Fredson T. Bowers, Eliza-
bethan Revenge Tragedy, 1587 -1642 (P rincet on, 1940) ; Robert E. 
Davril, Le Drame de John Ford (Paris, 1954): H. J. Oliver, The 
Pr oblem ~John Ford (Melbour ne , 1955); Clifford Leech, John Ford 
and the Drama of His Time (London, 1957); Robert Ornstein, The 
Moral Vision ~J~bean Tragedy (Madison, 1960); and Irving Rihner, 
Jacobean Tragedy: The Quest for Moral Order ( London, 1962) . 
35 Bentley, III, 437. 
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casuist in spite of himself. 1136 To avoid the temptation of ordering 
the plays to prove a thesis, he must insist that his chronology is only 
tentative. 
Generally, suggestions as to the chronological order have been 
based on external evidence or on internal evidence drawn from either 
subject matter or prosodic analysis . To order the plays on the basis 
of external evidence is , in Ford's case, doubly difficult because few 
facts of this sort exist and because three of the four tragedies were 
published in the same year. 37 The only reliable evidence for dating 
'Tis Pity She 1 s a Whore is the information found on the title page . The 
play was acted by Queen Henrietta's company at the Phoenix, and the 
date of publication is 1633. Bentley and H. J. Oliver believe that the 
facts about the performance provide the only clear evidence for ascer -
taining the place of 'Tis Pity in Ford's chronology. Both base their 
dating on the fact that three of Ford's plays were performed by the 
King's company and five by Beeston's companies . 38 Bentley then 
36 R. P. Blackmur, "A Critic's Job of Work,'' The Double Agent : 
Essays ~Craft and Elucidation (New York, 1935), p. 270. 
37
ornstein, p. 291, n. 2, holds that "because Ford's tragedies 
were apparently written within a very brief span of years, their un -
settled chronology does not have a crucial bearing on the interpretation 
of his art." Since, however, the three plays were probably written 
between the years 1625 and 1633, it is entirely possible that they were 
composed at intervals during a six - or seven-year period; the chron-
olgy, therefore, may well have a definite bearing on interpretation , a s 
I hope to show in subsequent chapters. 
38 Bentley, III, 441; Oliver, pp . 4 8-49. 
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reasons as follows, using The Broken Heart as a point of reference: 
None of the plays of Bee ston can be shown to be before 1630, but of 
the three for the King's company The Lover's Melancholy was 
licensed by Herbert 24 November 1628, Beauty in a Trance was acted 
at court 28 November 1630, and the third is TheB;-<iken Heart. It 
seems to me that the few facts we have suggest that, after he ceased 
to collaborate with Dekker, Ford wrote three or more plays for the 
King's company; then, at least a year or so before 1633 (since the 
Queen's play, Love's Sacrifice , was licensed 21 January 1632/3, and 
both it and 'Tis Pity were published as Queen's plays in 1633), he made 
some sort of agreement with Christopher Beeston and wrote all the 
rest of his plays for the management of the Phoenix . 3 9 
Thus, in Bentley's view, The Broken Heart precedes I Tis Pity and 
Love's Sacrifice. All this is possible, but as Bentley says, it 
remains "little more than a suggestion. 1140 Ford may have made an 
agreement with Christopher Beeston , but this must be only conjecture , 
for there is no particular reason why he could not have had dealings 
with one company, then a second , and then again with the first. Fur -
thermore, even if Bentley is r i ght in supposing an agreement , we are 
still unsure about the dates of composition . 
On the basis of external evidence the only reason for thinking 
that 'Tis Pity preceded Love's Sacrifice, The Broken Heart, and Perk i n 
Warbeck is the ambiguous statement in Ford's dedication to the Earl 
of Peterborough: ''Your Noble allowance of These First Fruites of 
my leasure in the Action, emboldens my confidence, of your as noble 
39 Bentley, III, 441-442. 
40 
Bentley, III, 441. 
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construction in this Presentment: especially since my Seruice must 
euer owe particular duty to your Fauours, by a particular Ingagement . " 
Fleay an d Miss Sarge aunt co n clud e t hat 'Tis Pity is Ford's first u n -
aided play after his period of collaboration with Dekker . 4 1 But Ward 
d B tl t . h . nf 4 2 an en ey ques 10n sue an 1 erence. According to Bentley , the 
sentence probably means that the play was composed during "some 
newly acquired leisure"- -a leisure which cannot be dated . It is tempt -
ing to use Ford's sentenc e as a means of dating the play, but I believe 
Ward and Bentley are justified in doubting its value as evidence. 
The only other external fact which may be brought to bear on the 
problem of dating 'Tis Pity is a London trial. In May , 163 1 , Sir Gile s 
Allington was convicted of marrying the daughter of his half-sister and 
was heavily penalized . But both Miss S a rgeaunt and Bentley doubt t ha t 
the trial suggested the play. 43 As evidence, the historical e v ent 
would seem to carry little weight . 
The rest of the plays I take up in the order in which the y were 
entered on the Stationers I Register . Love's Sacrifice was entered b y 
44 Hugh Beeston on January 21, 1632 / 3 . The title page bears t h e da t e 
41 Fleay, I, 233; Sargeaunt , pp . 21-22. 
42 6 Ward, III, 77-78; Bentley, III , 4 3 . 
43 Sargeaunt, p. 22; Bentley, p. 463. 
44 w. W. Greg , A Bibliography of the English Printed Drama to 
the Restoration, I (London, 1939), 42-. -- --
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1633 and states that the play was acted by the Queen's company at the 
Phoenix . Fleay pointed to the "women Anticks" ( 1 . 1576) a s a r efe r -
ence to French actresses who performed in London in 1629 . 45 Bentle y 
believes that the allusion is not to the French actresses but to a pro -
posed performance by Queen Henrietta of Montague's The Shepherd's 
Paradise. The forthcoming play by Montague was much discussed in 
the fall of 1632, and Bentley concludes that late 1632 is a possible date 
of composition. It seems unlikely, though, that Ford would refer in 
Fernando's speech (11 . . 1569-77) to a pla y already performed if the 
play had not in fact been put on the stage ( The Shepherd's Paradise wa :3 
not acted until January 10, 1632 / 346 - -eleven days before Love's 
Sacrifice was entered on the Stationers' Register }. In short , the allu -
sion presents no clear evidence fo r dating the play. 
The Broken Heart was entered in the Stationers' Register b y 
Hugh Beeston on March 28, 1633 , 47 and published the same year. The 
title page says that it was acted by the King' s company at Bla c kfri a r s . 
Ewing suggested two reasons why the play was probably written in the 
summer o r fall of 1632, one based on a possible reference in William 
45 Fleay, I, 233 -234 . 
46 Bentley, IV, 918. 
47 
Greg, I, 42 . 
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48 
Heminges' Elegy~ Randolph's Finge r , the other founded on the 
inference that, according to the title page , The Broken Heart could 
have been performed only at Blackfriars . He finds a third pi ece of 
evidence in Crashaw' s lines : 
Thou cheat' st us, Ford; mak' st one seem two by art : 
What is Love's Sacrifice but the Broken Heart? 
This couplet, says Ewing, clearly suggests that The Broken Heart wa1, 
written before Love's Sacrifice. 49 Bentley has , however , shown the 
weakness or irrelevance of all th r ee arguments . None of the three 
prove anything about the date of composition , and the Crashaw c ou ple t 
may show merely that Crashaw read The Broken Heart before Lo v e 's 
S "f" 50 acr1 ice . Bentley himself , as noted above, tentatively suggests 
that~ B r oken Heart precedes 'Tis~ and Love's Sacrifice beca use 
it was performed by the King 's company , whereas Bee ~ton ' s compan y 
acted the other two . The possibility that Ford made an agreement 
with Beeston seems, as I have already stated, only conjectural. 51 
4 8Ewing, p . 27, gives the couplet as follows: 
More worthies like to these I could impart , 
But that we are troubled with a Broken Heart . 
4 9Ewing , pp. 26-28. Oliver, p . 48 , comes to the same con -
cl usion . 
50 Bentley , III , 441 . 
51 
See above, p. 17. 
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Beeston entered Perkin War b eck in the Stationers' Register on 
February 24, 1633/ 34. 52 The date on the title page is 1634, and the 
play was acted by the Queen's company. As Bentley points out, little 
reliable evidence is available for determining the date of composition . 
Most critics assume that the play follows 'Tis Pity , Love's Sacrifice , 
and The Broken Heart, because the later date of publication argues 
a later date of composition. Be ntley thinks that the p o ssibilit y of an 
earlier date exists . The title page reads "Acted (so me-times ) by the 
Queenes Maiestie s Servants .' ' The phrase ' ' Acted ( some-times) ' ' may 
mean, says Bentley, that th e play was acted, and therefore c omposed , 
53 before 1633 . This view is a possibility , but the date of compositio n 
is still left an open question. 
It should be clear that external evidenc e helps very little to date 
these four plays or even to arrange them chronologically . Bentle y ' s 
conclusions, for example, ar e as follows : The Broken Heart , c . 1627 -
3 1; Perkin Warbeck, 1622-32 ?; 'Tis Pity , 1629? -33; Love's Sacr i fice , 
1632 ? 54 One notices that, if the questioned da tes ar e allowed a y ea r ' s 
leeway, the last two plays could be fir st . 
For more substantial c onc lusions the majority of scholars ex -
amine the int e rnal evidence. Analysis of the subject matter of the pla ys 
52 4 Greg, I, 3. 
53 Bentley , III, 455-456. 
54 Bentley , III , 43 7 . 
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for the purpose of discovering thematic or formal development has pro -
duced contradictory opinions, but those who argue that 'Tis Pity and 
Love's Sacrifice precede The Broken Heart and Perkin Warbeck hold , 
I believe, a more convincing position than those who would reverse the 
pairs. Courthope asserted that 'Tis Pity and Love's Sacrifice must 
follow The Witch of Edmonton and must precede The Lover's Melan-
choly and The Broken Heart, because it is very unlikely that Ford 
would jump ''at a bound from the style of domestic melodrama to the 
abstract manner of The Broken Heart . 1155 He therefore dated the 
composition of 'Tis Pity and Love's Sacrifice as between 1624 or 1625 
and 1628. Clifford Leech holds that 'Tis Pity precedes Love's Sacri-
£ice, because it is more Jacobean in tone . He understands Ford's 
development as two-fold: first, "the movement is toward the moment 
of stillness , " and , second, the later play~ including The Broken Hear t 
and Perkin Warbeck, are more original. 56 Robert Ornstein also 
believes that 'Tis Pity precede s Love's Sacrifice . According to him , 
'Tis Pity is probably the earliest of the tragedi e s beca u s e it i s " le ss 
mature in its characterizations and less sophisticated in its theme s 
than the other tragedies . . .. l]t] lacks the concern with ari s tocratic 
55 Courthope, IV, 373; Miss Sargeaunt , p. 24, agrees with 
Courthope's view. 
56 
Leech, pp. 37, 75 . 
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codes of behavior that marks Ford's later plays . . ~n~ is the only 
one which pretends to an ideological significance in the manner of 
ea rli er Jacobean plays . ,,57 According to these critics, the order of 
the plays would seem to be as follows: 'Tis Pity, Love's Sacrifice, 
The Broken Heart, and Perkin Warbe ck . 
Several critics who rely on Ford's thematic development have 
argued for a different chronology . Ewing finds a continuing develop-
ment of Ford's treatment of melancholy from The Broken Heart and 
Love's Sacrifice, through 'Tis Pity, to Perkin Warbeck. 58 Because 
Ewing overemphasizes, I believe, the importance of melancholy in the 
plays, 59 his conclusions are not compelling . R. J. Kaufmann hold s 
that Ford develops the theme of "tragic jealousy,'' from The Queene , 
through Love's Sacrifice , to 'Tis Pity. 6° Kaufmann's argument lacks 
force because jealousy is not a main theme of 'Tis Pity , though Kauf -
man treats it as such. Finally , Irving Rihner has recently asserted 
that 'Tis Pity presents ''Ford's particular tragic position most clearl y 
and forcefully" and that therefore it follows The Broken Heart and 
Love's Sacrifice. 61 Though one can easily agree that ' Tis Pity is 
57 Ornstein, p. 203. 
58 Ewing, pp. 97-99. 
59see above, pp. 12-13. 
60R. J. Kaufmann, ''Ford's T iragic Perspective , '' Texas Studies 
in Literature and Language , I ( 1960), 524. 
6 1Ribner, pp. 155-156. 
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Ford's most forceful tragedy, it is difficult to see why this judgment 
necessarily means that 'Tis Pity follows the other plays, or even why 
'Tis Pity contains Ford's particular position . On the contrary , Leec h 
may well be right to see The Broken Heart and Perkin Warbeck as 
more "Fordian" in that they are in tone closer to The Lover's Melan-
choly and the last two tragi-comedies, while 'Tis Pity is more 
"Jacobean . 1162 Though the arguments of Courthope , Leech , and 
Ornstein seem more cogent than those of Ewing , Kaufmann , a nd 
Rihner, one would hesitate to form , solely on the basis o f thi s eviden c e , 
a conclusion as to Ford's development. 
Stylistic studies, however , s e em to corroborate the views of 
Courthope, Ornstein , and Leech . Analysis of the number of pairs of 
rhymed lines gives the following results, according to Eduard Hanne -
mann : 'Tis Pity , 49; Love' s Sacrifice , 35 : The Lover's Melanch oly , 
29; The Broken Heart, 19; Perkin War beck , 11.; The Fancies Ch aste 
an<!_ Noble , 1; The Lady's Trial , 1. By his count , the percentag e of 
feminine endings is as f ollows: ' Tis Pity , 13. 8%; Love's Sacrific e , 
14. 9%; The Lover's Melancholy, 38 . 4%; The Broken Heart , 49 . 5%; 
Perkin Wa rbeck, 43. 1%; The F a ncies, 60. 3%; The Lady's Trial, 43 . 7%. 
And, finally , the plays vary greatl y in number of triple endings : ' T is 
Pity, 15; Love's Sacrifice , 7; The Lover's Melancholy , 89 ; The Broken 
62 
L e e c h, pp. 11., 74 - 75. 
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Heart, 206; Perkin Warbeck, 146; The Fancies, 245; The Lady's 
63 
Trial, 90 . F. E. Pierce made the same analysis , and his results 
differ markedly in only one point; he counted 187 triple endings in The 
Broken Heart, instead of Hannemann's 206 . On the basis of his find -
ings, Pierce went on to order these plays in three groups: 1) 'Tis 
Pity and Love's Sacrifice; 2) The Lover's Melancholy, The Broken 
Heart, and Perkin Warbeck; 3) The Fancies Chaste and Noble and The 
64 
Lady's Trial. If one were to give these findings weight, he would 
place 'Tis Pity and Love's Sacrifice t ogether and before The Broken 
Heart and Perkin Warbeck . 
In default of clear external data , then , one turns to internal evi-
dence for a tentative ordering of the plays , and on this basis it would 
not seem unreasonable to proc e ed on the hypothesis that Ford's four 
tragedies were composed in the following order : 'Tis Pity , Love's 
Sacrifice, The Broken Heart , and Perkin Warbeck . Analysis of the 
tragic vision in each of these pla ys will show that the vision chan ges 
from play to play . In fact, if the pla ys are r e ad in the above order , 
one can discover a gradual weakening of Ford's tragic vision as he 
moves toward the Stoicism of The Broken Heart and Perkin Warbeck . 
63 Eduard H a nnemann, Metrische Untersuchungen zu John Ford 
(Halle, 1888), p . 37 . 
64 Frederick E . Pierce , ''The Sequence of John Ford's Plays ," 
Nation, XCII (1911), 9-10 . 
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This dissertation will serve, then , to corroborate, though not finally 
65 to prove, the suggested chronology . To a statement of what is here 
meant by the term ''tragic vision" the next chapter will be devoted . 
65 1n addition to those already mentioned, others who have ordered 
the plays this way are the following: Alfred Harbage, Annals~ English 
Drama: 975 - 1700 (Philadelphia, 1940}, pp. 100-104; Felix E. Schelling 
and Matthew W. Black, ed. , Typical Elizabethan Plays, 3rd ed. ( New 
York, 1949), p . 900; Davril, p . 71. 
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'Chapter II 
The T r agic Vision 
In defining "the tragic vision," I am taking for granted certain 
assumptions. Fir~t, generic categories exist and will be treated here 
as acceptable classifications of literature . 1 I will further suppose that 
a work of art is not a wholly self- contained entity and that, consequentl y , 
the ideas and attitudes embodied in a t ::-aged y r efer to the world at large 
and are available for discussion. 2 A third assumption is that traged y, 
and also the tragic vision, can be defined, even though tragedies have 
differed markedly, according to time and place . The definition provided 
by this chapter is framed to include those qualities which tragedy through 
the ages has seemed to poss ess . To be sure , a good deal of confu sion 
1 
Though genre criticism has been attacked , especially in the 
twentieth century, the majority of critics have always allowed it . F o r 
two examples of those who reject generic categories, see ~nedett~ 
C~c 5 "Aesthetics," The Encyclopaedia Britannica, 14th ed. (New York , 
1936) , I, 267; and Eliseo Vivas, "The Tragic Dimen sio n" G,ev. Rich a rd 
B. Sewall's The Vision of Tragedy and Harry Levin's The Question of 
HamleU, Yale Review, XLVIII (1959) , 588 . -- -
2 See Herb ert J. Muller , The Spirit~ Tragedy (New York, 1956) , 
p. 13. The question of whether or not an artistic work can refer to any -
thing outside itself is well presented by Murray Krieger, The New 
Apo logists for Poetr y (Minneapolis, 195 6). 
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exists in this whole area; for instance, Romeo and Juliet has variously 
been called "true tragedy 113 and "an idyll with an adventitiously melan-
choly ending. 114 In order to talk about tragedy at all, therefore, one 
must establish some sort of central meaning for the te rm. 
Allen Tate has written that the subject matter of poetry is 
11heightened reality and a sense of the human situation. 11 5 The ' 'tragic 
visi on, 11 as described here, refers to that particular view of reality and 
the human situation em b odied in a tragedy, where 11 tragedy" is the whole 
play. 6 More specifically, the t ra gic vision reveals through the aesthetic 
fo rm the nature of the universe, the individual, and society, and th e ir 
relationships. 7 
Louis Mar tz has found a 11 sense of a d ouble vision at work in 
3H en ry A l onzo Myers, T rag ed y : A Vi ew of L ife {Itha c a, N. Y . , 
1956) , p. :'..15. - - --- - -
4
o sc ar Mande l, A Definiti on of T ra g edy (New Y o rk, 19 6 1), p . 27. 
5 A ll e n Tate, "On Poet r y, 11 i n a su p pl ernent "The Crea t i v e :Mind 
a nd M e th o d ,'' e d. Ja ck D . Summer fie ld and Lorly n Tr..a t cher, T e xas 
Quart erl y2 III (19 60), 69. 
6M u rray Krie ge r, The Tragic Vis io n: Var iati ons~~ Theme in 
L i t e rary Inte rp retati on (New Y o rk, 1960 ) , pp. 2 - 3 , m ak e s the same 
d istin c tion betwee n 11trage dy 11 and "the t ragic vis io n. 11 
7 
'Richard B . Sewa ll, The Vi sion~ T r a_g_~~Y (N ew Haven, 1959 ), 
p. 150, n. 7, defi n es 11 tragic visi o n 11 as " the t o t al v i s ion of t he artist 
{insofa r as w e can reconst ruct it f r om the evid e n ce of the fulfill e d form, 
the tragedy itself) o f the nature and destiny of m a n . 1 1 Though Professor 
Sewall's definit i on foc u se s more on man and le s s on the cosmos than 
min e , 1nuc h of this chap ter is in d ebte d to him. 
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tragedy, 118 but the tragic vision is probably more complex than this 
phrase indicates. More suggestive is Miguel de Unamuno' s phrase, 
"the tragic sense of life." This feeling, says Unamuno "carries with 
it a whole conception of life itself and of the universe, a whole philos-
ophy more or less formulated, more or less conscious.'' 9 In other 
words, the tragic vision, as Richard Sewall has written, "is n ot a 
systematic view of life. It admits wide variations and degree . It is a 
sum of insights, intuitions, feelings . ,,lO It is important to hold to the 
notion of its variability so that the definition can be reasonably inclu -
sive . One could say that no two tragedies embody exactly the same 
tragic tone or insight into the nature of man and the universe . The 
tragic effect, too, will vary accordingly. Volkelt uses the phrase , "das 
Tragische der befreienden und der niederdruckenden Art, ,,ll and some -
where between the two is that psychological state described by Milton 
at the end of Samson Agonistes : 12 "calm of mind, all passion spent. ' ' 
8Louis L. Martz, "The Saint as Tragic Hero: Saint Joan and 
Murder in the Cathedral," Tragic Themes in Western Literature , ed . 
Cleanfh Brooks (New Haven, 1955) , p. 153.-
9Miguel de Unamuno, The Tragic Sense of Life in Men a nd 
Peoples, trans. J. E . Crawford Flitch (London, 1921 )-; ~7-.-
10 Sewall, p. 4. 
11 Johannes Volkelt, Asthetik des Tragischen, 3rd ed. (Mtinchen , 
1917), p. 276 . 
12 For a description of how this equability of mind can be achieved 
in tragedy, see Sherna Sh allet Vinograd, "The Tragic Lament and 
2 9 
The complexity of life itself makes it most unlikely that two tragedies 
will encompass an identical world view. Nevertheless the tragic vision 
of most tragedies possesses certain common elements, and this fact is 
important to emphasize , for the constancy of the vision makes the term 
valuable as definition. 
The variability and the limitations of the tragic vision suggest 
that perhaps the most sensible way to define the term is to see it as 
referring to a general area of thought and feeling, the plays which in-
clude most of the elements of the vision at the center and those with 
few at the outer edge of the area. The most inclusive tragedies are , on 
this view, the most tragic- -plays like Oedipus the King and Ki ng Lear . 
This approach avoids the pitfall of excluding a play merely because it 
fails to contain that which the definer calls ''the essence" ( the "essence" 
of the tragic vision in Oedipus the King differs , it seems to me, from 
the "essence" in King Lear ). To be sure, a tragedy must , as I will 
attempt to show, contain certain of these elements (e. g ., a hero , a 
vision of good, a vision of evil), or fail to qualify as tragedy . Howe ver , 
this is not to be a mathematical toting up of elements with the goal of 
discovering whether the play "passes"; it will be, rather, an approach 
that allows a good deal of leeway. This "area'' approach avoids also the 
opposite pitfall of too general a definition. Useful for my purpose is the 
Related Causes of Acquiescence in Tragic Drama, '' unpubl. diss . 
(Stanford Univ., 1941) . 
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idea that tragedy has "frontiers. " Willard Farnham in Shakespeare's 
Tragic Frontier and Una Ellis-Fermor in The Frontiers of Drama have 
already used the concept. These frontiers are of various kinds. Farn-
ham sees one frontier, for instance, in the treatment of the hero: when 
Shakespeare shows us nobility arising out of "ignoble substance, '' as he 
does in Timon, Antony and Cleopatra, Macbeth, and Coriolanus, the 
audience may lose sympathy with the hero and "the essential simplicities 
of tragic understanding are in constant danger of being overwhelmed by 
paradox." 13 Though I believe that tragic understanding is not simple 
and that paradox is at the heart of tragedy, the hero must indeed have 
the audience's sympathy. Here is one frontier. Miss Ellis-Fermor sug -
gests others: melodrama which "fails sometimes to relate the catas-
trophe to the action, and lacks in general . depth of imagination''; 
tales of pure evil; a recounting of pathetic incidents; and a disaster whi c h 
1. .d 14 re 1es on mere acc1 ent. There are many others (to be dealt with 
below), though in some cases lines of distinction are difficult to determine. 
13 
Willard Farnham, Shakespeare's Tragic Frontier: The World of 
His Final Tragedies (Berkeley, 1950), pp. 1-2 . 
14 Una Ellis-Fermor, The Frontiers of Drama, 3rd ed. (London, 
1948), pp. 127-128. As to melodrama in particular, it seems necessar y 
to reject the statement of Thorndike, p. 4, that "the distinction between 
melodrama and tragedy . . is hardly more than between bad tragedy 
and good." The two genres have different natures, as Robert Heilman 
has shown in "Tragedy and Melodrama : Speculations on Generic Form," 
Texas Quarterly, III (Summer, 1960), 36-50. Of course, one cannot, 
as Heilman points out, draw an absolute dividing line between them; a 
play may be tragedy with melodr a matic elements, or melodrama with 
tragic elements. 
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Karl Jaspers suggests that apathy in the tragic hero is a reaction to 
suffering essentially untragic, 15 but whether the hero is heroically 
stoic or merely apathetic probably must be decided by analysis of a 
specific play. As Chapter V will show, this crucial difference is impo r -
tant in The Broken Heart. 
Flexibility and constancy, then, are the reasons for the ''area-
frontier" approach upon which the following definition will be based. 
Hopefully, "'the result will be that, as Muller says, ''instead of arguing 
over what tragedy 'really' is, we may state why we believe that some 
kinds are superior to others, or what it is at its best. 1116 It will be 
convenient to explore the sense of reality and the human situation in 
the tragic vision by dividing it into three main areas : the tragic con-
flict, the tragic hero and his fate, and the tragic emotions. 
In addition to reflecting the complex relationship of man, societ y , 
and the universe, the tragic vision presents a conflict. The sense of 
the difficulty of life is essential in the tragic vision and takes the form 
of some kind of struggle . All drama presents conflict , but in tragedy t he 
collisions are there not only because they are dramatic but also because 
they represent a basic condition in man's life. That conflict is ess ent ial 
15 
Karl Jaspers, Tragedy Is Not Enough, trans. Harald A. T. 
Reiche, HarryT. Moore, andKarlW. Deutsch(Boston, 1952), p. 37. 
16 
Muller, p. 11. 
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in the tragic vision seems clearly true, but this has not always been 
emphasized. Schopenhauer, to gi:ve a famous instance, wrote that 
"the representation of a great misfortune is alone essential to tragedy . ,,1. 7 
Today, however, most critics accept it as axiomatic that tragedy must 
focus on some kind of conflict. 
The tragic vision, complex as it is, embodies many kinds of 
conflict in any given tragedy. It is usual to reduce the oppositions to a 
matter of man against the gods, or man against man (or society), or 
man against himself. For today's audience, which no longer believes 
in "the gods, " probably the greatest tragedies are those which reveal an 
internal struggle of some kind, 18 for the theme of man versus societ y 
carries with it the danger of dwarfing man to the dimension of a pathetic , 
rather than heroic, figure. 19 (Examples are modern plays like Gorki' s 
The Lower Depths and Hauptmann's The Weavers.) Furthermore, th e 
theme of man versus man may, in some cases, sh ow onl y which man is 
17 Arthur Schopenhauer, The World as Will and Idea, trans. R . B . 
Haldane and J. Kemp, 6th ed. (London, 1907),I,328-. -
18 1 agree, then, with F. P. Wil;on, Elizabethan and Jacobean 
( Oxford, 1945), pp. 111-112, when he finds that Shakespeare's tragic 
sense develops greater maturity from Titus Andronicus to King Lear 
because the latter is the tragedy of a "divided mind. " 
19 Joseph Wood Krutch, "The Tragic Fallacy,'' The Modern Temper : 
~ Study and A Confessi o n( Ne w Yor k , 1929), finds that the alleged failure 
of modern dramatists to write tragedy results from their inability to see 
man as capable of dignity and in some way capable of greatness. 
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the stronger. To end Julius Caesar with the defeat of Brutus and 
Cassius in battle is not fully tragic because it shows only that Antony's 
army is the stronger {though admittedly there is disagl.'eement between 
the two leaders). The tragic vision which encompasses all three kinds 
of conflict will probably be at the center of the tragic area, and this ca n 
be seen in the greatest tragedies , like Oedipus the King, Antigone, and 
As Chapter VI will demonstrate, one reason for the failure 
of the tr a gic view in Perkin Warbeck is the lack of sufficient depth and 
complexity in the conflicts. 
This usual three-fold division is, however, an over -simplification 
of tragic dilemmas. Underlying the apparent conflicts are others wh ic h 
reveal more clearly how complex the full tragic vision can be . Some 
of these oppositions are order versus disorder, good versus evil, good 
versus good, reason versus will, slavery versus freedom, fate v ers us 
free will, and life versus death . When a tragedy is involved wi t h the se 
oppositions, it will mirror the dilemmas of life itself. 
The central dilemm a of the tragic vision is the problem of go od 
and evil. Literature always deals with values, but the vision of traged y, 
especially, has at its core the conflicts engendered by opposing values , 
and th e se values are always those which men live by . Tragedy reflect s 
the ethical, and ultimately the religious and philosophical, problems of 
life. In this sense, it probes at the axis of life; a nd, life being as com-
plex and mysterious as it is, the tragic vision finds that good and evil 
34 
are not fully explainable. In tragedy, writes F. L. Lucas, " the 
problem of evil and of suffering is set before us . ,,2 0 Not for nothing is 
the phrase usually shortened simply to "the problem of evil. " In 
tragedy, the vision is always focused on the evil, though, of course, 
the good coexists with it . Miss Ellis-Fermor asserts th at tragedy 
springs from a "Manichaeistic balance, '' and she finds the essence of 
tragedy in "the balance between the evil that is observed and the good 
that is guessed at. 1121 Certainly a tragedy cannot present unrelieved 
evil, for then it would not reflect life ; there must be a vision of the good 
as well . The vision of evil, however , is usually much the stronger of 
the two, and this is naturally so because the problem of evil presents th e 
question of "disproportionate" suffering. 22 In more general terms, it 
ask s the problem which theodicy tries to answer: how could a go od , 
omnipotent God allow evil and suffering? Unamuno 1 s tragic s e nse of 
life' 1 points to this problem; according to Professor Sewall thi s trag ic 
s ens e is "the sense of ancient evil, of the mystery of human suffer ing , 
2
°F. L. Lucas, Tragedy: Serious Drama in Relation to Arist otl e 1 s 
Poetics, 2nd ed., (New York, 1958), p. 77. Others who also find t h e 
problem of evil at the center of tragedy are W. Macneile Dixon, Traged y 
(London, 1924}, p. 57; T. R . Henn , The Harvest of Tragedy ( London, 
1956}, p . 65; and Sewall, pp. 46-47 . 
21 Ellis-Fermo!', The Frontiers of Drama, pp . 144-146 . 
22 
Muller , p . 18. 
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of t he gulf between aspiration and achievement. 1123 This sense of injus-
tice and suffering has always existed in the minds and feelings of men. 
William and Mary O'Connor are probably right, therefore, that "with-
out exquisite awareness of evil ... there can be no dramatic tragedy . 1124 
A frontier of the tragic area is approached when the vision of evil is 
muted, and the border is transgressed when it is absent . Thus, though 
death may be transcended as in Yeats's On Baile's Strand, the tragic 
vision nevertheless and at the same time sees death as an end of joys, 
hopes, and earthly pleasures . Theodore Spencer d~scribes how Eliza-
bethan tragedy could not come to full flower until the contemptus mundi 
vision of life was largely replaced by the kind of view expressed in 
Marston's Sophonisba: "My God's my arm; my life my heaven, my 
grave / To me all end. 1125 In other words, a martyr's death is not 
23 
Richard B. Sew all, "The Tragic Form, 11 E;ssax;s in Criticism , 
IV ( 1954), 348. Unamuno, p. 205 : "An d suffering has its degree s , 
according to the depth of its penetration, from the suffering that fl oa ts 
upon the sea of appearances to the eternal anguish, the source of the 
tragic sense of life, which seeks a habitation in the depths of the eternal 
and there awakens consolation; from the physical suffering that contort s 
our bodies to the religious anguish that flings us upon the bosom of God , 
there to be watered by the divine tears. 11 
24 
William Van and Mary Allen O'Connor, Climates of Tragedy 
(Baton Rouge, 1943), pp. 13-14. 
25 Theodore Spencer, Death and Elizabethan Tragedy: A Study of 
Convention and Opinion~ Elizabethan Drama (Cambridge, Mass. , 
1936), p . 35 . 
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tragic, for death is seen as a good, rather than as an evil. 26 The death-
wish in Ford's later tragedies clearly restricts the fullness of his tragic 
vision. 
It is not enough, however, to say that the tragic vision must 
embody a vision of evil. One quality of this evil is its inevitability. It 
seems unjustifiable to assume at a tragedy's end that all will be well 
thenceforward. The recurrence of the "tragic situation" is clearly sug -
gested , for instance, in Hamlet's requ est to Horatio: 
Absent thee from felicity a while 
And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain 
To tell my story. (V. ii. 358-360) 
Just as evil is presented as inevitable in human affairs, so also is it 
seen as unavoidable. One of the charges brought against "modern 
tragedy" is that it shows, not evil, but evils. For instance, if the su f -
fering can be remedied by an improvement in social conditions, traged y 
. "bl 27 1s not poss1 e. All this is to say that the evil in tragedy must be 
26 A qualification should be added here. Eugene H. Falk, Renunci -
ation~~ Tragic Focus: . A Study ~ Five Plays (Minneapolis, 1954 ) , 
p. 90, shows clearly that an act of self-sacrifice can be tragic if the 
protagonist (e.g., Antigone) underg oes suffering in the act of renouncing 
the values of this world: ''Martyrdom and self-sacrifice are tragic if 
they emerge from a conflict between authentic worldly and spiritual 
aspirations. Without such a conflict, without the necessity to measure 
one's allegiance to an ideal, without an act of renunci ation, martyrdom 
and self-s-acrifice are outside the sphere of the tragic." 
27 Ellis-Fermor, The Frontiers of Drama , p. 134. 
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seen as positively real, not just as an absence of goodness or an imper-
fection in man or nature . As will be suggested in later chapters, 
Thorndike is right in finding that "villainy and revenge appear but are 
not very essential" in Ford's tragedies. 28 The tragic vision sees the 
evil~ evil, not as a necessary means to a greater good (it sometimes 
appears so in The Broken Heart). The weakness in the theories of 
those who stress the optimistic aspect of tragedy 29 lies in their 
tendency to deny the reality of evil. Tragedy's emphasis on moral evil 
precludes a residual optimism . Tragedies are , in Marston' s words, 
"black visag'd showes. 1130 
This discussion of the vision of evil is extended for two reas on s: 
fi r s t, an essential element of the tragic vision is a view of evil as real , 
inevitable, and irremediable; second, this aspect of the theory needs 
emphasis because Ford is charged with destroying evil "by an illumin a -
tion . . . that convinces us that evil never was. 1131 If this is true , 
2 8Thorndike, p. 227. 
2 9Two of these are G. W. F. Hegel, The Philosophy of Fine A rt , 
trans. F. P. B. Osmaston (London, 192.0), IV, 317 ff., who holds that 
the final result in tragedy is the emergence of a higher good than pre -
viously existed; and Herbert Weisinger , Tragedy and the Paradox oi_ the 
Fortunate Fall (London, 1953), p. 229, who asserts that because 
tragedy ends with a rebirth, it is "ultimately optimistic." 
30 John Marston, "The Prologue, 11 Antonio's Revenge, The Plays 
of John Marston, ed. H. Harvey Wood (Ed i nburgh , 1934), I, 69. 
31
Ellis-Fermor, The Jacobean Drama, p. 245. 
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Ford has no tragic vision. Chapters III and IV will show that the state -
ment quoted is largely wrong in respect to I Tis Pity and Love's 
Sacrifice. 
In addition to a vision of evil, tragedy has a vision of the good. 
What this goodness consists of and where it is found in tragedy are 
questions which have received various answers. One famous statement 
is that of A. C. Bradley, who affirmed that a moral order rules in 
Shakespearean tragedy: 
Let us attempt then to re ~ state the idea that the ultimate power 
in the tragic world is a moral order. Let us put aside the ideas of 
justice and merit, and speak simply of good and evil. Let us under-
stand by these words, primarily, moral good and evil, but also every-
thing else in human beings which we take to be excellent or the reverse . 
Let us understand the statement that the ultimate power or order is 
'moral' to mean that it does not show itself indifferent to good and evil, 
or equally favourable or unfavourable to both, but shows itself akin to 
good and alien from evil. 32 
This may be true for Shakespearean tragedy, but this benevolent cosmi c 
order does not form the background for some tr age dy. Euripides and 
Webster come immediately to mind. This said, however, one must 
insist on some sort of affirmation of goodness. Otherwise, the tragedy 
will not reflect the facts of man's existence . The compensation for man' s 
fate may be the vision of man's nobility and courage, the defeat of evil, 
or perhaps the reassertion of a moral order. His failure to provide for 
32 A. C . Bradley, Shakespearean Tragedy: Lectures on Hamlet , 
Othello, Kine:Lear, Macbeth(London , 1949), p . 33. 
---
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a vision of the good is the great weakness of Schopenhauer's theory. He 
sees the end of tragedy as "t he representation of the terrible side of life. 
The unspeakable pain, the wail of humanity, the triumph of evil, the 
scornful mastery of chance, and the irretrievable fall of the just and 
innocent, is [sic} here presented to us. ,,33 Still, though we see good-
ness represented in various forms in the tragic vision, and possibly 
even in the beauty of the aesthetic form itself, 34 F . L. Lucas seems 
correct in his opinion that Schopenhauer is "nearer the truth" than 
Hegel, since tragedy ''is often deeply pessimistic, at least in implica-
tion. 1135 
33 
Sch openha u e r, I, 326. 
34 Ellis-Fermor, The Frontiers of Drama, p. 133. Miss Ellis-
Fe r mor argues that " th e presence of abeneficent world-order, of 
immanent goo d, is implied in such plays as Oedipus the King or Macbeth 
by the presence of form as an integral part of the work of art even when 
evil or suffering is the theme. The impression left upon the mind is of 
an equilibrium between the manifestation of evil and the embodiment of 
the principle of order . Beauty of form and expression then represe nt 
by imp lication the forces of righteousness and beneficence of which 
Aeschylus speaks directly in the choric odes . " To evaluate this idea 
fully would require many pages, but the connection between an ethical 
goo d and an aesthetic good, to my mind, remains doubtful. The sense 
of aesthetic order may in many cases, e.g ., The Broken Heart, run 
counter to the pessimism of the subject matte r and its effect may only 
be to make the unpleasant matte r pleasing by providing distance . It is 
true, that is, that form can help to control the emotional effect of a vio -
lent tragedy like Racin e ' s Phedre. To meet Miss Ellis - Fermor' s argumi;-nt , 
one could suggest in the case of Oedipu s the King that Sophocles' con-
stant use of tragic irony (p art of the form) as a counter-current to 
Oedipus I desire to find the slayer of Laius reveals, as Muller says of 
tragic irony in general, ''that the ways of Providence are paradoxical, 
mysterious, possibly inept" (p. 18). 
35 Lucas, p. 68. 
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To recapitulate: since the life of man is inescapably bound up 
with values of good and evil, a vision of each must appear in tragedy, 
though evil is usually stressed. These values, and their agents, pro-
vide the conflict and establish the terms in which the dilemma or 
problem is expressed. 
The dilemma is never exp r essed, however, simply as good versus 
evil. It must reflect life's complexity; if it does not, the result is 
melodrama, a less mature interpretation of experience, for it is doubt = 
ful that life ever shows us a simple struggle of good and evil. "The 
tragedy of being a man, " writes Paul Weiss, is that we are alway s and 
inevitably faced with the conflict of do ing a wrong to achieve a right. 36 
So in tragedy rights and wrongs are alway s mixed: Orestes and Hamlet 
are right to avenge their fathers, but murder is wrong. The values in 
tragedy, in short, are never absolute. No major tragic figure is wholl y 
goo d or wholly evil, nor are his acts subject to whole-hearted approval 
or condemnation. The tra gic vision sees; it does not finally judge. 
These antinomies suggest a good deal ab out the technical de vices 
used in tragedy, especially irony and paradox. If the work is to reflect 
life, it must itself embody contradiction in its very manner of presenta-
tio n. The importance of irony in tragedy was long ago suggested by 
Aristotle: "irony of events" {L. J. Potts's translation of peripete ia), 
36 
Paul Weiss, Man's Freedom (New Haven, 1950) , p. 221. 
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along with anagnorisis, is, he says, '"the chief means by which tragedy 
moves us.' 1137 Of the two kinds of irony clearly characteristic of 
tragedy irony of events is one. Ac cording to F. L. Lucas, ''reversal of 
fortune" is not an adequate translation of peripeteia. Its meaning is 
far more specific : "'A peripeteia occurs when a course of action 
38 intended to produce a result~• produce s the reverse of~- 111 This 
reversal is more complex than the medieval notion of a change of for-
tune or even a reversal produced by Fortune's wheel. The irony of 
events reveals the hero's blindness and the fated quality of his downfall. 
It is a kind of symbolic figure of the nature of life itself: to live means 
to suffer. The incomprehensibility of the cosmos and of man's relation 
to it are fully suggested by this type of irony. 
Tragic, or dramatic, irony- -the other characteristic type- -is 
effective in many ways, but even more forcefully than the irony of events 
it stresses the hero 's ignorance . As the audience, we see b oth the 
reality of the situation and the hero's deluded view of it. 39 We then 
understand that the hero is not, as he thinks, a god and that he is after 
37 L. J. Potts, trans., Aristotle 2E-the Art !:!_f Fiction: An 
English Translation of Aristotle's "Poetics" (Cambridge, 1953), 
p. 81. 
38 Lucas, p. lll. 
39 
See G. G. Sedgewick, Of Irony : Especially in Drama ( Toronto, 
1935), pp . 7-9, 43. 
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all, like us, a finite creature. 40 We can see his imperfection and thus 
the possibility of his overreaching himself. In this way, the irony helps 
to create tension and suspense, and if used frequently, it can create (as 
in 'Tis Pity) a sense of fatality and inevitable doom. 41 
The other device necessary to the tragic vision is paradox, 
similar to irony in many ways. Tragedy apparently arises at those 
times in the life of a culture when the old truths are questioned . The 
doubts and the dilemmas which they bring find their natural expression 
in paradox. This is one reason, I think, why the theme of revenge is so 
prominent in tragedy; not only does it provide dramatic action, but it 
also raises profound moral and religious problems, which can easily be 
made internal in the protagonist. "The impossibly paradoxical nature of 
moral existence 1142 is investigated in tragedy and centers usually in the 
protagonist, whose actions are alwa y s paradoxical on the ethical plan e . 
40 Humphry House, Aristotle's Poetics, revised by Colin Hardie 
(London, 1956), p. 98, has already pointed out the close connection 
between peripeteia and hamartia. 
41 Alan Reynolds Thompson, The Dry Mock: A Study of Irony in 
Drama (Berkeley, 1948), p. 47, writes that "irony is mockery in traged y. 
In irony the defect or ugliness is painful or destructive , yet it 
reta ins enough of the grotesque or the ridiculous to make us want to laugh . '' 
It is true, I think, that since irony of events and tragic irony reveal the 
imperfection of the hero, the cosmos seems to be mocking his preten-
sions, but I find it difficult to sense in myself the urge to laugh . , I do not 
feel, for instance in Oedipus the King, a subordinate "comic effect ' ' 
(p. 39). 
42 K . 15 r1eger, p. . 
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In Ford's tragedies perhaps the best example of paradox is the dilemma 
which faces Giovanni in I Tis Pity : Giovanni is right and wrong, right 
that love is good, wrong that love can ignore social and moral laws; he 
is partially justified in one way and yet wholly unjustified in another; 
what is good is evil; his acts reward him and condemn him. This kind 
of situation exists, too, in Love's Sacrifice and The Broken Heart. 
Irony and paradox are important, bec ause they help to communicate the 
sense of tension created by the conflict. 
Though the audience often feels a stasis at the end, the tragic 
artist must communicate the sense of struggle in man's effort to find 
his place in the universe. This tension serves several purposes ; the 
most important has already been implied. From the viewpoint of a 
definition of the tragic vision, the main function of tension is to suggest 
that to live means to be in conflict, and to be in conflict means to suffer . 
In tragedy, tension helps to show the underlying meanings: ''Under 
tension su rfaces break and what is beneath is exposed . 1143 Where su c h 
tension is lacking or weak, the tragic vision is seriously impaired . As 
will be seen , this criterion is particularly relevant to The Broken Heart 
and Perkin Warbeck . Tragic tension is essential , then, to the tragic 
vision, for it suggests the great stress in the tragic dilemma. 
Tragedy presses for a settlement of the dilemma but never achieves 
43 
Kenneth T. Rowe, A Theater in Your Head (New York, 1960), 
p. 112. 
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it. As has already been suggested, the dilemmas presented by the tragic 
vision must be finally insoluble because of the kind of culture in which 
tragedy flourishes, a culture which has arrived at a critical period. The 
dra.Inatist fully senses the discord which results from a clash of the new 
with the old, and his tragedy reflects the contest. 
Philosophers, critics, and dra.Inatists have not always felt, how-
ever, that tragedy should be uncommitted . Many have thought that the 
problem of evil can be resolved in art because it is resolved in life , 
either by means of philosophy or by a concept of justice called " poe tic. 1144 
Often the two are combined, as in Hegel's theory of the synthesis re-
sulting from opposing forces: "Eternal Justice is operative" because 
the unity of "ethical substance" is restored. 45 Others who have insisted 
. 46 47 48 on poetic justice are Scahger, Dr. Johnson , Prosser Frye , and 
H . A. Myers . 49 All those, in fact, who insist on a moral function for 
44 Iuse the term as defined by Bradley, p. 31: '"Poetic justice' 
means that prosperity and adversity are distributed in proportion to the 
merits of the agents. 11 
45 Hegel, IV, 298. 
46 For a discussion of Scaliger' s theory, see J . E. Spingarn , 
A History ~ Literary Criticism i~ the Renaissance, 2nd ed. {New York, 
1908), p. 78. 
47 
Samuel Johnson, Johnson's Notes~ Shakespeare, ed. Arthur 
Sherbo, Augustan Reprint Soc., No. 12 {Los Angeles, 1958), III, ii, 145 
condemns Shakespeare for allowing Cordelia to die "contrary to the 
natural ideas of justice. ' ' 
45 
48 Prosser Hall Frye, Romance and Tragedy {Boston, 1922), pp . 148, 297 . 
49 Myers, p. 47. 
literature a r e incline d to want to see poetic justice in tragedy. In 
observation and experience, however, one can recogni z e that this sort 
of resolution belies thEf truth of existence: exact apportionment of re-
wards and punishments is a fiction. 
But to say that the tragic vision never discerns a sense of justice 
is to go too far. Proof of an affirmation of some sort of rough justice ii: 
found in that the bad in tragedy are always punished. The innocent may 
pay, too, but the guilty never escape. 5o Thus, the tragic vision affirm s 
that one m u st pay the piper, so that from this one viewpoint the justice 
is "poetic." This said, h owever, one must conclude that the full tragic 
vision presents dilemmas which are insoluble; as Albert Cook writes , 
"The penultimate stage of the soul's journey is always ambiguous. 1151 
With a consideration of the "soul' s journey, " I want to turn to the 
second section of this definition of tq.e tragic vision, the tragic hero and 
his fate. The vision naturally must make itself apparent in plot and 
character. Henry Popkin argues that tragedy is a "microcosm, the 
50 As Cyril Tourner's Vendice says in The Revenger's Tragedy 
( III. v. 217) "When the bad bleedes, then is the Tr::sedie good"; The Works 
of Cyril Tourneur, ed. Allardyce Nicoll (Lon d on,l_! 93{5b. I know of no 
tragedy in which the villain escapes punishment. This might possibly be 
seen as a limitation of the truth of tragedy, for all the world sees un-
punished crimes; but it could be argued that a criminal with a conscience 
suffers feeling of guilt and that a criminal without a conscience is pun-
ished by the loss of his moral nature. 
51 Albert Cook, The Dark Voy ag e and The Golden .Mean: A 
Philosophy of Comedy (Ca mbr i ugc , Ma ss., 1'949), p. 32. 
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figure of a world, not the figure of a man, 1152 but the tragic vision, as 
here defined is both. In gene ral , the key to the dialectic of t ra gedy 
seems to be Kenneth Burke I s phrase : poiema, pathema, mathema - -
action, suffe ri ng, knowle dg e. 53 
In the tragic vision, the hero need possess, in addition to his 
limitations as a human being, only one essential qup.lity--greatness. 
More than this, I think, cannot be said about the tragic protagonist with-
out excluding certain recognized tragedies. Aristotle held that the hero 
should be neither perfect nor villainous, but "between these extremes 11; 
that his fall should re sult from ''some error"; that he must be dis-
tinguished by "great r eputation and prospe rit y. 1154 Each of these 
requisites has at one time or another been rejected. It is difficult to 
find the "er ror " of the characters in The Broken Heart; likewise, one 
cannot argue that Richard III is a good though flawed character. The 
only quality which covers all, or all but a few perhaps, is grandeur, 
by which is meant ''greatness of spirit. 1155 The tragic hero can thus 
52 Henry Popkin, "On Tragedy'' (Eev. T . R. Henn, The Harvest 
~ Trage dy and Herbert J. Muller, The Spirit of Tragedy), Sewanee 
Review, LXV(l957), 309. 
53 Kenneth Burke, A Grammar of Motives (New York, 1945) , pp. 
38-41; Francis Fergusson, The Idea of a Theater: A Study of Ten Plays 
(Princeton, 1949), p . 18, translates these three ter~~"purpose, 11 
"passion, 11 "pe rceptio n. 11 
54 
Potts, Ch . 13, p . 33. 
55 D. D. Raphael, The Paradox of Tragedy (London, 1960), p. 23, 
translating a phrase of Corneille's. 
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be evil and yet, because of his g randeur, merit our admiration and 
sympathy. 56 
The hero, then, need not be good, but he must be great, for he is, 
in part, a symbol of the potential in all men. He is most of the time 
what the rest of us are rarel y or never. Specifically, he is capable of 
controlling, in some degree, his own destiny, he is courageous enough 
to counter evil, he is strong enough to endure suffering and to trium ph 
over it, and he is intelligent enough and sane enough to understand the 
meaning of his experience. The tragic vision recognize s the reality 
that man is capable of greatness, if rarely great. 
The vision is, however, two-e dged: while it shows man's posse s- -
sion of great possibilities, it also reveals his limitations. Like the 
wo rld around hirn, he is, in Nietzsche's phrase , an ''incarnation of dis -
sonance. 11 57 On e way in which man can be descr ibe d as finite is to say, 
as Aristotle does, that he will fail through "some error. 11 Great and 
long has been the debate over the Greek word, hamartia. It is usuall y 
defined as either an intellectual error or a moral fault, or as both 
together, but then one will have difficulty applyin g it in such ca ses as the 
Duchess of Malfi and Orestes (in The Libation Bearers) . If one defines 
it, as L. J. Potts does, as a ''false step, 11 an act which need not 
56
others who assert that greatness is the one necessary quality: 
Thorndike, p . 312; Bradley, p. 22; Jaspers, p. 56. 
57 Friedrich Nietzsche, The Birth ~ Tragedy and T he Ge ne al og y of 
Morals , trans. Francis Golffing ( Garden City, 1956), p. 14 5 . 
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result from intellectual error or moral flaw, then the tragedy may 
precipitate through no fault of the hero {as Potts says, ''through no 
fault of his own a man may be in a position when he must make one of 
two errors 1158); but many tragedies, if not most, ~ caused by the 
hero's limitation. In sum, it seems best to use a term which states in 
the most general way that the hero is limited, hence the use of '' finite-
ness" to suggest an y kind of imperfection which causes the downfall of 
the hero. His imperfection may be, and most often is, a moral flaw or 
a lack of judgment, but it may also be merely the inability to deal sue -
cessfully with a difficult situation or the fact that he is not omniscient . 
The hero must be limited, or he would not be the contradiction which 
all men are and must be {this necessity is one of the many sources 
of inevitability in the tragic vision); thus, one of the dilemmas which 
tragic man faces is himself. To ''enter into th a t abyss'' requ i re s as 
much courage as any other single act. 
The capacities of the protagonist- - how far he is able to look into 
49 
the abyss--are measured by his reaction to what happens to him . Hence , 
the importance of plot in tragedy. Since the hero must make a decisi on, 
the emphasis is as much on plot as on character . Something must be 
58 Potts, p. 80 . This is similar to the idea of Northrop Frye , 
Anatomy of Criticism : Four Essays {Princeton, 1957), p. 38 , that the 
flaw "may be simply a matter of being a strong character in an exposed 
positio n. 11 
59 lost, or some person must suffer . There must be, then, an ' ' act, 11 
as Kenneth B u rke says. This may take many forms: it may be a com -
mitment to a certain course of action (Hamlet, Macbeth, Giovanni) ; it 
may be a reaction to suffering (Job, Othello, Phaedra) or it may be an 
attempt "to break through the net which is gathering around him"60 
(Oe dipus, M r s. Alving). It may be all three at once, early or late in the 
action, but it must involve the character "essentially"; the depths of his 
nature are challenged . The tragic hero faces some sort of "boundary -
situation" which takes his meas ur e by revealing at once his greatness 
and his limitations. The test often pits him against fate or destin y , evil 
or injustice, and the conduct of the play must show that he can r esist : 
the tragic vision shows man refusing to resign and submit, even thoug h 
he will fail. Total submission is untragic; this is the problem th at 
5 0 
Stoicism poses in a play like The Broken Heart . Penthea does not 
resist death and to this extent is untragic , but on the other hand , she has 
the fortitude to hold to an ideal and to refuse compromise, and in this she 
reveals the kind of tragic fortitude which makes her more than a merel y 
pathetic character . Characteristically, the protagonist rejects a 
59 Max Sche l er, "On the Tragic, " trans. Bernard Stambler , 
Cross Currents, IV (1954), 180; it is not enough to say, as does Mar k 
Harris, The Case for Tragedy (New York, 1932), p. 182, that values 
are "potentially or actually put in jeopardy by the course of the dramati c 
action, " for most tragi-comedy would satisfy this requirement. 
60 J ohn S. Smart , ''Tragedy, 11 Essays and Studies, VIII (192 2) , 26 . 
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compromise with his destiny, a rebellion perfectly expressed in S~nanco u r's 
Obermann: 11L 1homme est pe'rissable. 11 se peut; mais pe°rissons en resis-
tant, et, si le ne'ant nous est r~serv~, ne faisons pas que ce soit une jus -
tice. 1161 In some sense, the hero must, like Camus• Sisyphus, be 
"superior to his fate. 1162 
It follows that the hero necessarily has free will, for otherwise he 
would have no way of rising above destiny . A major paradox in the tragic 
vision appears here, that whereas man cannot escape his fate finally , he 
yet can and may choose within certain limits. There is usually some 
point in the plot at which he is free to direct its course , e. g., Agamemn on 
can choose whether or not to walk on the red carpet, Macbeth can choose 
whether or not to kill Duncan . And the hero is always free to choose how 
to meet his suffering and his death. It is essential that man have this 
freedom for two main reasons. First, without free will, man is a mere 
machine incapable of dignity, and, modern behaviorists to the contrar y, 
trage dy would therefore be a misreading of man• s life as he lives it. 
Secondly, free will allows for guilt, one of the great sources of inner 
d iv ision and hence of tragic conflict and suffering. It is tempting to say 
that guilt is essential to the tragic vision of man's condition. 63 The argu-
61 Quoted by Unamuno, p. 43. 
62 Albert Camus, The ~lg} of Sisyphus and Other Essays, trans. 
Justin O'Brien (New Yo~l , p. 89. 
63 sewall, "The Tragic Form, 11 p. 354 , makes guilt the distinctive 
ment would run this way: the protagonist is : finite in that he can be 
neither omniscient nor morally perfect; these deficienceis--blindness 
and sin- -make him continually guilty and especially guilty when he acts , 
because no act of his can be perfectly good ( every act is tainted with 
wrong) and because his imperfect will cannot "will all that ought to be 
·11 d 1164 Wl e , Othello's desire to revenge himself on Desdemona is 
tainted by pride and jealousy, and his blindness forbids him to see 
clearly what he is doing until it is too late. Hamlet's will is incapable 
of restoring the state of Denmark to health without a holocaust , (Perkin 
Warbeck's lack of a sense of guilt, as will be seen in Chapter VI, is a 
failure of the tragic vision.) Thus, as is often said, the hero's char-
acter is his fate . The tragic hero chooses to try to transcend the 
finiteness of his nature, and this causes his destruction. 
It is important to note, therefore , that the fall (and usually the 
death) of the protagonist results inevitably. Necessary guilt brings 
necessary failure when the hero attempts to achieve more than condi-
tions will allow. His fall is thus the result not only of his own flaw or 
inability to be all - powerful; it also is caused by external circumstances . 
The tragic vision needs both. Giovanni I s death comes about not onl y 
because he gives way to passion, but also because society and moral la w 
condemn his love. Inevitability is the sense that events must necessarily 
64
weiss, p. 250. 
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follow a certain course to disaster, 65 and in tragedy they do so, after 
the tragic process is begun. (Sometimes, as in Oedipus the King and 
The Broken Heart, the process is started in the antecedent action.) 
The hero is trapped like a fish in a net . Henn uses the analogy of fish 
entrapped in a seine net, which applies external pressure to catch the 
fish and corresponds to fate or necessity, and fish caught in a trammel 
net, in which the fish is self-entrapped and which corresponds to man's 
f . . h . 66 1n1teness or amartia. This analogy is good, except that fish are 
caught by one or the other, whereas the hero is usually trapped by both 
at the same time. Bradley's analogy is perhaps better: the protagonist 
is "borne on an irresistible flood towards a cataract. 1167 He takes the 
initial jump, but following this, his fatal destiny is out of his control. 
In his final hours he is subject to "th' bloudy audit, and the fatall gripe. 1168 
65 To clarify the term "inevitability": I agree with William G. 
McCollom, Tragedy (New York, 1957), p. 71, that the term does not 
mean ''absolute fatality," for that would mean no freedom for the hero. 
It does mean that tragedy studies cause and effect: the ''character and 
situation being what they are, the situation had to take place" {p. 89). 
I use Mc Collom' s term "situation'' to include not only the hero's relation 
to people and things around him {e. g., social and moral laws), but also 
his relation to the large, uncontrollable, unknowable forces which some -
how order events (e.g., in Greek tragedy, dik~). Mandel, p. 24, 
relates inevitability to peripeteia by showing that the action leads to its 
opposite because that opposite was already present from the very first act . 
66 Henn, pp. 36 ff. 
67 Bradley, p. 27. 
68 John Webster, The White~. Vol. I of The Complete Works 
of John Webster, ed. F. L. Lucas (London, 1928) . {IV. i. 21.) 
---
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The importance of inevitability for the tragic vision is its power 
to bring home the tragic reality of conflict, of moral and emotional 
evil, and of the inescapability of man's finitude. It helps to show the 
tragic truth that when man reaches beyond his capacity, he must fail; 
it reveals that forces exist which are larger than man can fully know or 
deal with; and it relates the hero to something larger than himself . This 
"something" points to an essential aspect of tragedy, its sense of 
mystery. 
The hero chooses, acts, and fails, and throughout the whole play, 
along with its necessity and inevitability, is the sense that some part 
ha s been unaccountably omitted. The idea that disorder exists at the 
heart of things ha s already been presented in this chapter, but it needs 
emphasis here again, for the events of the play lead to a sense of 
mystery. This sense has been well named ' 'the tragic qualm ' ': the 
''disc repancy between our sense of fact, as illustrated in the inci dent s 
of the action, on the one hand , and on the other, our conception of jus -
tice and right reason" shakes our faith in the moral order. 69 Tragedy , 
says P. H . Frye, should allay the "qualm" by restoring our faith; but 
then as I have indicated above, only poetic justice is served, not truth. 
The feeling that there is a "secret cause 117 0 is one of the magnificent 
69 P. Frye, pp. 144-146. 
70 Richard Ellman, James Joyce (New York, 1959), p. 125, quoting 
from Joyce's "notes on aesthetics, 11 dated February 13 , 1903. 
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aspects of the tragic vision, one seen most clearly in Greek and Eliza-
bethan tragedy, and for a very good reason. The use of poetry, Moody 
Prior makes clear, pushes 11the bounds of apprehension beyond the 
limits of exact observation and into areas where exact certainty and 
systematic knowledge do not provide the appropriate answers . 1171 The 
loss of the cosmic superstructure in Love's Sacrifice and Perkin 
War beck is probably closely connected with Ford's infrequent use of 
metaphor. 
The greatest mystery of all in the tragic vision is suffering. As 
a result of his act and perhaps concomit ant with it, the hero undergoes 
suffering, the second movement in Kenneth Burke's dialectic . Much 
has been said in this chapter about suffering, as well as mystery, but 
it is important to stress that the two belong together: "Suffering is 
permanent, obscure and dark, / And shares the nature of infinity. 1172 
The mystery of this universe is painful and the pain itself is a myster y . 
That this pain can be a source of good is also a mystery, but so the 
vision affirms. Spiritual suffering (the deepest kind and characteris-
tically that with which tragedy deals) develops from the hero's knowledge 
that he is "caught between the necessity to act and the knowledge of 
71 
Moody Prior, The Language ~Tragedy (New York, 1947), p. 12. 
72
william Wordsworth, ''The Bord~rers, 11 The Poetical Works 
of Wordswo rth, ed. Thomas Hutchinson and George M. Harper (New 
York, 193 3), Act III, 11. 1543-44 (p o inted out by Henn, p. 287). 
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inevitable guilt . 1173 He is fully aware of his dilemma, he suffers, but 
he reacts in such a way as to show that suffering has meaning and value. 
By rebelling against this fate or by enduring it, the hero reveals his 
nobility and dignity, and it is this which gives him his victory over his 
pain and his defeat. This paradox, victory in defeat, is, I think, one of 
the key elements in the vision of the good and hence in the tragic vision 
itself. Suffering is the means by which the hero "become[sJ truly 
74 
human ." Perhaps what the tragic vision reveals at its best is man's 
capacity to realize all his human potential. This victory is one way 
tragedy achieves its characteristic grandeur, and it means that the 
death of the hero, painful as it is, can be transcended. 75 
A final and most important way in which suffering takes on value 
brings us to the third and fina l element of Burke's triad: knowledge. 
The hero acts, suffers, and through his suffering not only reveals 
personal qualities, but also learns. There is agreement among some 
critics that a new perception by the hero (not just by the audience) is a 
73
sewall, The Vision of Tragedy, p. 19. 
74 ornstein, p. 276. 
75 George Santayana, "Tragic Philosophy,'' Essays in Literary 
Criticism ~ George Santayana, ed. Irving Singer (New York, 1956), 
275, believes that "tragedy must end in death: for any immortality 
which the poet or his hero may otherwise believe in is irrelevant to the 
passion that has absorbed him. That passion, at least, dies, and all 
he cares for dies with it.'' This is persuasive; all that the hero cares 
for does die with him when he dies, but it can die without his death, 
e. g. , Oedipus, and Creon in Antigone. 
56 
57 
1 t . th t . . . 7 6 I ( necessary e emen 1n e rag1c v1s1on. tis not necessary perhaps 
it is even wrong) to go as far as Maxwell Anderson does when he insists 
that "from the point of view of the playwright . . the essence of a 
tragedy, or even a serious play, is the spiritual awakening, or regener-
atio n, of his hero. 1177 Regeneration is too easy an answer to the problems 
of man's existence . In all tragedy, however, the hero does learn some-
thing, and this act is possibly what Aristotle meant by anagnorisis. 
L. J. Potts translates the word as "disclosure" and restricts its meaning 
to "the revelation of unknown fac ts, or the clearing up of factual mis -
understandings. 1178 I will use the term, however, in the wider sense 
which includes the reco gnition of persons and the realization of truths 
previously not seen or understood. The hero does undergo this proces s 
of realization, but what he learns and why it is necessary for h im to 
learn it are questions which do not admit clear-cut answers. 
Tragic knowledge may provide for the hero an insig ht into the 
76 For example , Susan Taubes, "T he Nature of Tragedy,'' Review 
of Metaphysics, VII ( 1953), 199; Jaspers, p. 74; Clifford Leech, Shake-
speare's Tragedies and Other Studies in Seventeenth Century Drama 
(London, 1950), p. 15; Sewall "The Tragic Form, '' pp. 357-358 ; AlanS . 
Downer, The Art of the Play : An Anthology of Nine Plays (New York, 
1955), p . 306; Joseph A. Bryant, Jr ., Hippolyta's View : Some Christian 
Aspects of Shakespeare's Plays (~exingto~: Univ . of Kentuck y Press , 
1961), p. 111. 
77 Maxwell Anderson, "The Essence of Tragedy, 11 European 
Theories of the Drama, with a Suppl ement on the American, Drama, ed. 
Barrett H:-c1ark, 2nd ed. (New Yor k, 1947}.T547. 
78 
Potts, p. 82. 
relation between men and the gods, an understanding of how to live 
within the limits of his own destiny, a recognition of his own nature, or 
a renewed perception of moral realities. This new knowledge is made 
evident by the changes in the hero during the course of the tragedy, 
suc h changes as the development of self - control, humility, and a highel' 
sense of values. He may learn to accept responsibility for his acts, he 
may develop an understanding of love , o r he may simply become a more 
human individual. 79 This kind of change is inevitable in a reasonably 
intelligent, aware hero because he experiences suffering. As Unamuno 
says, "Suffering is the path of consciousness. 1180 The tragic vision 
shows man's ability to transcend hi s own finiteness, but he can do it 
only by gaining tragic knowledge. 
The third section of this statement on the tragic vision is brief 
but necessary. It relates the moral dilemmas and the hero's character 
and fall to the tragic emotions. Precise discussion of emotion is diffi-
cult ground to mark out, but I think it is possible to distinguish between 
causes and effects. In a tragedy, certain feelings are developed 
through conflict, action, and character. They are part of the tragic 
vision because they help to govern audience reaction to the tragic vision.. 
79
sewall, "The Tragic Form," pp. 356-357, who also states that 
characters li ke Lear's and Oedipus's can undergo an "all-but-complete 
transformation." This I find very doubtful, as I have stated above. 
80 
Unanmno , p. 140 . 
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These are not the same emotions as those which the audience feels at the 
end of the play . That is, the feelings in the play are not the same as 
those which one entertains as the effect of the play. Aristotle saw the 
difference when he wrote that by means of pity and fear tragedy achieves 
the catharsis of such emotions. 81 What he meant by "such" emotions 
no one knows, but clearly he had more than pity and fear in .mind. It 
is the "means, 11 not the after-effect of the play, which are part of 
the tragic vision. 
Highly relevant, then, are the emotions in the play. Aristotle 
mentions only two, pity and fear. Almost everyone agrees that fear or 
terror is part of tragedy. The tragic vision includes fear beca u se it is 
a necessary concomitant of the sense that the hero is caught in a situa-
tion which can only mean his destruction. It comes, too, with the 
created suspense and the fall itself . The focus of the fear is the her o , 
and we fear for him because we have become sympathetic to his predica -
82 
ment. During his suffering we pity him, but it is, I think, necessary 
81 1 follow the reading of Gerald F. Else, Aristotle's Poetics: 
The Argument (Cambridge, Mass., 1957), p. 229: the preposition 
"through" in the phrase "through pity and fear" can ''perfectly well mean 
'through (a sequence of), in the course of, 1 referring not to an emotional 
end-effect with which we leave the theater, but to pity and fear as they 
are incorporated in the structure of the play by the poet . " 
82 James V. Cunningham, Woe or Wonder: The Emotional Effect 
of Shakespearean Tragedy {Denver, 1951), p. 104, holds that fear is the 
result of the "violent death of the wicked . 11 I find this very doubtful; do 
5 9 
to add that the pity is unmixed with the contempt sometimes suggested 
by the word. Perhaps sympathetic pity is a more accurate term . 
There is, too, in the tragic vision, a more encompassing kind of pity, 
the sense of the word as it appears in Ford's title, 'Tis Pity She's a 
Whore . Here pity means a feeling of regret that the events had to take 
place at all- -the pity of it. Other tragic emotions are concerned not 
with the hero's dilemma, suffering, and fall, but with his greatness, 
which produces admiration and awe. 83 The awe, or "wonder'' as 
Cunningham calls it, 84 develops not only from our vision of man's 
possibilities but also from the magnitude of the fall. With the admira-
tion, as Leech has pointed out, 85 there is probably an admixture of 
pride, because the audience tends to identify with the hero's magnifi-
cence. 
Of these emotions the most important for my purposes are fear , 
sympathy, and wonder. In all Ford's tragedies one finds sorrow and 
pity, but as subsequent chapters will show, handling of character and 
plot in The Broken Heart and Perkin Warbeck allow the sense of fear 
we not rather feel joy or at least satisfaction at the death of the 
villains? Cunningham gives perhaps too much weight to a speech of 
Albany in King Lear . 
83 
Myers, p. 142. 
84 cunningham, p . 22. 
85 Leech, Sha.~espeare' s Tragedies, p. 16. 
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and sympathy to dissipate, and in Perkin Warbeck the sense of wonder 
is seriously impaired. 
To summarize the tragic vision is to reduce it to meaningless-
ness. Its subject, however, is the destiny of man in what Yeats calls 
"the little limited life of the fable," and the nature of the universe, 
revealed in "the rich far -wandering, many-imaged life of the half-
86 
seen world beyond" the fable . The sense of mystery and wonder con -
tribute to a feeling that the world was not made for man. 
This definition of the tragic vision now becomes the basis for a 
consideration of those plays of John Ford which have been called trage-
dies. The first of these may well have been 'Tis Pity She's a Whore . 
86 W. B. Yeats, "Emotion of Multitude ," Essays (New York, 
1924), pp. 266-267. 
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Chapter III 
'Tis Pity She ' s A Whore 
Possibly his first tragedy, ' Tis Pity is Ford's most controversial 
play. The shock of the title and subject matter have, until recently, 
interfered with a fair estimate not only of the play, but of Ford ' s work 
as a whole . Critical opinion has divided into three ·main groups , one 
holding that the play is i'mmoral and therefore decadent, the second that 
it reflects amoral determinis ·m, the third that it is moral. Those in the 
first group have condemned it one one of three grounds: the subject is 
too revolting, the subject is treat ed too sympathetically, or the play 
attacks orthodox morality . Th e position of those in the second is that the 
characters are victims of their humors. 1 These views have prevented 
any extended examination of the play's tragic qualities . During the past 
quarter-century, however, the essential morality of the play has been 
fir ·mly asserted . The current position, in general, is that Ford is not 
condoning incest, though he sympathizes with the lovers. It is neither, 
therefore, an im ·moral play nor a problem play. Furthermore, the view 
1
s ee Ch . I , pp. 1- 13, for a discussion of these positio,is . 
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that Ford is a scientific determinist appears to be losing ground . While 
this shift of op inion has allowed a fuller discussion of the play's tragic 
elements, no discussion as yet presents an adequate appreciation of its 
tragic nature in ter ·ms of its stru ct ure, theme, characters, plot, and 
tragic emotions, and its symbols and images . The integration and final 
effect of these elements still needs demonstration. 2 The main point to 
recognize, I think, is Ford ' s ability in ' Tis Pity to preser ve the tension 
of tragedy. When in later plays this tension slackens , he ·moves into 
pathos. 
3 
'Tis Pity shows us a Renaissance man caught between three 
worlds : the world of the spirit, the world of secular love, and the world 
of society. Giovanni suffers the agony of choice, transgresses ·moral and 
social boundaries, and finally pays the inevitable price, but in the process 
Ford reveals the burden of spiritual fr ee dom, the co ·mplexity of moral 
issues, and the paradox of m an ' s nature. Though the validity of moral 
law is asserted in the fall of the sinner, easy formulas are tested and 
2 
See, for exa ·mple, the latest book-length study of Ford, Le ech's 
John Ford and the Drama of Hjs Time . Leech shows how ' Tis Pit y follows 
the line of Jacobean tragedy, but he does not see how the symbol of the 
heart on the dagger effectively concludes the tragedy ; it is merely, he 
assu ·mes, Ford ' s attempt "to sho ck his audience'' {p. 49). 
3 
Rihner points out that "the play in which Ford's . particular tragic 
position most clearly and forcefully emerges is 'Tis Pity She ' s~ Whor e," 
but he then unfortunately goes on to say, "I would tend to regard this play 
as the culmination of a move ·ment begun in The Broken Heart and continued 
in Love ' s Sacrifice" {p . 155). For reasons explained in Chapter I , I be -
lieve that ' Tis Pity is first in the series. 
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facile answers rejected. Ford clearly shows us the difficulty of bending 
one's destiny to one's will. 
Most of the characters give their allegiance to the social world, and 
it is in contrast to this world that the others are most clearly understood. 
Near the play' s beginning Putana, the obscene ' 'Tutres se" to Annabella, 
adjures her charge not to marry a soldier, for not "one amongst twenty 
of your skirmishing Captaines, but haue some pryuie mayme or other, 
that marre s their standing vpright'' ( 11. 226-228). In a moral sense, too , 
every major character in the play is marred by some imperfection . 
Parmean society is presented as thoroughly corrupt. Although Putana 
(her name signifies her quality) reveals in her unhesitating approval of 
any kind of perversion the depths of moral degradation, she would not by 
herself be a fair representative of thi s Italian society. For Grimaldi , 
Hippolita, Richardetto, and Soranzo, more prominent in the social world, 
also reveal its rottenness. Grimaldi, a suitor for the hand of Annabella , 
attempts to murder Soranzo because Soranzo' s servant, Vasques , has 
insulted him. Even worse, when Grimaldi mistakenly kills Bergetto , he 
hides behind the influence of his family name and refuses to accept the 
consequences of his act . Even at the end of the play the Cardinal allows 
him to go unpunished . As Florio says of the incident, "Iustice is fledd 
to Heauen and comes no neerer" (1. 1598) . 
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The case of Hippolita, the wife of Richardetto, involves injustice, 
too. Thinking her husband dead, she pursues Soranzo, who has prom-
ised to marry her when she becomes a widow. Soranzo, however, has 
sickened of their adulterous love, has fallen in love with Annabella, and 
so now spurns Hippolita . Her plan of revenge is to suborn Vasques, 
Soranzo' s servant, with the promise of her body as a r eward for poison -
ing his master. While pretending to acquiesce in the intrigue, Vasques 
at length tricks h er into drinking her own poison. One can defend Hip-
polita by pointing to Soranzo' s deceitful treatment of her, but she de -
serves no sympathy, for she has deceived her husband, committed 
adultery, and attempted murd1r. Appropriately, she dies with a curse 
in her mouth. 
After arriving in Parma to spy on his wife, Richardetto tangles 
the skein of revenges by deciding to avenge himself on both Hippolita 
and Soranz o by killing the latter. He finds a willing agent in Grimaldi, 
but the plot goes awry and Bergetto is killed instead. Although 
he then desists from further attempts on Soranzo' s life in the 
belief that God will somehow cause Soranzo' s fall, and although 
he then voices pious lines like, "No life is blessed but the way to Heauen'' 
( 1. 1756), the death of the blameless Bergetto must finally be charged 
to him. 
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The focus of all this ill feeling, Soranzo, becomes in turn a revenger 
when he discovers that his wife Annabella has deceived him. Because he is 
66 
hardly exemplary and because our sympathy is always with Annabella, 
her deception of him never makes hi ·m a ·martyr. He is no doubt sinned 
against, but his past sins and his monomaniacal desire for revenge on 
Giovanni ·mark him as the "heavy" of the drama, the wronged husband. 
In each of these various re ve nges, abominable social evils are 
revealed. Bowers must be correct in his judgment that Ford is con-
demning revenge as a ·mode of conduct, especially since he who forswears 
revenge, Richardetto, is both alive and unpunished in the final scene. 4 
All these characters, then, are the inhabitants of a selfish , gross , 
evil world. (Not the least of Bergetto ' s functions in the play is to pro-
vide a contrast of innocence and honesty.) They act pragmatically and 
they judge by surface appearances. 5 Their passions are understandab le , 
but not blameless. When one considers the deception , murder , adultery, 
treachery, and incest, one ·must agree with Davril that "le tragiqu e a, 
6 
en effet, jailli avec la connaissance du Mal." 
The second "world" of 'Tis Pity, the world of the spirit , has its 
clearest representative in Friar Bona ve ntura. Giovanni ' s father, F lorio, 
4 Bowers, p. 208. 
5For instance, when Vasques reveals that he has prevented Hippolita 
from murdering Soranzo, all cry out , "Wonderful Iustice ! 11 ( 1. 1708). 
Miss Cochnower, p. 227, accuses Ford of here confusing good and 
evil, since Vasques works "by deceit . 11 But in this world of the Italian 
Renaissance Hippolita has been well paid ; Vasques ' ·methods Ford will 
punish later . 
6 
Davril, p. 251. 
hopes that the Friar will make the spiritual world accessible to Giovann i : 
That's a blessed man, 
A ·man made vp of holinesse, I hope 
Hee'le teach him how to gaine another world. 
(11. 983-985) 
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The Friar gladly teaches but finally fails , and one reason for his failur e 
can be found in the influence of the evil in the secular world. The spiritual 
advisor of Giovanni , he tries to persuade the young man to give up his 
incestuous love for Annabella, 11the leprosie of Lust / That rots th y 
Soule 11 ( 11. 133- 134) , and turn away from 11deuelish Atheisme 11 ( 1. 63) . 
After Giovanni has made his decision to co ·m ·mit incest, the Friar warns 
him that 11Heauen is angry" (1. 914) , that the sinner is "sold to hell" 
(1. 942) . At first glance, then , the Friar seems to ffmbody the moral 
and religious order of the play; as Reed puts it, the Friar is 11a bulwark 
7 
of rectitude . 11 But other actions of the Friar are hardly consistent w it h 
such a judgment : he urges Annabella, for her "honours safety" (1. 1435), 
to conceal her illegitimate pregnancy by marrying Soran zo, agrees thereby 
to deceive Soranzo about her condition , and finally deserts Giovann i , 
leaving him, as he says, " to despayr e" (1. 2222). One way to explain 
the Friar ' s lack of stern moral principles is to accuse Ford, as Miss 
Ellis-Fer ·mor does, of "confusion and obliquity, 118 but Miss Ellis-Fermor 
7 Reed, p. 158. 
8Ellis-Fermor, The Jacobean Dra ·ma, p. 244, n . 1. 
,, 
fails to see how the Friar's character contributes to the theme and 
structure of the play. Ornstein's solution is to try to show that the 
Friar does not represent "traditional morality as such but a peculiarly 
legalistic, authoritarian religious ethic. 119 It is true that the Friar 
advocates a l esser sin in preference to a greater sin, but does this 
necessarily mean that he does not represent , in so ·me way, the moral 
order? 0 . d b . b lO d f ll ne answer 1s suggeste y R1 ner an Kau ·mann : 
I 
the 
Friar does represent the ethical and spiritual stand of the Church, but 
religion is only a hun'lan reflection of God ' s moral order , hence imperfect 
and often inadequate. The only difficulty with this interpretation is that 
it fails to explain why the Friar is not a better man than he is. Ha v e 
not Friars lived who, though human, are ·more righteous ? The truth 
is, I think, that the Friar cannot help being corrupted by the evil world 
12 
of Parma. As soon as he co ·mmits himself to action, he must invol ve 
himself in intrigue; when he ·must c hoose the lesser of two evils , he i s 
11 . 13 automatica y guilty. 
9 
Ornstein, p. 208. 
l0R.b 1 ner , p. 164, n. 1. 
11 Kaufmann, p . 532 . 
12
This point is also made by Cyrus Hoy, '"Ignorance in Knowledge' : 
Marlowe's Faustus and Ford ' s Giovanni," MP,LVII (1960), 154 . 
13 
Miss Sargeaunt, p. 126, holds with reason, that though the Friar 
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·may at first seem to be a "co ·mplete knave or a co ·mplete fool," he is 
neither. She proceeds to show that his acts have extenuating circu ·mstances, 
but she does not explain his guilt. Oliver , p. 89 , rightly concludes , th a t 
The Cardinal is another clear case of the corrupting influence of 
society. After unjustly protecting a murderer, Gri'maldi , he comes 
on at the e nd of the play to mete out the punishm ents and to pronounce 
the final coup let as though he were the spokesman for the restored moral 
order. . . 14 Some critics are bothered by this apparent 1ncons1sten cy, but 
surely the point is that the Cardinal, though a churchman, belongs to the 
15 depraved society of Italy ' s Par ·ma . It is one of the bitter ironies in 
the play that the ·most unjust 16 and least understanding 17 character tak e s 
charge at the end. Ford, then, uses an ironic contrast to e ·mphasize the 
de ·moralizing influence of the secular world. 
in the Friar "the moral order has an unworthy representative , " but the 
point is not that the Friar could or should have been a p erfect man, but 
that in this situation all men would be "unworthy . " Tragedy is often 
realistic enough to show us representatives of the ·moral order who are 
either ine ffe c tive or corrupt, e. g., the Good Angel in Doctor Faustus, 
Friar L au rence in Ro ·meo and Juli et, the Card i nal in The Duchess of 
Malfi. 
14 see Cochnower, pp. 211-212. 
15 This deficiency in Par ·ma' s moral standards would coincide with 
the opinions Ford's audience entertained of the dissoluteness of Italian 
society; these are described by Lee, I , 75-76. 
16 Not only does the Cardinal protect Grimaldi, but he also con-
fiscates all Soranzo 1 s and Giovanni ' s property for "the Popes proper 
vse" ( 1. 2590) . 
17 
The Cardinal concludes that Putana was, of all the characters, 
"ch iefe in these effects" ( 1. 2571) and orders her "burnt to ashes" 
(1. 2574). 
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The world of the spirit in ' Tis Pity does indeed have dubious 
representatives . Nevertheless, God ' s ·moral order does lie behind the 
actions and words of the Friar. His description of hell is the true ethi c al 
center of the play : 
There is the Murtherer for-euer stab ' d 
Yet can he neuer dye ; there lies the wanton 
On Racks of burning steele , whiles in his soule 
Hee feeles the tor ·ment of his raging lust. 
(11. 1418-21) 
Here is no ·moral confusion but a Dantesque state ·ment that the sinner 
will be punished in a manner appropriate to his crime. The world of 
Par ·ma shows us "murtherers' ' and "wantons,'' and we are forced to recog -
nize them as such . 
Giovanni and Annabella, too, are of the world of Parma and be-
long in one or both of these catego ries--murderer or wanton . Both 
repeatedly give way to lust during the co urse of the play, and Giovanni, 
at the end, murders Annabella and Soranzo . They are a s sinful as the 
others, perhaps ·more so because, in ad dition, they co ·m ·mit incest. The 
·morality of their case beco ·mes confused when they reject the moral 
laws of this sinful society, and, in doing so, move onto another plane 
of values. So ·me of these va lues are generally considered good : love, 
co nstancy, beauty, and courage. When contrasted with the other 
characters, Giovanni and Annabella may then seem, and have seemed 
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to sonie critics, guiltless of sin . But far from dissolving the evil 
of incest, Ford emphasizes it throughout the action , revealing at the 
sa ·me time that such values as lo v e and beauty are not absolutely clear-
cut . 
Against the social world of Par ·ma is set the love of Annabella 
and Giovanni. 'Tis Pity is in one way an advance in tragic understand-
ing over Ro ·meo and Juliet, for Shakespeare's central characters love 
with a pure love in a tainted world, whereas Ford's love with a tainted 
love in a tainted world ; in Shakespeare ' s play , therefore, the lovers 
tend to be sentimental and the general effect is pathos, but in ' Tis Pity, 
Ford chooses a situation which contains more complex, ·moral dilem ·mas . 
Giovanni chooses a "world" of his own, as he calls Annabella , in 
accordance with Renaissance notions of macrocos ·m and microcosm . 
Just before the scene in which Florio expresses the hope that the Friar 
will teach Giovanni "how to gaine another world" ( 1. 985), Giovanni 
speaks to the Friar of quite a different world: 
View well her face, and in that little round, 
You ·may obserue a world of variety; 
For Colour, lips, for sweet perfu ·mes, her breath ; 
For Iewels, eyes, for threds of purest gold, 
Hayre ; for delicious choyce of Flowers, cheekes ; 
Wonder in euery portion of that Throne : 
Heare her but speake, and you will sweare the Sphaeres 
Make Musicke to the Cittizens in Heauen. 
(11. 954-961) 
18 For instance, Ellis-Fermor, The Jacobean Drama, p. 244 . 
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The ironical juxtaposition of these worlds emphasizes what is at stake. 
Giovanni cannot choose both, and if he chooses Annabella, he must re-
ject not only moral law but social custom as well. All three "worlds,'' 
then--those of the spirit, the flesh, and society--collide, and the result-
ing stresses are the source of the tragic tension in the play as a whole. 
Ford reveals the pressure of this tension in the play's first scene. 
The three spheres come sharply into focus in Giovanni's central situa-
tion: a sensitive, rational human being possessed by an overwhelming 
passion which he cannot gratify without violating social custom, moral 
law, and his own conscience. He faces an esentially insoluble dilemma: 
he cannot rid himself of his incestuous love, and he cannot, without 
serious consequences, indulge it. Too, within Giovanni a fearful strug-
gle must take place; all that he knows ar.d believes must be rel:!xamined. 
Scene i sees a debate between Giovanni and his confessor and advisor, 
Friar Bonaventura. The Friar warns Giovanni to "disp ute no more in 
this" (1. 56): if Giovanni persists in trying to justify incest, he will 
be discovering "the neerest way to Hell'' ( 1. 62). Giovanni, however, 
allows his infected will to subvert his reason, at least momentarily, for 
he argues that his incestuous love can be countenanced on three grounds. 
First, there is Annabella's beauty: 
Must I not praise 
That beauty, which if fram'd a new, the gods 
Would make a god of, if they had it there; 
And kneele to it, as I doe kneele to them? 
(11. 77-80) 
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The force of his desire drives him into two errors here. First , his 
logic should tell him that to praise beauty is hardly the same thing as 
to consummate love ; second , h¾s theology should tell him that to set up 
a false god is to court atheism. The point i s that the two errors are 
connected : Giovanni, called by the Friar "that miracle of Wit" (1. 105), 
is allowing perverted reason to turn him to atheism. The Friar has, 
a few minutes before, made clear how the process works: 
Nice Philosophy 
May tolerate vnlikely arguments , 
But Heauen admits no jest ; wits that presum'd 
On wit too much , by striuing how to proue 
There was no God ; with foolish grounds of Art, 
Discouer 'd first the neerest way to Hell ; 
And fild the world with deuelish Atheisme. 
( 1 1. 57-63) 
Thus, the force of passion , operating through the intelligence, perverts 
the spirit and gives it over to the devil. 19 This first s cene prefig ures 
the direction of Giovanni's spirit throughout the play : it takes "the 
nearest wa y 11 to da ·mnation. 
This direction is suggested, too , by Giovanni I s second argument 
in justifying incest : 
19 According to ·my argument, Sensabaugh, p. 167, must be in 
error when he says that Ford "would have us believe that any 
vagary of love is pure if founded in beauty. 11 Ford ' s point is , rath e r , 
that beauty does not justify unlawful love. 
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Shall a peeuish sound, 
A customary forme, from man to man, 
Of brother and of sister, be a barre 
Twixt my perpetuall hap pine sse and mee ? 
(11. 82-85) 
Giovanni relegates social custom to the status of peevish sound and 
suggests the selfish and short-sighted notion that person a l happiness is 
more important than any other con sideration . He will later discover the 
irony in his words when social custom, in the form of Soranzo ' s re venge, 
does indeed bar him from his happiness. It is clear , then , that in terms 
of the whole play Giovanni ' s argument is sheer casuistry, the result of 
believing only what he wants to believe. 
Third , Giovanni reasons that com mon parentage is an argument on 
his side : 
Are wee not therefor e each to other bound 
So much the more by Nature; by th e the links 
Of blood , of reason; Nay if you will hau ' t , 
Euen of Religion, to be euer one, 
One soule, one flesh, one loue , one heart, one .All? 
(11. 88-92) 
He does not explain why he thinks religion should sanction his love, but 
he implies that because God desires unity with man ' s spirit , unity is 
a good, a nd therefore unity of br other and sister is a good. Considera-
tions of this sort might tempt one into thinking that Ford was perhaps 
using incest as a symbol of some kind of ideal unity. 20 It is possibl e 
20 , Camille Ce, "Le drame incestueux chez John Ford," Cahiers du 
Sud, X (Juin, 1933), 224, argues for this interpret atio n. -
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that Ford had something of this sort in mind , but one must remember 
that Ford is not Giovanni. Giovanni wants to conv in ce himself that his 
21 love is elevated by its purity to Platonic spheres, but one need not 
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conclude that Ford so envisioned this love - - and for at least three reasons. 
The s ophistr y of Giovanni ' s reasoning, here and throughout, is evidence 
22 
that Ford did not approve of Gio vanni' s arguments. Certainly Ford's 
legal training has considerable effect on the disputatious quality of this 
scene and makes it probable that Ford knew what he was doing in mak-
ing Giovanni pursue an illogical train of thought. Second, Ford's voice 
of moral order, however ineffecti ve , immediately follows Gio vanni I s 
arguments with "Haue done vn happy youth , for thou art lost" (1. 93) . 
Finally, the whole tendency of the play shows that Giovanni must pay for 
his v iolations of order and law. All these arguments, then, do not per-
23 
mit the belief that Ford approved of incest . 
Listening to Giovanni ' s sophisti cal arguments and atheistic id eas , 
21D ·1 avr1 , p . 251. 
22 
The same point is made by Henry W . Wells, Elizabethan and 
Jacobean Playwrights (New York , 19 39), p. 51. 
23 
Ribner , p. 170, argues th at in ces t "is a dra ·mat ic symbol of the 
moral uncertainty which is the theme of th e play." But though 
moral uncertainty ex ists i n th e pl ay, , es pecially in the social world 
of the play, in cest is a lways s een as a re al sin . This is not a 
tragedy like The Scarlet Lett er, in wh ich adultery is pr esented as 
in some way justified. For d cho se incest because it is probably 
the le a st easily justified of sexual sins . The theme of 'Ti s Pity 
is not "moral uncertainty" ; the conflicts are insoluble, but the mor al 
val ues are always certain . 
one feels a combination of shock , fear , disgust , and revulsion. But, 
at the same time, Ford makes us sympathize with his hero by revealing 
his suffering and by showing that he is a virtuous man in the grip of an 
overwhelming passion. Giovanni has already told the Friar of his 
"burthened soule" (1. 69), but when he pleads, "Tell mee holy man, / 
What Cure shall giue me ease in these extreames" (11. 99-100), the 
audience knows that Giovanni does not believe wholeheartedly in his 
arguments, and that, in fact, he is suffering fro ·m a knowledge of guilt. 
Even though the conflict between passion and reason has begun to infect 
his will, he still has the freedom and moral sense to want to avoid sin. 24 
He so ·mehow divines the truth in the Friar ' s foreboding state ·ment , "D e ath 
waites on thy Lust" (1. 117),, for when at the end of the scene the Friar 
pleads with him to listen to his advice, Giovanni replies, 11As a voyce of 
life" (1. 127) . He agrees to undergo the ascetic regimen proposed by 
the Friar and , in so doing, earns the ad ·miration of the audience, who 
can now credit the Friar ' s description of his reputation : 
Art thou (my sonne) that miracle of Wit, 
Who once within these three Moneths wert esteem 1d 
A wonder of thine age, throughout Bononia? 
How did the Vniuersity applaud 
Thy Gouer ·ment, Behauior, Learning, Speech , 
Sweetnesse, and all that could make vp a man ? 
(11. 105-110) 
24 Miss Sargeaunt, pp . 95-96, believes that Giovanni does not 
feel guilty of sin . Ford wants to show, however, that even though 
Giovanni tries to rationalize his illicit love, he knows in his heart, at 
least at the beginning of the play, that he is wrong. 
25 1t is difficult to accept the view of T. S. Eliot, p. 174, that 
Giovanni is "me rely selfish and self-willed. 11 
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In the opening scene of the play, then , three opposing wo rlds a re 
presented. On the one hand are the forces of order and conventional 
·morality : the Friar and "customary for me" ( 1. 83) ; on the other hand, 
the force of disorder: Giovanni's illicit love. Like Macbeth, Giovanni 
initially triumphs over temptation, but the inner struggle wracks him , 
and there is good reason to suppose that he will not triumph for long. 
While Giovanni is caught in a dilemma from whi ch he cannot escape, he 
makes one last effort to avoid God ' s revenge by following th e Friar ' s 
d . 26 h a vice ; as e says, 
All this I ' le doe, to free mee from the rod 
Of vengeance, else l'le sweare, my Fate's ·my God . 
( 11. 142-143) 
The next time Giovanni appears, scene iii, he reveals in an 
important soliloquy that he has g i ven up the stru gg le to overcome his 
passion. His ·mood proceeds fro ·m despair and guilt to r ebelliousness 
and bravado : 
26 
Lost, I am lost: my fates have doom ' d my death : 
The more I striue, I loue, the more I loue, 
The lesse I hope : I see my ruine, certaine. 
What ludgement, or e ndeuors could ap pl y 
To my incurable and restlesse wounds, 
I throughly haue examin ' d, but in vaine : 
Campbell, p . 413, goes too far in asserting that Giovanni, 
in this first scene , is already "an atheist, a free thinker in both 
religion and m orality . " Gio va nni will become an atheist , but as yet 
he is still hoping to find "comfort" in his religion. 
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0 that it were not in Religion sinne , 
To ·make our loue a God, and worship it. 
I haue euen wearied heauen with prayers, dryed vp 
The spring of ·my continuall tea res, euen steru ' d 
My veines with dayly fasts: What wit or Art 
Could Counsaile, I haue practiz ' d; but alas 
I find all these but dreames , and old mens tales 
To fright vnsteedy youth ; I' ·me still the same, 
Or I must speake, or burst, tis not I know, 
My lust; but tis my fate that leads me on. 
Keepe feare and low faint hearted sha ·me with slaues, 
Ile tell her , that I loue her , though my heart 
Were rated at the price of that atte ·mpt . 
(11. 294-312) 
In despair , he at first feels fated to destruction, for he cannot rid him-
27 
self of what he knows is a sinful passion. Because relig ion has fail ed 
him, he ·moves to the atheistic idea that the spiritual coun sel of the Friar 
is without substance. This is followed by his first serious self-decep-
tion : •rTis not I know, / My lust; but tis my fate that leads me on" ( 11 . 
308- 309) . He is not able to see that his lust and his fate are one and 
that he cannot escape the blame for his future course . Having now rid 
himself of guilt feelings , he adopts for the first time the self-asserti v e 
and rebellious tone characteristic of his tragic career. Line 310 is 
reminiscent of Macbeth ' s diction and tone as he awaits Malcolm I s attack 
on Dunsinane. Just as each of Shakespeare's later tragic heroes , Timon, 
27 Lord David Cecil , The Fine Art of Reading and Other Lit erary 
Studies (New York, 1957), p . 111, is , I think , in erro r when he says 
that Giovanni is "incapable of seeing" his in cest as sinful , though it is 
true that later in the play he los es the sense of sin. Lord David's 
interpretation does not account for lines like "0 that it were not in 
Religion sinne, / To make our loue a God, and worship it" ( 11. 300-301). 
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Macbeth , Antony , and Cori o lanus, becomes a "self-centered individualist, 1128 
Giovanni asserts his own will above all other considerations by declaring 
himself to Annabella. 
The vexed question of the degree to which Giovanni is fated to this 
f t . d 1 "f" t· 29 T . f . th 1 course o ac 10n nee scan 1ca 10n. wo main orces 1n e pay , 
fate and God ' s justice , indicate that the course of events is determined , 
and these provide the strong sense of inevitability. The reiteration of 
30 
the words "fate" and "destiny" helps to create a sense that the pla y 
must end in catastrophe. Furthermore , Annabella speaks of "t hose Stars / 
That luckelesse raign ' d at my Natiuity" (11. 2072-73) and Giovanni uses 
the i'mage, "dangers hot as blazing Starrs" (1. 2211). These refer ences 
suggest large forces at work in the universe, impersonal but , if anything , 
more malevolent than benevolent . And because Giovanni constantly 
connects his "fate" and his "love" or "lust , 11 the two forces ar e clearly 
associated . For instance , in first declaring his love to Annabella, 
28 Farnham, p. 8 . 
29
sensabaugh , p. 65, sees Giovanni, and other Ford protagonists , 
as "pathological cases so r e plete with detail that they almost appear to be 
hospital cases of heroical love . 11 Ewing, p. 72, finds that Gio va nni "is 
afflicted with religious melancholy in defect, 11 in the words of Rober t 
Burton I s The Anatomy of Melancholy. While acknowledging that Ford I s 
description of Giovanni's loveagreeswithso ·me of Burton's sympto ·ms, one 
still does not ha ve to go so far as to make Giovanni a Burtonian "case . 11 
What Sensabaugh and Ewing do is to make the source explain the work , when 
actually all that they have proved is that Ford received so ·me of his ideas 
from Burton . Just as Shakespeare ' s sources do notfullyexplainhis plays , 
so Ford ' s use of Burton does not necessarily make Giovanni a fated victim 
of his four humors . 
30These words appear thirt een times in the course of the play . 
Giovanni says : '"Tis my destiny , / That you must eyther loue, or I must 
dye" ( 11. 388-389-). He must bo th lov·e an _d die and 'die because he loves; 
fate and passion become one : his passion is his destiny . The certain 
destruction of both Annabella and Giovanni is further suggested when, 
as the play progresses, we see the others who are guilty of lust meet 
their death (Soran zo and Hippolita). 
Hippolita is particularly significant because her death reveals the 
operation of the other determining force, God ' s justice. The Friar 
makes many statements which foreshadow divine retribution ("Heauen 
is angry" Q. 91]}, but heavenly justice does not apparently affect the 
plot until the banquet scene, when Hippolita acts in her masque . Vasques 
foils her plot by tricking her into drinking the very poison which she had 
intended for his master . The justice of this minor peripeteia Ford 
emphasizes by repeated statement . Vasques tells her, 11 _Your -owne 
mischieuous treachery/ Hath kild you" (11. 1689-90), and, "Thou art 
now like a Fire- brand, / that hath kindled others and burnt thy selfe" 
(11. 1693-94) ; finally, he exp lai ns to the others that he has "fitted her 
a iust payment in her owne coyne" (1. 1705) . The second statement , 
the only one to utilize an effective and appropriate i -mage, would have 
been sufficient for the mere presentation of the idea. Everyone answers 
Vasques with "Wonderful lustice ! " ( 1. 1 708) , and Richardetto exclaims, 
"Heauen thou art righteous" (1. 1709) . After hearing Hippolita 1 s curse 
on Soranzo (another foreshadowing device), Richardetto states, "Here I s 
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the end/ of lust and pride" (11. 1723-24) . The same words he later 
uses to describe the parallel fate of Giovanni : 11the effect of Pride and 
Lust 11 (1. 2592) . Th at he is con vinced of the effectiveness of di v ine 
justice is made clear in the next scene, in which he acts as a kind of 
chorus to elucidate the meaning of the action . He says to Philotis : 
And I am sure (my Neece) though vengeance houer, 
Keeping aloofe yet from Soran zo' s fall, 
Yet hee will fall, and sinke with his owne weight. 
I need not (now my heart perswades me so) 
To further his confusion ; there is one 
Aboue begins to worke, for as I heare, 
Debate I s already twixt his wife and him, 
Thicken and run to head. 
(11. 1739-46) 
Ford, then, sets up two forces which c ontribute to the sense of 
31 inevitability and insure the catastrophe : fate and divine justice. 
If it were wholly true, as one critic claims, that Ford ' 1s hows us 
the two star-driven victims hurrying to their ruin, 1132 then ' Tis Pity 
would be largely untragic. There is , however , a countermo ve ment to 
this onward sweep which provides a main source of tension in the play . 
It is, first , Gio vanni's sense that he has a personal freedom and , second , 
the cumu lative effect of his actions that demand at least a partial rejec-
31 This v iew disagrees with that of Miss Cochnower , p . 214 : 11A 
Christian point of view seems to triumph . But truly Fate, intermediate be-
tween atheism andChristianity, commands the whole tragedy . 11 A more 
accurate view, I think, isthatfateinitiatesthe motive to sin , anddivinelaw 
punishes its commission; so both contr ibut e to the tragic conclusion. I 
agree with Leech, John Ford and the Drama of His Time, p. 11, t hat the 
cata strophe is 11 both a punish ·ment for sin andapredestined d oom. 11 
32 oliver Elton, The English Muse : A Sket ch (London, 1933), p . 195 . 
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tion of the scientific deter ·minis ·m of Ewing and Sensabaugh. One way 
to de ·monstrate this is to contrast the reactions of Giovanni and Annabella. 
Annabella goes through little inner conflict ; for her there is no rebellion 
against passion. Even when the Friar creates a picture of a hell of fire 
and brimstone, she is too weak to give over the incestuous relationship. 
She fore swears it only when Soranzo discovers her adultery . It must be 
said that her repentance does seem sincere, but on the whole her 
characteristic behavior is passive rather than active, 33 and thus she 
fails to rise in tragic stature. She is reminiscent of the pathetic heroine 
of domestic tragedy and specifically recalls the passivity of Katherine 
and Susan in Ford's earlier, collaborative work, The Witch of Edmonton. 
In contrast to Annabella , Giovanni is dynamic in his actions and 
self-willed in his decisions . 34 If he is subjected to unlawful passion, 
he struggles aga i nst it until his love, as he says to Annabella, has 
"vntun ' d / All harmony both of my rest and life ( 11. 376-377) . Further : 
I haue spent 
Many a silent night in sighes and groanes, 
Ran ouer all ·my thoughts , despis 1d my Fate, 
Reason'd against the reasons of my loue , 
Done all that smooth ' d c heeke vertue could aduise. 
( 11. 383- 387) 
33 The only scene in which Annabella shows any strength of character 
isthatinwhichsherefusestotellSoranzothename ofher lover. That sh e 
should suddenly show such fire is believable, but by no means typical. 
34Leech, John Ford and the Drama of His Ti-me, p. 63, sees the 
dynamic aspect of Giovanni as "the surest link between this play and the 
tragedies of Ford I s predecessors. 11 I would add that this link can be used as 
evidence to support the position that ' Tis Pity is one of Ford's first unaided 
plays. 
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Since 11vertue 11 and religion are not strong enough to reduce the force of 
his passion , Giovanni decides he will go ahead with his plan to declare 
love. And once he has done so, he is not the kind who sneaks into wrong, 
half-regretting and half-glad . With him , as with most tragic heroes, 
it is all or nothing: ''You must eyther loue , Or I must dye" (1. 389), he 
tells Annabella . One ·must note, however , that his declaration of love 
repeats the perverted reasoning of the first scene, and this reveals the 
essential perversion of the love itself . That important reservation made, 
the love in its early stages is conducted on as high a plane as such a 
tainted love can be . It is socially , morally , and spiritually wrong , yet 
it is love . Though Giovanni unwillingly sins , he freely accepts love , h is 
fate. The freedom involved here is complex: the tone of this betrothal 
scene conveys more clearly than any other aspect of the play the kind of 
inner freedo ·m Giovanni has found: 
Anna . On my knees , Shee kneeles . 
Brother, euen by our Mothers dust, I charge you , 
Doe not betray mee to your mirth or hate, 
Loue mee, or kill me Brother. 
Gio . On my knees, He kneeles. 
Sister , euen by my Mothers dust I charge you, 
Doe not betray mee to your mirth or hate , 
Loue mee, or kill mee Sister . 
Anna . You meane good sooth then ? 
Gio . In good throth I doe, 
And so doe you I hope : say, I 'm in earnest . 
Anna. I ' le swear 1t an d .I. 
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Gio. And I, and by this kisse. Kisses her. 
(11. 417 -429) 
The high solemnity and quiet seriousness of this exchange reveals the 
inner calm which each feels. It is a deep- sworn vow, consecrated in 
ritual. Beneath the surface meanings are suggestions of what must re-
35 
sult fro ·m an alliance so full of horro r : hatred, betrayal, and murder ; 
but here Giovanni achieves an elevat i on which frees hi ·m fro ·m suffering 
caused by struggle, doubt, and tormented conscience . 36 
FrO'm the mo ·ment of this sincere pledge, Giovanni becomes 
isolated from God and society, unbound by any morality or conviction 
at all. He announces his new sense of power to Annabella : 
I enuy not the mightiest man aliue, 
But hold my selfe in being King of thee, 
More great, then were I king of all the world. 
(11. 543- 545) 
He believes that he is free within the world of values which he has 
chosen, but in the larger contexts of the play he rapidly begins to lose 
his moral freedom when he can no longer feel guilt for his sin. His 
35 Eliot, p. 173, pointsoutthatFordconstantlykeepsthe horror of 
the situation before the audience by having the lovers refer to their relation-
ship. 
36
It is difficult to accept the judgments of some critics that this 
is a scene of mad passion : Nicoll, p. 193 : "The terrible scene in which 
the two lovers fall on their knees in a frenzy of amorous passion has 
something of lunacy in it"; Leech, John Ford and the Drama~ His Time, 
p. 75, finds ''fierce sensuality" in the scene ; and David Daiches, A 
Critical History of English Literature (New York, l 96q, I, 342, sh-es s es 
the 11triu ·mphant abandon" with which the lovers "surrender" to their love. 
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11world 11 gradually enslaves him, for he becomes ever more carnal , 
demanding, and selfish . At the end, howev er , he still commands his 
courage and chooses to face his antagonists rather than run . 
Giovanni, then, is both fated and free, fated to the torment of 
passion which cannot rightfully be indulged, free in his manner of re-
action and in the course he takes. He chooses Annabella in preference 
to morality and to custom . Whether he is right to do so is a complex 
question and , as in good tragedy, not easily answered. He cannot help 
loving her , but to love her brings guilt. The course of action to which 
Giovanni commits himself is evil,and Ford has chosen an odious crime 
to insure that it cannnot possibly be c onstrued as good . Nevertheless , 
Giovanni is still able to command sympathy for several reasons . Firs t , 
we believe that he is sincere when he tells us of his effort to subdue hi s 
passion . Second , the selfish moti ve s and values of Soranzo, Grimaldi , 
the Cardinal, Putana, and other citizens of Parma make Giovanni and 
Annabella appear essentially honorable individuals caught in a desperat e 
situation . 37 Finally , in contrast with the Hippolita-Soranzo affair, the 
betrothal is treated without the least trace of lubricity. At the same time 
Bergetto ' s wooing of Annabella pro vides an innocence and foolishness 
that, on the one hand, highlight the infamy and earnestness of Giovanni 
and Annabella , and on the other, emphasize the sordidness of the actions 
37 Many critics,e. g . , Oliver , p. 92 , have pointed out that one 
function of Soranzo in the play is to throw sympathy to Giovanni . 
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of Soranzo and Grimaldi. In short , the sympathy of the audience lies 
with Giovanni and Annabella more than with any other characters in the 
play. 
The relationship between Giovanni and Annabella does not, how-
86 
ever, remain stable . In fact, it cannot because one of the ·main statements 
of the play is that complete disregard of spiritual, moral, and social 
values leads to corruption, degeneration, and finally catastrophe . Like 
Faustus
38 
and like Macbeth, Giovanni chooses this world and loses his 
soul. The first indication of his changing character is revealed in his 
first appearance after the consu ·m ·mation of his love, when he says to 
Annabella : 
I maruaile why the chaster of your sex 
Should thinke this pretty toye call 1d Maiden-head, 
So strange a los-se, when being lost, ' tis nothing, 
And you are still the same. 
(11. 533-536) 
Whether his mood here is playful or serious, the fact that he can make 
such a coarse suggestion shows a deterioration . Before the consummation , 
he had thought only of Annabella's beauty: now his thoughts dwell on the 
physical : "Kisse ·me, so; thus hung Ioue on Laeda's necke, / And suck 1t 
diuine Ambrosia from her lips" ( 11. 541-:-542). By alluding to Jove and 
Leda, Giovanni wishes to tell Annabella how omnipotent he feels her love 
38 Hoy, p . 154. 
has made him, but much more is suggested: though she has consented 
to the act of consummation, she has not fully consented, just as Leda 
did not, to the real rape done on her moral virtue. In addition to 
foreshadowing her later repentance, the image shows a subconscious 
guilt on Giovanni I s part but at the same time prepares for his eventual 
hybristic assumption that he c ont rols fate and that he can do without 
the Christian God . 39 
Further degeneration i s apparent in Giovanni's next scene with the 
Friar. He tells the Friar that the act has been done and, far more 
explicity than in the first scene, uses logic for perverse ends : 
What I haue done, !'le proue both fit a n d good. 
It is a principall (which yo u haue taught 
When I was yet your Scholler) that the Fame [}ram~ 
And Composition of the Minde doth follow 
The Frame and Composition of Body: 
So where the Bodies furniture i~aut y, 
The Mindes must needs be Vertue: which allowed, 
Vertue it selfe is Reason but refin'd, 
And Loue the Quintesence of that, t his prou es 
My Sisters Beauty b eing rarel y Faire, 
Is rarely Vertuous; chiefely in her lou e , 
And chiefely in that Loue, her loue to me. 
If hers tom ~, then so is mine to her; 
--- -----Since in like Cause s are effects alike. 
(11. 918-931) 
This sophistry results, as in the play' s first scene, from the proc ess 
3 9Kaufmann, p. 535, as cribes Giovanni's coarsening to his 
having to practice a deception ; he sees the degeneration as beginning 
later, when Giovanni becom es jealous of Annabella. However, I think 
the sensualization of Giovanni's lov e is an ea rlier and important indica-
tion of degeneracy. 
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40 
in which will subverts reason and rea son , in tur n, "panders will. 11 
The Friar immediately points this out t o Giovanni in the paradox, "0 
ignorance in knowledge 11 { 1. 9 32). He argues that "Nature is in Heauens 
positions blind" (1. 939), a statement that subtly equates amoral nature 
with Giovanni , likewise blind to a knowledge of heaven ' s laws . Giovanni's 
blindness fo r bids him to see the irony in his extolling Annabella's "world 
of variety" { 1. 9 55) just after he has condemned the Friar I s counsel 
{that she ·marry) because "that's to proue / Her greedy of variety of lust" 
(11. 946-947). He stands self-condemned fo r lusting after her "variety." 
The pity of the play ' s title, it would seem , belongs also to Gio va nni, and 
the Friar so ascribes it in what co mes as close to a statement of the 
play 1 s theme as any other lines in the tragedy : 
The more I heare, I pi tty thee the more, 
That one so excellent should giue those parts 
All to a second Death. 
(11. 964-966 ) 
The next sympton of spiritual degeneration is Gio vann i ' s possessive 
attitude toward Annabella. First, the r e is his unreasoning jealousy when 
he finds Annabella with the ring that Donado innocently and generously 
gave her . 41 His gro win g self-c en tere dness and selfishness are emphasized 
40
cunn i ngham, pp. 108-1 09. 
41 Kaufmann , p. 535. Kaufmann ' s desire to trace the theme of 
jealousy through three of Ford ' s plays leads him, I think, to exaggerate the 
importance of jealousy in 'Tis Pity . Love , notjealousy, is sur e lythe cen-
tral emot ion in the pl ay . 
in his ordering Annabella to return it : "But you shall not weare it, send 
it him backe againe" (1. 1121). This imperiousness becomes even more 
pronounced in the following scene . Soranzo is courting Annabella 
while Giovanni listens unobserved: 
Soran. 
Anna . 
Anna. 
Gia. 
Haue you not will to loue ? 
Not you. Soran. Whom then? 
That ' s as the Fates inferre. 
Of those I' ·me regient now. 
(11. 1172-75) 
In this context Giovanni says, in effect, that he controls Annabella ' s 
will to love. This means that he no longer loves her fully, openly , and 
generously. Ironically, he who gave all for love begins to experience 
the debasement of that same love, and the further irony is that this 
debasement occurs primarily because he gave all. In ' Tis Pity Ford 
shows how the sacrifice of spiritual and moral standards brings inevitably 
the deterioration of man's reason, understanding, and will--in short , 
his hu ·manity. 
Giovanni ' s belief that he is "regient" over the fates signifies 
another, but related, sort of corruption in him which contributes to hi s 
fall : the sin of pride. Richard Sewall has remarked that hybris--
overweening pride- -is the "distinctive mark" of the tragic hero, 42 and 
certainly Giovanni conforms to this tragic tradition- -but with an essen t ial 
42 
Sewall, The Vision of Tragedy, p . 36 
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difference. Whereas hybris is c onnected with the hamartia of Oedipus, 
Faustus _, and King Lear , and in par t causes the i r fatal decisions , the 
hybris of Giovanni is the result of his decis i on. Like the villain-hero 
in Macbeth, Giovanni reveals his weakness under the pressure of his 
immoral act . As do all great tragedians, Ford uses an extreme situa-
tion to reveal man ' s innermost natu r e. But hyb r is exposes more than 
sin ; it exposes also one of the prime reasons for man ' s inevitable finite -
ness , his blind ignorance. Gio vann i ' s pride is a good illustration of 
Reinhold Niebuhr ' s remark that pride "is not so much an inherited cor-
ruption as an inevitable taint upon the spirituality of a finite creature, 
always enslaved to time and place, never completely enslaved and alw a ys 
under the illusion that the measure of his emancipation is greater than 
it really is . 1143 Giovanni ' s foolish belief that he controls fate is the 
result of a clear evolution of his mental processes: as the play begins , 
belief in God, with its accompanying emotions of hope and trust ; after 
he gi ves in to his passion, belief in fate as the controller of his life, 
with the emotions of despair and resignation ; and finally as the degenera-
tion of his nature proceeds, belief in himself as the arbiter of his own 
destiny, with the emotions of selfishness, arrogance, and pride. 
These attitudes with their concomitant mental states are clearly 
defined stages in the spiritual corruption of Giovanni and prepare for 
43 
Reinhold Niebuhr , Beyond Tragedy : Essays on the Christian 
Interpretation of History (New York, 1937), p . 30 •(pointed out by Henn , 
pp. 74- 75}. -
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his rather melodramatic speeches and actions of the last act. He reaches 
the height of his prideful blindness in his soliloquy just before the Friar 
enters to tell him that the pregnant Annabella, now ·married to Soranzo, 
has been discovered : 
Busie opinion is an idle Foole, 
That as a Schoole-rod keeps a child in awe, 
Frights the vnexperienc ' t temper of the mind : 
So did it mee; who ere My precious Sister 
Was married, thought all tast of Loue would dye 
In such a Contract ; but I finde no change 
Of pleasure in this for mall law of sports. 
Shee is still one to mee , and euery kisse 
As sweet, and as delicious as the first 
I reap 1t; when yet the priuiledge of youth 
Intitled her~ Virgine ; 0 the glory 
Of two vnited hearts like hers and mine! 
Let Poaring booke-men dreame of other worlds, 
My world, and all of happinesse is here, 
And l ' de not change it for the best to come, 
A life~ pleasure is Elyzeum . 
(11. 2145-2160) 
The speech sums up the pass to whi c h Giovanni has come . His hybri s 44 
has reached such a height that one expects his fall very soon. His 
sensuality is unbounded : even the thought that another ·man shares Annabella 
fails to disturb his now thoroughly gross nature. He reiterates his rejec-
tion of the social worldC"Busie opinion") and the spiritual world ("the 
best to come"), and reaffirms his a c ceptance of the world of the flesh 
("A life of pleasure") . His single-minded devotion to Annabella is sen-
sual, godless, and immoral , and yet one must ad ·mire the wholehearted , 
yet fearful , way in which he has thrown over all restraining traces. The 
44 
Also noted by Leech, John Ford and the Drama~ His Time, 
p . 59. 
great irony of this burst into freedom i s that just when Giovanni feels 
·most free , he is in r eality most enslaved . 
This truth is made patent by the profoundness of the tragic irony 
in the speech . The audience knows that Soranzo has discovered the 
truth , but Giovanni thinks he is still safe . "Busie opinion, 11 in the form 
of So r anzo I s conventional revenge on the man who has cuckolded him, 
will hardly prove to be 11a n idle Foole, 11 indeed has already put into 
motion the events that will cause Gio vann i ' s death . Further, Annabella 
has just resolved to abjure her sin and his love, and at the very moment 
that Giovanni speaks rapturously of "the glory / Of two vnited hearts 
like hers and mine," the Friar is entering the house with her message 
which will destroy their unity forever. This irony continues with the 
entrance of the Friar. His first words to Giovanni are : "Thy blindnesse 
ssayes[slays]thee" (1. 2166). Except for Oedipus and King Lear, 
' Tis Pity employs perhaps as full use of the theme of blindness as any 
of the great Greek or Elizabethan tragedies . The Friar gives Giovanni 
the lett e r fro ·m Annabella revealing that her secret is discovered . In 
an swer to Giovanni's question as to the identity of the sender, the Friar 
replies , 11 Vnrip the seales and see 11 (1. 2169) . But Giovanni , blind to 
the last, refuses to open his eyes and "see"; rather, he ter ·ms the 
spiritual beliefs of the Friar "relligion-masked sorceries 11 (1. 2175). 
Just as Oedipus , in his highest moment of hybris, scorns the priest 
Teiresias, Giovanni accuses the Friar of using religion as a blinding 
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device to conceal the true nature of the Friar ' s witchcraft. The Friar 
then clearly establishes what has happened to Giovanni : "Thy Conscience 
youth is sear 1d , / Else thou woulds't stoop e to warning" (11. 2177-78) . 
The flames of lust ha ve so corrupted Giovanni ' s ·moral and spiritual 
nature that he cannot "see" and therefore cannot "stoope." 
Hybris, however, carries with it not only blindness, but also 
courageous desperation, which gives Giovanni the same kind of great-
ness as that displayed by the cornered M acbe th. 45 The Friar urges 
Giovanni not to accept Vasques ' invitation to Soranzo 1s banquet ; he knows 
that it is "but a plot to trayne you to your ruine" (1. 2207). But 
Giovanni answers : 
Not goe ? stood Death 
Threatning his armies of confounding plagues, 
With hoasts of dangers hot as blazing Starrs , 
I would be there; not goe? yes and resolue 
To stri ke a s deepe in slaughter as they all. 
For I will goe. (11. 2209 -14) 
Paradoxically, it is not only Gio va nni ' s sin and pride that make his 
fall ce rtain, but i t i s also his co urage and resolution. These virtues 
stand out in high relief against the reaction of the Friar , the unheroic, 
co mmon ·man , who determines that he must "shun this co m ·ming blow e" 
45 
As long as one agrees that Giovanni has become proud , sinful, 
ego tisti c al, and gross, one can then include as one aspect of Giova nni ' s 
cha racter the judgment of Mar cel Schwa b, Annabella et Giova nni (Paris, 
1895) , p. 9, that "c 'e st un heros , c ' est un etre g lori eux, superi e u r 
a ux hom ·mes. '' 
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( 1. 2219). His is only the huinan, not the heroic, reaction to evil : "Parma 
farwell, would I had never knowne thee, / Or ought of thine" (11. 2220-21) . 
This scene ends .with Giovanni ' s determination to play his part to the end : 
Despaire or tortures of a thousand hells 
All ' s one to ·mee; I haue set vp my rest. 
Now, now , worke serious thoughts on banefull plots, 
Be all a man my soule; let not the Curse 
Of old prescription rent from ·mee the gall 
Of Courage, which inrolls a glorious death. 
If I must totter like a well-growne Oake, 
Some vnder shrubs shall in my weighty fall 
Be crusht to splitts : with me they all shall perish. 
(11. 2223-31) 
His use of the oak tree image reveals his sense of isolation and his self-
pride. 
Giovanni then proceeds to his death , freely accepting it. The 
peripeteia is complete in the last and culminating scenes of the play. 
His fierce drive to embrace the life of the senses results in the de-
struction of those very senses in death, and his desire for a complete 
and perfect unity with Annabella is frustrated by her withdrawal from 
their relationship. It is important to consider this withdrawal at greater 
length, because it relates directly to the ethical vision of the play and 
to the anagnorisis of Annabella. 
Annabella ' s defection is especially painful to Giovanni, not because 
it has been forced by Soranzo, but because it is a voluntary choice. 
Soranzo discovers her pregnancy and names her sin to her in the strongest 
possible language, but more effective in ·making her recognize her 
guilt is Soran zo 1 s pretended forgiveness : 
If I do e finde 
That thou wilt yet be true, here I remit 
a0)1 former faults, and take thee to my boso~e. 
(11. 1924-26) 
At this, she falls on her knees in sorrow for her sin and in wonder at 
his supposed generosity. The next time she appears she has gone 
through the fires of sufferin g: 
Pleasures farwell, and all yee thriftles se minutes , 
Wherein False ioyes haue spun a weary life, 
To these my Fortunes now I take my leaue. 
Thou Precious Time, that swiftly rid 's t in poast 
Ouer the world, to finish vp the race 
Of my last fate; here stay thy restlesse course, 
And be a r e to Ages that are yet vnborne, 
A wretched woeful! woemans Tragedy, 
My Conscience now stands vp against my lust 
With dispositions charectered in guilt, 
And tells mee I am lost; Now I confesse, 
Beauty that cloathes the out- side of the face, 
Is cursed git be not cloath ' d with grace . 
( 11. 2054-66) 
And she concludes her soliloquy : 
He re I sadly vow 
Repentance, and a le auing of that life 
I long haue dyed in. 
( 1 1. 2090-92) 
Whereas the Friar ' s description of hell had frightened her into only 
temporary repentance, her conscience has now finally asserted itself . 
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Guilt brings suffering and suffering brings tragic knowledge, 46 the 
hard-won recognition that beauty, which Giovanni had earlier protested 
must clothe a beautiful soul, is a blight if it have not the grace of God. 
She refuses to continue " ·making Heauen vniust" ( 1. 2083) by continuing 
her unlawful love, and she pledges a new life. Her suffering brings her 
to a readiness for what she knows ·must come : "Now I can welco ·me 
Death" ( 1. 211 7). Though she has not the stature to be a tragic heroine, 
she fulfils the tragic rhythm of action-suffering-knowledge, and her 
repentance provides the necessary ethical scheme against which to 
measure the actions of Giovanni. 
Like Annabella, Giovanni suffers, but!or a different reason . 
Whereas she feels the corrosion of guilt, he weeps in the realization 
that she must die : ' 'ThesE9 are the funerall teares, 11 he tells her, "Shed 
on your graue" (11. 2359-60). He feels no real sense of guilt for his 
crime. For one thing, though he sometimes refers to heaven, he has 
beco ·me a confirmed atheist : heaven and hell are but ''a dreame, a 
dreame" ( 1. 2339). He thus need not trouble himself about God's law. 
Next, the lovers can not be harshly conde ·mned, he says, by ·moral law 
and custo ·m : 
46 Also noted by Miss Sargeaunt, p. 103 . 
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If euer after times should heare 
Of our fast-knit affections, though perhaps 
The Lawes of Con science and of Ciuill vse 
May iustly bla ·me vs, yet when they but know 
Our loues, That loue will wipe away that rigour, 
Which would in other Incests bee abhorr'd. 
(11. 2380-85) 
Giovanni ' s reasoning apparentl y is that the elevation, purity , and 
strength of their love must, not justify, but soften the condemnation in 
such a way as to make their incest tolerable . This wishful thinking is 
ironic, for their love never has been pure, and if it once was elevated , 
it is now gross. The nineteenth-century criticis ·m that Ford dissolves 
the guilt of the pair is based on Giovanni I s attitude, but by the use of 
irony Ford shows how false this attitude is. Giovanni , then , believes 
that society may see hi ·m as guilty, only because people do not under-
stand that his incest is a special c ase. 
47 
This attitude suggests that G i ovanni has transcended the ordinar y 
boundaries of ·morality; the orthodox moral order is, for him, no long e r 
47 Sensabaugh , p. 189, finds that these lines show how "tragedy 
springs not from Giovanni ' s breaking the world I s ·moral order but 
fro ·m a misunderstanding of the nature of his celestial love," and as 
that love is "pure according to coterie standards," Ford is assuring ·''his 
audience that this unhappy young m a n goes thus to his death for no 
reason of justice." Sensabaugh, however, fails to re ·member that it 
is Giovanni speaking, not Ford, that Giovanni I s highly excitable sta t e 
is unlikely to reveal the moral center of the play , and that in fact 
the speech is ironic. Oliver , p. 97, makes Giovanni mean that love 
is "an alleviation of a sin which can be justly conde-mned. " I believe 
thi s view is much closer to the truth, but I would go farther : 
Giovanni is trying to exonerate himself. He apparently says that 
no one has the right to censure th e·m . 
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the standard of values by which he measures his actions. 48 He has 
realized that contradiction lies at life's center: after killing Annabella 
he says, 
Shee 1 s dead, alas good soule; The haplesse Fruite 
That in her wombe receiu'd its life from mee, 
Hath had from mee a Cradle and a Graue. 
-------I must not dally, this sad Marriage-bed 
In all her best, bore her aliue and dead. 
(11. 2411-15) 
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He sees how inextricably death is involved in life, and life in death; he 
understands that he who brings life can unwillingly bring death; he accepts 
the unacceptable when he acknowledges that he has, as he says, ''kil'd a 
Laue, for whose each drop of blood / I would haue pawn'd my heart'' 
(11. 24 18-19). He has established his own values a nd accepted the dis-
order which results: the death, by his own hand, of the one he loves. 
In short, because Giovanni has sepa rated himself from morality, and 
in fact no longer really understands it, he goes beyond the limits of the 
knowledge of ordinary men . By probing beneath the orthodox moral 
design, he discovers th a t the very nature of life is a paradox . His 
knowle .dge is not moral but existential. 
The last scene of the play gathers all that has gone before- - the 
horror, the violence, the evil, the love--and endows the whole with a 
48 Mis s Ellis -Fermor, The Jacobean Drama, p. 241, uses the 
term ''bridge" rather than "boundary'' in describing this situation : 
Giovanni "makes for himself a bridge through untrodden experience 
which carries him above and beyond the conditions of his world of 
incest, murder and death." I prefer " boundary" because it suggests 
trangres sion rather than avoidance . 
sense of strangeness . The central i ·mpression left by this scene is not 
Giovanni I s death but the lurid image of Annabella's heart impaled on the 
end of Giovanni ' s dagger. So ·me critics have seen this action as mere 
melodrama, 49 an attempt by Ford to revive the jaded appetites of a 
coterie audience . On the contrary, the act serves to unify and give 
meaning to the play, and to deepen the sense of tragedy . First, the 
deed is not a mere superfluity; it has been carefully prepared for. In 
the early scene when Giovanni declares his love .to Annab ella , he tries to 
convince her of the truth of his praise by drawing his dagger and 
exclaiming : 
And here 1 s my breast, strick home . 
Rip vp my bosome , there thou shalt behold 
A heart , in which is writ the truth I speake. 
( 11. 366- 368) 
Giovanni may be playing the part of a melodramatic lover , but the 
preceding scenes , which reveal his despair , convince one that he is 
earnest. In any event , one is made to realize that Giovanni can con-
ceive of such an action and that, when pressed , he is the kind who w i ll 
take extreme measures . Foreshadowing is also found in the hell-fire 
49 E . g., Downer, p . 176, finds this scene decadent; C. V. Wedgwood, 
Seventeenth Century English Literature (London, 19 50), p . 43, writes that 
the scene in question "destroys the tragedy of Annabella ' s death" ; Cecil, 
pp. 116-117 , rejects the "cold perverse sensationalism" of the action which 
has no "spiritual significance." That Ford is not merely inventing a new 
horror is pointed out by Oliver , p . 94 , n. 1, who notes a similar inci-
dent in Tancred and Gis ·munda (1586). Madelaine Doran, Endeavors of 
-~ .A_Study of Form in Elizabethan Drama (Madison, Wis . , 1954), p.135, 
cites the excised heart episode in "the first tragedy of ro ·mantic intrigue 
in England, Gismond of Salerne" (1567). 
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and confession scene. The Friar is outlining to Annabella the horrors 
of hell that await the guilty soul : 
There stands these wretched things, 
Who haue drea ·m ' t out whole yeeres in lawlesse sheets 
And secret incests, cursing one another; 
Then you will wish, each kisse your brother gaue, 
Had beene a Daggers poynt. 
(11. 1423-27) 
Here the dagger is turned metaphorically toward Annabella. It now 
represents the guilty incestuous acts of Giovanni which can kill her and 
conde ·mn her to hell. The Friar ' s speech has great dra ·matic irony, 
for without knowing it , he nearly forecasts the manner of Annabella ' s 
death. Giovanni stabs her during their final kiss with the words, "and 
kill thee in a kisse" ( 1. 2400) . The final preparation is the accusation 
scene in which Soranzo discovers that Annabella is pregnant but not 
by him. She tells him that she will never reveal her paramour ' s nam e , 
but in his rage he answers that he will indeed discover it: "I ' le ripp 
vp thy heart, / And finde it the re" ( 11. 183 2- 33) . This statement pre-
pares directly for Giovanni ' s avowal in the play's last scene that the 
heart on the point of his dagger is "a Heart my Lords, in which is mine 
intomb' d" ( 1. 2456). 50 
5
°Kaufmann , p. 536, sees Ford as "literalizing the ·metaphor that 
the truth of love is written in the heart of the beloved. " I agree that this 
is one way the symbol works, but Kaufmann goes on to advance the idea 
that the act is also "the perfect correlative of the frenzied, higher 
jealousy to which Ford is giving expression . " I disagree that jealousyis 
the predominant emotion which Ford is presenting. 
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It is clear that the presentation of an impaled heart is no gratui -
tous bit of melodrama thrown in at the end ; it is, rather, carefully pre- • 
pared for and consciously contriv e d. What, then, does it mean? An 
act of horror it certainly is, but this is exactly the point. It is a 
symbolic act which, in its unnaturalness, epitomizes the horror of the 
play: the moral and religious perve r sion of incest find physical repre -
sentation in the psychologica l perversion of the evisceration of the 
51 loved one's heart . Second, the heart is also a symbol, in Giovanni' :, 
mind, for the immortality of his love: ' 'reeking blood, / That tryumphE , 
ouer death" (11. 2436-37). Hence, h e flaunts it before the assembled 
states of Parma, a reminder of the world which he has chosen in prefer-
ence to theirs. Third, the act summa r izes in a figure the moral theme 
of the play: s i n leads only to death an d is ultimately self-destructive. 
This final act of horror and perversi o n, then, draws together much of 
the thought and feeling in this play, and the p ie rced heart bec omes a 
sy mbol of sex, love, sin, and death . 
The mystery is that this living love must be "intomb'd, ' ' impaled 
on a dagger. The whole dilemma of existence is presented in this 
image, yet as Vasques says, '" T i s most strangely true'' ( 1. 24 95). Th e 
w ord "strangely" carries the sense which the OED describes as "un-
51 Ribner, pp . 172-173, r i ghtl y calls the act a symbol of the 
"desecration'' of life and " human value. " But it is more than profana-
tion: it is perversion . 
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familiar, abnormal, or exceptional to a degree that excites wonder or 
astonishment, '' and its appearance three more times in the scene 
emphasizes the sense of mystery which is expressed verbally in the las t 
scene but which also lies at the heart of the play: the unaccountability 
of Bergetto's pathetic, accidental death; 52 the injustice of the death of 
Giovanni's father, brought on by the actions of his son; the inexplica -
bility of the evil in the world of Parma, but exemplified by the corrup-
tion of the Cardinal and by the i mmorality of Soranzo; the fateful chance 
.. 
that brother and sister should fall in love . Little of this suffering, 
evil, and bad fortune is explained in this play . In perhaps his only 
honest and true words in the play , the Cardinal stresses, at the end , 
this quality of the tragedy : "Neuer yet / Incest and Murther haue so 
strangely met" ( 11. 2598-9 9). 
'Tis Pity, then, does embod y most of the qualities necessar y to 
tragedy. The tragic situ ation of a man is presented : his w i ll demands 
that he violate the order of societ y and the injunctions of religion. Eve n 
though society is corrupt and religion weak, their laws still retain 
enough force to make him suffer when he rejects them. He does reject 
them, but in order to do so, he must step outside them and become a 
l a w to himself. 'Tis Pity sho ws that he inevitabl y pa ys for his crimes, 
52 Leec h, John Ford and the Dr ama~ His Time, p. 15 , app r oves 
of Mae t erlinck's translation, in which the Bergetto sub-plot was omitte d. 
I maintain , however, tha t t o excise it reduces the tragic effect of the 
play. 
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but at the same time it reveals a kind of florid, hectic magnificen _ce in 
the way he can assert his will with courage beyond that of most men. The 
tragedy leaves the moral paradoxes unresolved, and this in turn allows 
for the emotions of fear, horror, wonder, and sympathy. Some of the 
compelling truths of all tragedy appear in this play: man can reveal the 
extent of his reach only by transgressing boundaries, and he can most 
fully reveal his own dimensions by his ability to reac t to suffering. The 
tensions which result from the conflicts and which are revealed in the 
play by the de nseness of irony and paradox make 'Tis Pity a highly dra-
matic tragedy whose essential quality is a hard, driving forcefulness. 53 
One modern critic believes that though 'Tis Pity is powerful, it fails to 
reach "the achievement of the highest tragedy'' because it "fails of 
grandeur. 1154 It is true that the play does not show us the fall of the 
kingdom and the death of kings. But it is possible to point to certain 
aspects of the play which may well be called "grand,'' and these aspects 
I have emphasized in this study. One is the grandeur of the hero him-
self; as one critic puts it, Giovanni has "un ruissellement de splendeur 
53
spencer, p. 264, may be right about The Broken Heart and 
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Perkin Warbeck when he says of Ford that "all his chief characters have 
the same attitude to death: they welcome it--even the most active of them- -
languorously, with a kind of tired voluptousness. '' But I do not believe 
this to be true of Giovanni or of the central characters of Love's 
Sacrifice. 
54 
Hoy, p. 146. 
comme de la vie d'un Benvenuto Cellini, comme de toute cett e fin de 
Renaissance fievreuse, jonche'e de pierreries et de sang . 1155 Another 
is the scope given to the play by the conflicts between God, society, and 
the individual . And, finally, the whole is fraught with a sense of the 
mysterious relationships between good and evil. Though the play 
focuses more on the psychological results of transgression than on the 
philosophical problem of evil, i t does force a re~xamination of values . 
The action is resolved but the dilemmas posed remain only partially 
answered . 
55 
cl, p. 255. 
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Chapter IV 
Love's Sacrifice 
Because critics have usually judged it as either ethically confused 1 
or artist~cally ineffective, 2 Love's Sacrifice is probably the least 
admired of Fordt s tragedies. The present chapter attempts to demon-
strate that the play holds together better than has usually been thought: 
more specifically, that an understanding of Renaissance attitudes can 
help to resolve the apparent moral confusion in the play and that an 
analysis of the dramatic structure reveals considerable unity and enough 
concentration of effect to allow the development of sympathy, pity, and 
1 Some of these critics are Havelock Ellis, "John Ford'' 
[!ntroductio~ John Ford (Londonll88~, p. xii; Sherman, pp. xi-xii; 
Neilson, p. 216; Sargeaunt, p. 138; Cochnower, pp. 223-225; M . C . 
Bradbrook, Themes and Conventions of Elizabethan Tragedy ( Cam-
bridge, 1935), p. 73; Sensabaugh, pp. 181, 186; Ellis-Fermor, The 
Jacobean Drama, p. 232; Frederick S . Boas, An Introduction to 
Stuart Drama {London, 1946), p. 342; Bacon, pp . 193 -194; Thomas 
Marc Parrott and Robert Hamilton Ball, A Short View of Elizabethan 
Drama {New York, 1943), pp . 244-245; Logan Pratt, i'irhe Question 
of Decadence in the Plays of John Ford," unpubl. diss. (Univ. of 
North Carolina, 1935), p. 169; Davril, pp. 371, 511; Ornstein, pp. 217-
220 . 
2 Examples are Gifford , Works { 1827), I, 372, n. 1; Herbert M. 
Sanders, "The Plays of John Ford ," Gentleman's Magazine, CCXC 
{1901), 177; Sargeaunt, pp . 71, 139; Ornstein, p. 220. 
fear. At the same time, one notices that Ford has here reduced the 
scope of the tragic vision of I Tis Pity. 
Probably the first point to establish is the subject of the play. In 
contrast with his interests in 'Tis Pity, Ford is not, in Love's Sacrifice, 
concerned with man's relationship to the cosmos. He is concerned to 
some degree with the idea of £ate, but the characters say very little 
about God or heaven; the one cleric who appears, Bianca's uncle the 
Abbot, mentions neither. References to God, such as ''Deity, ' ' 
''Majesty," ''One," or to "god" appear nine times in 'Tis Pity, but only 
once in Love I s Sacrifice; the word "Heaven, " or variations like 
"heavens," appear twenty-eight times in 'Tis Pity, only thirteen times 
in Love's Sacrifice. These £acts suggest a narrower scope in Love's 
Sacrifice, for guilt caused by religious conflicts does not appear in the 
play. The drama focuses on the human relationships between three 
characters, Bianca, Fetnando, and the Duke of Pavy. Most critics 
have tried to make one or two of the characters central, but to do this 
only distorts the play. For instance, Ewing states that the main plot 
"deals with a jealous husband and his revenge. 113 This interpretation 
is unreasonable because Ford puts heavy emphasis on the love between 
Bianca and Fernando. He gives several soliloquies to Fernando, but 
none to the Duke; and the two love scenes between Fernando and Bianca 
3 
Ewing, p. 65 . 
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are points of high intensity. R. J. Kaufmann, ina somewhat different 
view, supposes that the Duke should be the central character, but that 
because he is not, the play is ''centerless. 114 The play may seem center-
less if one demands a single tragic hero, who may well produce a more 
concentrated effect than two, but great tragedies have been written 
which include more than one central character. 5 Furthermore, unity 
may be produced by other means. Difficulties arise, too, with the view 
that the love of Fernando and Bianca, 6 or that Bianca alone, 7 is the 
central subject, for either interpretation immediately destroys the unit y 
of the play; the revenge and the remorse of the Duke play such an impor-
tant part in the tragic rhythm {to be demonstrated below) that to reduce 
him to the level of a minor figure does real injury to the structure and 
theme of the play. 
It is important to state, then, that the play is concerned with three 
characters. Unlike the lovers in 'Tis Pity, Fernando and Bianca, thou gh 
4Kaufmann, pp. 529-532; Kaufmann goes so far as to suggest that 
Ford really wanted to write another play about ' 'how the fineness of the 
lovers was a product of the Duke's jealousy" (p. 531). Since Ford 
arranges the incidents in such a way that the finest moment of the lover s 
(their first meeting alone) occurs before the Duke suspects anything, 
Kaufman's opinion suggests, unjustifiably in my view, that Ford had no 
c ontrol over his materials. 
5 Antigone provides a clear example of a tragedy with two main 
characters: Antigone and Creon . 
6 
Bowers, p . 215. 
7 Oliver , p . 76 . 
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passionately in love, do not break the bonds of friendship and marriage 
by committing adultery . The result is that all three are frustrated in 
love- -the Duke becau s e his wife loves another, Bianca and Fernando 
because honor prevents them from consummating their love. Frustrated 
love, in fact, is the radical situation of the play, and Ford establishes 
clear parallels in the subordinate relationships. Roseilli' s love for 
Fiormonda is unreturned; to be sure, she agrees to marry him at the 
play•s end but only as a reward for his loyalty, and by then Fiormonda' s 
unworthiness has impressed itself so forcefully upon him that he repudi-
ates all but the name of their marriage: 
Henceforth I here dismis se 
The mutual! comforts of our marriage -bed: 
Learne to new liue, my vowes vnmou'd shall stand. 
{11. 2874-76) 
Mauruccio, the dotard, also conceives an unrequited love for Fiorm on d a , 
but the only success which he achieves is . marriage with an old, seduced 
widow, Morena. Fiormonda, in turn, loves Fernando, but he reject s 
her so firmly that she becomes the main revenger in the play . 
In the other subordinate action , Ferentes seduces three women by 
promising marriage. Julia, Colona, and Morena love this gay, charming 
courtier, but he is never serious and always deceitful . In short, every 
serious love in Love's Sacrifice is frustrated, and this situation is 
probably one reason why the play is so titled. Each person's love is a 
sacrifice; it is a commitment which can and, in Ford's view here , sooner 
10 8 
or later does result in suffering . 8 Thus the structure of the dramatic 
situation reveals not only the subject of the play but also one aspect of 
Ford's tragic vision : the inevitabili ty of frustration, the sense that the 
world is somehow awry and that pain is man's lot. 
This subject and this vision Ford reE!nforces by the way in which 
he constructs the acts and scenes of his play. Analysis of this construe-
tion will show not only that the play is more clearly unified than many 
critics think, but also that many aspects of Ford's tragic vision are 
embodied in the structure of the incidents. 
Love's Sacrifice is a carefully formed play. One can divide it 
into three clear parts : Acts I and II, which represent in a number of 
parallel and contrasting ways the rejection of love; Act III, which shows 
the resolution of Ferentes I betrayal and rejection of the three women who 
love him, and begins the resolution of the Duke's revenge on Bianca and 
Fernando; and Acts IV and V, which reveal the resolution of the main 
plot , namely, the deaths of the three main charac t ers. 
8 Though suffering is seen as inevitable in this play, Leech, John 
Ford and the Drama ~ His Time, pp. 11, 80, errs, I believe, when he 
writes: "Suffering, not action, is the dominant strain . . , the 
suffering of melancholy or of deprivation"; and again: the "character-
istic quality . . is one of lamentation for ineluctable distress.'' In 
seeing the play as closer to the spirit of The Broken Heart than to that 
of 'Tis Pity, Leech leaves out of account a notable effect of the play: 
the memorable scenes in Love's Sacrifice are those in which strong 
passion--love or hate - -is expressed, but in The Broken Heart those in 
which melancholy and quiet nobility prevail. The particular quality of 
Love's Sacrifice appears to be violence rather than lamentation- - much 
closer to that of I Tis Pity than to that of The .Broke\1 Heart . 
10 9 
The first scene presents Roseilli, a noble of the court. Though 
many critics suggest that his presence and later disguises are irrele-
vant to the plot, the reason why he is sent from the court is rarely 
noticed: the woman he loves, Fiormonda, has plotted against him. As 
Roseilli says, 
I scent the plot of this disgrace; 'tis Fiormonda, shee, 
That glorious Widow, whose commanding checke 
Ruines my Loue. 
(11. 91-93) 
This action prefigures one of the major motifs of the play- -disgrace. 
Almost all the characters are at one time or another in disgrace £or 
wrongs or supposed wrongs . Mauruccio and Morona are banished , 
D' Avolos is banished and afterwards hanged, and in the last scene 
Fiormonda is disgraced, and then banished from Roseilli' s bed . More 
important than this, however, is the introduction of the theme : love 
rejected . Roseilli next considers where to go, and there follows an 
apparently irrelevant discussion of national characteristics . Perhaps 
one reason Ford included it is that audiences of his day enjoyed such 
topics, but no critic has noted that one way this part of the scene func-
tions is to establish the moral climate of the action. Spaniards are 
said to be "proud'' (1. 120) and ''plyable to glorifie" (1. 122) themselves; 
these are, in £act, two of the Duke's main weaknesses. The ''c ourtly" 
(1. 131 ) French are ''ripe of wit" (1. 131), "extreme dissemblers'' 
(1.132), subservient, and "mocking" (1. 134). Mention of these qualities 
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prepares us for the attitudes and characteristics of Ferentes, Fiormonda, 
and D'Avolos. The English, according to Fernando, have honesty, "man-
hood" (1. 156), and ''beauty" (1. 156), perhaps in some measure a 
description of Bianca and himself. Naturally, Roseilli decides "to speed 
for England" (1. 161). At the very outset of the play, then, moral quali-
ties are presented which prepare for the particular natures of many of 
the characters to follow. 
The second major event of the scene displays D' Avolos as go-
between, one of his many deceitful roles. Fiormonda has sent him wit h 
the mission of ''secretly" inforining Fernando of her love. Fernando 
cleverly turns aside the knowledge by asserting that he will protect 
Fiormonda' s honor in keeping the information a secret . This incident 
foreshadows Fernando's later outright rejection of her . 
Scene ii introduces the two sub-plots in which lust, not love, is 
shown at work, first in Ferentes , then in Fiormonda. The first part 
of the scene sees Ferentes seducing Colona by dissembling his lust and 
pretending love. Immediately following this action, Ford shows how the 
Colona affair will end by bringing the already seduced Julia on stage. 
She complains of Ferentes' neglect and his mocking tongue; he placates 
her, renews his pledge of love, and sends her off. By juxtaposing these 
incidents with what follows- -Fiormonda' s attempt to win the affections 
of Fernando- -Ford parallels the lust of Ferentes and the wantonness of 
Fiormonda. She herself later admits her fault after her desire has 
turned to vindictiveness: ''Lust hath made me foule" ( 1. 2885). 
At the end of Act I, then, the hopes of Roseilli and Fiormonda 
have been cast down, and Ford has suggested that Colona and Julia will 
be betrayed. These incidents in the two minor plots prepare for Act II, 
in which the important event is the voluntary abstinence of Bianc;:a and 
Fernando from illicit relations. 
Ford, has, however, not quite finished with his preparation for 
the love of Bianca and Fernando. The first scene of Act II is an ana-
logue of the play' s subject on a different level. The character of 
Mauruccio has been described as a satiric attack on the attitudes and 
language of Henrietta Maria's cult of Platonic love. For instance, the 
lines which Mauruccio, the senile old man, composes to forward his 
suit to Fi9rmonda are '' courtly love-jargon" : 9 
Since I am your gra- ces seruant so true, 
Great Lady then loue me for my ver-tue . 
(11. 712-713) 
Mauruccio follows up this foolishness with, 
9 
I tell thee, Giacopo, I am wrap'd with ·fury, 
And haue beene for these six nights together 
Drunke with the pure liquor of Helycon. 10 
(11. 716-718) 
Sensabaugh, p. 153 . 
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lOit is difficult to suppose that Ford could deliberately satirize the 
cult of Platonic love in a tragedy which, according to Sensabaugh, pp.182-
This absurd exaggeration will contrast strongly with the depth of 
Fernando's real passion and thu s make us more ready to feel its force 
and to admire Fernando when he later renounces .it. Finally, this 
scene, too, is a figuring of the theme of frustrated love, for despite all 
of Mauruccio' s pathetic efforts to prepare for his avowal of love, 
Fiormonda, who has been . eavesdropping, is so angry at becoming an 
object of the court's ridicule that she leaves abruptly. 
The rest of the rejections of love may be quickly outlined. The 
comic incident is imme diately followed by the first confrontation of 
Bianca and Fernando on stage. Upon his avowal of love, she reminds 
him that this is the third time his "treacherous tongue / Hath pleaded 
treason'' {11. 828-82~ , and she rejects him unequivocally. Scene ii 
begins with Petruchio' s announcement to Roseilli that ' 'you haue no 
enemy at Court/ But her, for whom you pine so mueh~uc!j in loue" 
( 11. 84 5-846). This irony is followed by the advice, ' 'Then master your 
affections" (1. 847) - -the very same advice which Fernando had given 
himself at the end of the preceding scene: "I must resolue to checke this 
rage of blood , / Andwill"(ll. 840-841). 
183, is founded on it. Peter Ure, "Cult and Initiates in Ford's Love's 
Sac rifice, 11 MLQ, XI (1950), 300, is, in my view, more reasonable 
when he says that Ford was certainly influenced by the cult, but that it 
is "nowhere elaborated by Ford to the degree to which it is found in 
later Caroline drama. " Yet, in spite of this statement, Ure, too, goes 
on to interpret the play accordin g to the theory of Platonic love. 
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One can see now how carefully Ford has structured these first 
scenes. The objection that Ford takes too long to get to the main action 11 
is not really justified, for he presents a multiple action which under-
lines the theme and which prepares for the voluntary abstinence of 
Bianca and Fernando at the end of Act II. One can see, too, how Ford 
widens out the meaning of unfulfilled love: the parallel actions permit 
the general statement that failures in human relationships are inevitable; 
further, the need is shown for man to restrain his emotions- -the common 
Renaissance idea that reason must conquer passion. But just why and 
how it is that Bianca and Fernando are able to control their passions 
needs explanation, for it is through them and their actions that the com-
plexity, irony, and the sense of tension develop the tragic feeling. 
The first part of the play ends with the abstention of Bianca and 
Fernando from illicit relations, but the struggle against passion is not 
easy. Like Giovanni, Fernando undergoes an inner conflict in the effor t 
to curb his emotion: 
So, now I am alone, now let me thinke; 
Shee is the Dutchesse; say she be: A Creature 
Sow'd vp in painted cloth, might so be styl 'd, 
That's but a name; shee' s married too, she is, 
And therefore better might distinguish loue: 
She's young, and faire; why, Madam, that's the bait 
Inuites me more to hope; she's the Dukes wife; 
11 Gifford, Works ( 1827), I, 417, n. 3, holds, for example, that 
Roseilli contributes nothing to the plot. 
Who knowes not this ? she's bosom'd to my friend: 
There, there, I am quite lost: will not be won; 
Still worse and worse ; abhorres to heare me speake: 
Eternal! mischiefe, I must vrge no more : 
For were I not beleapred in my soule, 
Here were enough to quench the flames of hell. 
(11. 859-871) 
He finds that he can easily override all arguments against his love but 
one: the loyalty due friendship. Fernando's dilemma results from the 
conflict of loyalty and passion . Because his sense of guilt is acute, he 
decides to exercise restraint, but it is an agonizing decision as one can 
see from D'Avolos' description Qf Fernando following the soliloquy: 
"How now? striking his brest? what, in the name of policy, should this 
meane? tearing his haire? passion , by all the hopes of my life , plaine 
passion" ( 11. 878-880). Fernando's conflict, it should be noted, differs 
from Giovanni's in that questions of religion are not at issue in 
Fernando's mind . How is Fernando 's conflict resolved ? Unfortunatel y, 
he has not yet learned self - control. When D'Avolos shows him the pic-
ture of Bianca, Fernando cannot contain his passion. As he admits in 
an aside, "l'me lost beyond my senses'' ( 1. 956 ). The result is that his 
failure to control himself leads to his fall, for D'Avolos uses the knowl-
edge of his love for Bianca to bring it about. 
Following this dramatic revelation of inability to govern himself, 
Fernando chooses the next opportunity to bring again "the tender of a 
suit disdain'd" (1. 1180). Such is the violence of Bianca's refusal, how -
ever, that he is "school'd" (1. 1225) . With a solemn promise he vows 
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silence on the matter: 
I sweare, 
Henceforth I neuer will asmuch in word 
In letter, or in sillable, presume 
To make a repetition of my griefes. 
(11. 1230-33) 
This solemn tone of this vow suggests that he has finally won a victory 
over himself, with, of course , the help of Bianca's refusal. He must, 
however, undergo one more trial. Bianca comes in the night to 
Fernando's bed, confesses her passion for him, and offers herself to 
him, but she swears that if he accedes, the illicit act can have only one 
result : 
If thou dost spoyle me of this robe ~ shame, 
By my best comforts, here I vow agen, 
To thee, to heauen, to the world, to time, 
E're yet the morning shall new christen day, 
I'le kill my selfe . 
(1 1. 1334-38) 
Fernando has been ready to accept her until th i s point, for to her state -
ment, "If thou tempt' st / My bosome to thy pleasures, I will yeeld ' ' 
(11. 1309-10), he has answered, ' 'Perpetuall happinesse! ' ' (1. 1311). 12 
However , when he finds that she really does mean her threat to kill her-
self, he transcends his lower n a ture: 
12 Ure, pp. 299 ff., argues that even before this Fernando acts a s 
"an idealistic practitioner of the closely related ethics of friendship and 
Platonic love, not as an individual runnin g to 'despair and confusion 
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You haue preuail'd, and heauen forbid that I 
Should by a wanton appetite prophane 
This sacred Temple . 
(11. 1365-67) 
And he adds: 
Enough; !'le master passion, and triumph 
In being conquer'd ; adding to it this, 
In you my loue, as it begun , shall end . 
(11. 1372-74) 
Although Fernando's love is fated, he can still assert his free will i n 
rejecting the act which his passion commands him to. Because he now 
cares more for Bianca than for himself, it is clear that his passion has 
turned to love. The i:ftmy of this abstinence is that because Fernando's 
self-control comes too late, both Bianca and Fernando will be undone. 
The machinery of the catastrophe is already in operation. 
because oI immutable physical laws' (In the words of Sensabaug}]- '' Ure 
is right to take Sensabaugh to task, for Fernando is well able to control 
himself later in the scene and ther~ter, but Ure is probably incorrec t 
when he says that Fernando wants mere ly a Platonic relationship : I read 
Fernando's words, "Perpetual! h a ppines se ! " to mean that he will gladly 
accept the offer of her body ("bosome'\ It is true, as Ure points out, 
that Fernando has earlier used the language of the Platonic cult, but it is 
illogical to conclude that therefore Fernando acts according to the 
Pl atonic code. Further proof that Fernando has expected to consummate 
his love is his fear that she will scorn his lack of manhood if he does n ot 
tak e her: 
I must beleeue ye, yet I ho:f>e anon, 
When you are parted from :ine, you will say 
I was a good cold easie-sp ~rited man: 
Nay, laugh at my simplicity; say, will ye? 
(11 . 1358-61) 
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With this scene, Ford focuses his attention on Bianca, so that 
it is now important to turn to the second of the three protagonists and 
to analyze her particul a r dilemma . At first, her difficulty is only 
external: she is beseiged by Fernando but rejects him more insistentl y 
each time. One may suspect, however, that her full attitude does not 
appear on the surface because th ough she threatens to, she never tells 
the Duke: 
Re m ember now 
It is the third time since your treacherous tongue 
Hath pleaded treason to my eare and fame: 
Yet for the friendship 'twixt my Lord and you, 
I haue not voyc'd your follies; if you dare 
To speake a fourth time, you shall rue your lust. 
(11. 827-832) 
At his next avowal of lo v e, she becomes more severe , but she fails to 
act on her earlier threat: 
Know , mo s t vnworthy man , 
So much we hate the basen e sse of thy lu~ 
As were none liuing of th y s exe but thee, 
We had much rather prostitute our blood 
To some inuenom'd Serpent , then admit 
Thy bestial! dalliance: couldst thou dare to speake 
Againe, when we forbad ? no , wretched thing, 
Take this for answer; If thou henceforth ope 
Thy leprous mouth to tempt our eare againe , 
We shall not onely certifie our Lord 
Of thy disease in fr i endship , but reuenge 
Thy boldnesse ;'fth the forfeit of thy life . 
(11. 1207-18) 
When, soon after this speech, she comes secr~tly t o Fernando's bed 
with her avowal of passion, her failure to carry out her threat becomes 
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fully understandable . She has been struggling silently against her 
adulterous love for Fernando: 
With shame and passion now I must confesse, 
Since first mine eyes beheld you, in my heart 
You haue beene onely King; if there can be 
A violence in loue, then I haue felt 
That tyranny; be record to my soule, 
The Iustice which I for this folly feare: 
Fernando, in short words, how e're my tongue 
Did often chide thy loue, each word thou spak' st 
Was musicke to my eare; was neuer poore 
Poore wretched woman liu'd, that lou'd like me; 
So truly, so vnfainedly . 
(11. 1295 - 1305) 
Before this confession her guilt took the form of excoriating him, and 
the images she used in her last denial speech (above) proceeded from 
her evaluation of herself: "prostitute,'' "inuenom'd Serpent," and 
"leprous mouth. " The conjunction of poison imagery and unconscious 
sexual imagery in these phrases reveals the pres sure of guilt on her 
mind. In addition she assured Fernando that to persist meant death. 
Her sincerity is apparent when she finally gives in to her passion, for 
she vows that her own death will follow her shame: '' I'le kill my selfe'' 
(1. 1338) . 
Bianca, then, is not guilty of "gross and profligate'' behavior . 13 
Nor is her behavior inconsistent . 14 She is clearly in the grip of a 
13 s . b 288 win urne, p. . 
14 
Miss Cochnower, pp. 140-141, believes it inexplicable . 
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powerful feeling against which she struggles in vain . Furthermore, she 
never believes that adultery is excusable, 15 nor is there any basis here 
for believing that Ford thought it was. Fernando and Bianca then agree 
not to indulge their passions though they do vow mutual love . This 
resolution of their dilemma may seem undramatic, but, in truth, the 
potential explosiveness of the situation creates great tension, and the 
pressure is felt in the way some of the words and ideas pull against each 
other : before "morning shall new christen day ' ' ( l. 1337) , Bianca will 
kill herself; "triumph/ In being conquer'd" (1. 1372-73). The situation 
is static, but a match will fire unseen electricity, and that match is 
already in the hands of D' Avalos . 
15 This reading of Bianca's feelings and actions relies on no theor y 
of the influences on Ford . The trouble with Ure's interpretation (which 
has been called "excellent'' by Charles 0. McDonald, "The Design of 
John Ford's The Broken Heart: A Study in the Development of Carolin e 
Sensibility," SP, LIX\}96:g 144) is that he forces the play to conform 
to his theory that ideals of Platonic love explain the motivations of the 
characters. Accordingly, he reads Bianca's actions this way: Bianca' s 
change of attitude is the result of her realization that Fernando's love i s 
"pure and chaste"; "it is therefore safe for her to enter his chamber and 
even to indulge in the threat of self-destruction in her knowledge that 
Fernando, inspired by his new creed , will not take advantage of her" 
(p. 301). To answer Ure: in the first place Bianca's new attitude is not 
a sudden change but has become only more and more powerful and is now 
fully revealed for the first time. Second, as I have shown, Fernando's 
love is not pur.J.fied until the end of the bedroom scene. Most important 
of all, nothing in the scene suggests that, as Ure implies, Bianca is 
lying when she says she will give herself and that the threat to kill her-
self is only coy pretense. The tone of her speeches in this scene is too 
wearied, solemn, and despairing to allow Ure I s reading. I have been at 
pains to answer Ure because if he is right , the tragic character of the 
play is changed considerably, and Bianca is as despicable as Swinburne 
said. She would not be the tragic heroine that I believe she is. 
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This scene ends the first part of the drama; every protestation of 
love is unfulfilled or rejected. Ford has thus presented a series of 
situations symbolic of man's fate : love brings with it inevitab le pain. 
More than this, Ford shows that the springs of sorrow are not merely 
the various forms of evil like Fer entes' lust, but that they are somehow 
mysterious and inexplicable, for no ex planation of why so many people 
are mismatched is possible. It just happens; but that it happens so 
often is in itself a comment. Though it is clear that the religious super-
structure is essentially missing from this tragedy, Ford does widen the 
scope of his vision to include the know ledge that an essential disorder 
lies at the heart of man's world. At the same time the individual can 
bring some sort of order out of the situation by controlling, as Fernando 
and Bianca do , the unruly elements in his nature. A man need not be 
the slave of passion. 
Part two of Love I s Sacrifice (Act III) is a working out of one of 
the initial situations and shows th e results of ungoverned passion. The 
three betrayed women murder th eir betrayer . This counteraction to 
Ferentes' immoral behavior begins immediately after the vows of 
Bianca and Fernando. Colona, Julia, and Morona seize the chance to 
kill Ferentes during the masque performed for Bianca's uncle, the 
Abbot. The end of Act III sees this accomplished, and the Abbot pro-
nounces the moral, '"Tis iust, / He dyes by murther, that hath liu'd in 
lust" (11. 1903 - 04). Here is presented a neat retribution for villainy: 
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the victims turn on the seducer and destroy him. Ferentes himself in 
his dying speech admits his excessive behavior: "Pox vpon all Codpeece 
extrauagancy" ( 1 . 1889). To emphasize the justice of Ferentes' death, 
For d has him acknowledge that ''my forfeit was in my blood, and my 
life hath answer'd it'' (1. 1893). Like the Friar's description of hell in 
'Tis Pity, this sub - plot functions as the moral center of the play, an 
ethical guide - line in the form of poetic justice. The case of the Duke, 
however, is more complex. 
The development of the major plot, in the play' s third part provides 
the "tragic qualm. " Goaded on by the evil D' Avolos, who has untruth -
fully told her that Fernando and Bianca have consummated their love, 
Fiormonda has sworn "to stirre vp Tragedies as blacke as braue; / And 
sending[sic] the Lecher panting to his graue" (11. 1266-67) . D'Avolos 
then tells the Duke that he is a "cuckold'' ( 1 . 1760): "Fernando is your 
Riuall, has stolne your Dutchesse heart, murther'd friendship, hornes 
your head, and laughes at your hornes" (11. 1762-64). The Duke's 
reaction to this now becomes the focal point of the play and the emphasi s 
thus shifts to the third centra l character . 
With great psychological insight, Ford reveals the Duke's agony 
of jealousy and doubt . Pretending to leave Pavy on a trip so that he can 
trap Bianca if she is unfaithful, the Duke warns Bianca of what he 
suspects: 
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Troubled! yes, I haue cause: 0 Biancha! 
Here was my fate engrauen in thy brow, 
This smooth faire polisht table; in thy cheeks 
Nature summ'd vp thy dower: 'twas not wealth, 
The Mysers god, nor Royalty of blood, 
Aduanc'd thee to my bed; but loue , and hope 
Of Vertue, that might equall those sweet lookes: 
If then thou shouldst betray my trust, thy faith, 
To the pollution of a base desire, 
Thou wert a wretched woman . 
(11. 2215-24) 
He describes to her his dream, in which Fernando has crowned him with 
a "Coronet of horues ffi_orne~" ( 1. 2238), and then adds: 
But by the honour of anoynted kings, 
Were both of you hid in a rocke of fire, 
Guarded by ministers of flaming hell, 
I haue a sword ( 'tis here) should make my way 
Through fire, through darknesse, death, and all 
To h~~ your lust ingendred flesh to shreds, 
Pound you to morter, cut your throats, and mince 
Your flesh to mites; I will, --start not, - - I will. 
Bian. Mercy protect me, will ye murder me? 
Duke. Yes. - -Ohl I cry thee mercy. --how the rage 
Of my vndreamt of wrongs, , made me forget 
All sense of sufferance l blame me not, Biancha; 
One such another dreame would quite distract 
Reason and selfe humanity; yet tell me, 
Was •t not an ominous visio n? 
Bian. 'Twas, my Lord ; 
Yet but a vision; for did such a guilt 
Hang on mine honour, 'twere no blame in you 
If you did stab me to the heart. 
Duke. The heart? 
Nay, strwnpet, to the soule; and teare it off 
From life, to damne it in immortall death. 
Bian. Alas, what doe you meane, Sir ? 
Duke . I am ma4 . - -- -
Forgiue me, good Biancha; still me thinkes 
I dreame, and dreame anew: now prethe chide me. 
Sicknesse, and these diuisions, so distract 
My senses!::: that I take things possible 
As if rhey L!.hex) were. 
(11. 2239-67) 
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Whether he really had the dream or is merely pretending for the sake 
of warning Bianca, the description of it is so horrifying to him that he 
gradually loses the ability to distinguish between the dream and reality . 
The scene emphasizes the sense of pity for the Duke and fear of what 
he will do to Bianca unless he is disabused of her guilt: "Pitty my 
troubled heart; griefes are extreame; / Yet, Sweet, when I am gone, 
thinke on my dreame" {11. 2271 - 72), he says, and the two lines con-
dense first the pain and then the threat . The scene is a necessary 
preparation for Bianca's murder and gives to the play a feeling of psy-
chological realism perhaps unsurpassed in any other Ford play. 
The catastrophe comes quickly but Ford includes a final warning 
in order to build suspense and create more clearly the sense of 
inevitable disaster. Fiormonda has already warned Fernando that she 
knows of his love for Bianca {11. 2166-80) . 16 Now Roseilli tells him 
that the Duke himself knows all. Because Fernando adopts an attitude 
similar to that of Giovanni--heroic bravado and defiance--Roseilli pre-
dicts the destined conclusion: 
I see him lost already, 
If all preuaile not, we shall know too late, 
No toyle can shun the violence of Fate. 
{11. 2341-43) 
16 By this act, Fiormonda, though selfish in her attempt to win 
Fernando at the last, does in part redeem herself from the charge of 
utter villainy; perhaps, therefore, it is possible to justify her escape 
from serious punishment at the play' s end . 
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Given Fernando's courage, Bianca's honesty, and the Duke's jealous, 
rash nature; given the love -trian gle; and given the vindictiveness of 
D'Avolos and the pride of Fiormonda, Bianca's death is inevitable. The 
Duke discovers Fernando and Bianca kissing and, goaded by Bianca's 
frank avowal of love for Fernando and by the urging of D' Avolos and 
Fiormonda, finally brings himself to kill Bianca. 
The recognition occurs when the Duke is then persuaded by Fer-
nando that Bianca was, in fact, chaste: 
Whither now, 
Shall I run from the day, where neuer man 
Nor eye, nor eye of heauen, may see a dogge 
So hatefull as I am? Biancha chaste, 
Had not the furie of some hellish rage 
Blinded all reasons sight, I might haue seene 
Her clearenesse in her confidence to dye . 
- --your leaue--Kneeles downe, holds vp his hands, 
speakes a little and riseth 
Tis done, come friend, now for her loue, 
Her loue that praisd thee in the pangs of death, 
Ile hold thee deere . 
( 11. 2656-67) 
The Duke understands his error, desists from attacking Fernando, 
ac cepts immediately his guilt, and renews his pledge of friendship with 
Fernando. In spite of the severe limitatio ns of his character - -his jeal-
ous r ages , his pride, and his gullibility- - he clearly sees that passion 
has overcome his reason and that though in the next few lines he calls 
D'Avolos ''an Arch - arch-diuell" (1. 2675), he must not foist the blame 
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on any other person. 17 Miss Cochn ow er must have overlooked this 
passage when she says that the Duke has shown himself to be a 
" wretched'' individual , incapable " of supporting true friendship. 1118 He 
does have the largeness of spirit not only to make full acknowledgement 
of the wrongs which he has committed, but also to accept Fernando once 
more as a friend even though Bianca has admitted love fo r him . 
The tragic effect is gained by the injustice of Bi a nca's death. Ford 
shows the op e ration of poetic justice in the death of Ferentes, but 
Bianca's death is disproportionate pa y ment for her departure from abso-
lute faithfulness . Some critics, however, find the Duk.e's forgiveness 
of Bianca immoral, for they believe that Bianca fully merits her punish -
ment . Whether she committed ph y sical adultery or not, they say, she 
is unfaithful and deserves condemnat io n . 19 Though he does not relate 
his discussion to Love's Sacrifice, Bowers has outlined an approach 
which will lead, I think, to a refutat i on of these critics. He ar gues tha t 
one cannot understand the motives of Italian ch a racters in revenge 
tragedies of the Renaissance until one knows what the dramatist' s 
prejudice s and views were. It was commonly accepted that a husband 
17 Some critics, it should be sa i d , have claimed that the Duke 
learns nothing, e . g . , Kaufmann , p . 529 . 
18 
Cochnower, p. 249. 
19 
Schelling, Elizabethan Drama , 1558-1642, II, 330; Neilson, 
pp . 216-217; Sargeaunt, p. 138. See also Bacon, pp. 188-191, and 
Ornstein, pp. 21 7 -220. 
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had every right to slay his adulterous wife as soon as he had knowledge 
of her misdeed. In addition, Italians had a particular attitude toward 
adultery. Since the premarital acqua intance of a man and woman was 
brief in cases of arranged marriages, the "outward fulfilment of the 
contract" was more important than "re a l affections.'' In general, the 
wronged husband's aim was more to clear his name than to punish his 
wife , especially if he were subject to public scorn . 20 Writers on the 
position of women in the Renaissance give evidence which supports 
Bowers' view. According to William Boulting, there was a reassertion 
of a sense of personal honor in sixteenth - century Italy, and ' 'a passion 
for the good opinion of one's equals " was responsible for many " wife-
21 
murders. 11 Furthermore, acco r ding to Ruth Kelso, it was common 
to ridicule a cuckold because of his disgrace. With both men and women 
the concept of honor me a nt the sa me thing as a "good n a me. 1122 
Turning now to the play, we find that precisely these attitudes are 
reflected in the Duke. Ford makes i t clear that Bianca comes from a 
l o wer class of society and that th e Du k e is fully a ware of this (I. i). Then 
we note the Duke's reactions to D ' Avo los' alleged information that the 
20 
Bowers, pp. 47-49. 
21 
William Boulting , Woman in Italy: From the Introduction of t he 
Chivalrous Service of Love to the Appearance of the Professional Actress 
(London, 1910) , p. 285. 
22 
Ruth Kelso, Doctrine for the Lady of the Renaissance (Urbana, 
1956), pp. 90, 98. 
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Duke is a cuckold: ''Keepe in the word, - -a Cuckold?" ( 1. 1761). Like 
Iago, D' Avolos knows that the best way to enrage his master is to use 
the word "cuckold" and then to fabricate the story that Fernando holds 
him as an object of derision: "Fernando is your Riuall, has stolne your 
Dutches se heart, murther'd friendship, hornes your head, and laughes 
at your hornes" ( 11. 1762-64). Throughout the rest of the play, the 
Duke's main concern is that he has lost his honor (his reputation) be-
cause his wife has committed adultery--even more disgraceful in that 
he "tooke her / From lower then a bondage" ( 11. 1791-92). Fiormonda 
always reminds him of his "ancient " ( 1. l 909) family name, and 
D'Avolos delights in harping on the im 4gined act which makes him "most 
shamefully, most sinfully, most scornfully cornuted" ( 11. 2202-03). It 
is not necessary to point to each of the Duke's references to honor; 
several instances will indicate that he thinks of honor in terms of physi-
cal chastity and reputation . When Mauruccio agrees to marry Morena, 
the Duke's rea ctio n is: 
Why, foolish man, hast thou so soone forgot 
The pubike jpubli~ shame of her abus'd wombe? 
Her being mother to a Bastards birth? 
Or canst thou but imagine she will be 
True to thy bed, who to her selfe was false? 
( 11. 2 07 0 - 7 4) 
The confrontation scene between Bianca and the Duke further reveals 
his attitude, which becomes very explicit in the following: 
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Come blacke angel!, 
Faire diuell, in thy prayers reckon vp 
The summe, in grosse, of all thy vayned follies: 
There, amongst other, weepe in teares of blood, 
For one aboue the rest; Adultery, 
Adultery, Biancha; such a guilt, 
As were the sluces of thine eyes let vp, 
Teares cannot wash it off: 'tis not the tyde 
Of triuiall wontonnesse from youth to youth, 
But thy abusing of thy lawful! bed, 
Thy husbands bed. 
(11. 2506-16) 
To be sure, the Duke protests his love for Bianca, but his honor and 
her adultery are his main theme. One can readily see, then, why the 
Duke is so willing, even eager, to clear Bianca of any shame when he 
discovers that she has been physically chaste . He feels that as long as 
she has not committed adultery, she has not wronged him and hence h e 
has killed her unjustly . He will even say, in his grief, that whatever 
Bianca loved he will hold dear, even Fernando . 
The critics are right who complain that the characters extol! a 
merely physical chastity, but they conclude, illogically, that this atti -
tude is immoral. When one reads Love's Sacrifice in the light of 
Renaissance ideas, one can see that though Ford was familiar with the 
language of the cult of Platonic love, he is clearly using contemporary 
Italian attitudes toward chastity and adultery as a basis of feeling and 
thought . 
It is now possible to see that the Duke's dilemma, like those of 
Fernando and Bianca, is concerned with the preservation of honor. In 
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fact, all three struggle with the same general problem, love versus 
honor, though honor holds a different meaning for each- -for Fernando 
loyalty to a friend, for Bianca chastity, and for the Duke high reputa-
tion. The Duke makes the tragic error of thinking that his honor has 
been damaged. He learns his mistake too late and this knowledge pre -
pares for his suicide in the final scene. 
The last scene is the logical and psychological conclusion of all 
that precedes it. The careful reader or vigilant spectator should not be 
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unduly surprised by Fernando's appearance in Bianca's tomb, for Fernando 
has earlier sworn to Bianca that if she dies first, the II sepulcher that 
holds / Your Coffin, shall encoffin me aliue ' ' (11. 2368-69). Life no 
longer has meaning for him: "Here lyes the monument of all my hopes" 
(1. 2772), he says, indicating Bianca's tomb. He furthermore is now 
capable of transcending the pleasures of his mortal existence: ' 'Had 
eager Lust intrunk'd my conquered soule, / I had not buried liuing ioyes 
in death" ( 11. 2773-74). To provoke the Duke into action, Fernando 
taunts him with Bianca's murder, then drinks poison to avoid imprison-
ment. The Duke, too, has been planning to commit suicide at the tomb , 
as a sacrifice to Bianca's love : 
To thee, offended spirit , I confesse 
I am Caraffa, hee, that wretched man, 
That Butcher, who in my enraged spleene 
Slaughtered the life ~ Innocence and Beauty: 
Now come I to pay tribute to those wounds 
Which I digg'd vp , an d rec on cile the wrongs 
My fury wrought; and my Contrition mournes . 
(11. 2751-57) 
How he plans to "reconcile the wrongs '' becomes clearer when Fernando 
interferes with what he is about to do; he is furious that Fernando has 
spoiled the perfection of a gallant suicide, for Fernando has "rob'd" 
{l. 2781) his "resolution of a glorious name" (1. 2781) . The Duke is 
still the same, proud of his name and quick to anger. After Fernando' s 
suicide, his own follows as the final revenge and sacrifice of the play. 
All men, he says, 
must conclude, how for Biancha's loue, 
Caraffa in reuenge of wrongs to her, 
Thus on her Altar sacrific'd his life. 
{ 11 . 2827 -29) 
Love's Sacrifice is a play about the difficulty of human relations. 
It is the tension between three disordered relation ships and a sensed 
moral order which gives the play its essential unity . On one side, Ford 
insists on the fated incompati bility of human desires, the evil results of 
excessive passion, the malignity of human nature, and the possibility 
of fearful error. Set against these manifestations and confirmations of 
a tragic sense of life are the goodn ess and unselfishness of love, the 
ability of man to control passion and t ranscend his limitations, and the 
clear assertion of the moral value of honor . In spite of the contrariness 
of life, man can override it with a generous act and a noble death , 
because he is willing to accept the responsibility for his deeds . As the 
Duke says, "No counsaile from our cruell wils can win vs, / 'But ils 
once done we beare our guilt within vs" {l. 2683-84). Freedom and 
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responsibility, guilt and suffering operate within a system of the larger 
forces of fate and moral lJi.w. The inevitable clashes and tragic conclu-
sions do not solve the problems, for the ambiguities remain; contrast 
the Duke's statement above with that of D'Avolos: "What man is hee 
vnder the Sun, that is free from the Careere of his destiny? ' ' 
( 1. 1772-73). Is man free or fated, and to what degree? Is man's 
passion his destiny as Ferentes says: ' 'My forfeit was in my blood" 
(1. 1893)? Certain it is that man's life is uncertain, in spite of his 
attempts to control it- -difficult beyond any de serving, and yet worth 
sacrificing: Bianca gives hers for Fernando, Fernando his in memory 
of her love, and the Duke his as punishment for destroying the one he 
loves . Fernando's comment on the banishment of Mauruccio can be 
taken as the comment of the whole play: ' 11 Tis a strange sentence ' ' 
(1. 2107). Fiormonda replies, "'Tis, and sudden too, / And not withou t 
some mysterie" (11. 2108-09). 
In comparing this play with 'Tis Pity, one notices several ways in 
which Ford's tragic vision is modified. First, Ford has narrowed the 
scope; though one clearly senses that flaw in the nature of things which 
can be called fated imperfection, one feels that God or the gods have 
little hand in the action . In I Tis Pity a sense of Providence makes itself 
felt, and the representative of the religious order - -the Friar - -provides 
the ethical basis of the tragedy . In Love's Sacrifice, no character ful-
fils this function. 
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Next, the vision of evil, though clear, is less compelling. In 'Tis 
~ the whole society of man is infected. Ford is able to look into the 
evil, weak nature of man and to show what he finds there. In Love's 
Sacrifice, this vision is considerably muted. The only evil characters 
are Ferentes, D' Avolos, and Fiormonda. Whereas the Cardinal in 'Tis 
Pity represents the injustice and greed of society, the Abbott in Love's 
Sacrifice is a moral nonentity. Giovanni becomes evil in going outside 
the bounds of orthodox morality, and Annabella is clearly presented as 
a repentant sinner; the lovers in Love's Sacrifice, however, are stronger 
in their ability to deny their lower natures. In fact, they are able to 
control the very passions which Giovanni and Annabella could not con -
trol. The tragedy occurs only because the Duke, for a tragically mis -
taken moment, cannot govern his raging jealousy and sense of injured 
honor. Ford, then, presents human nature as less evil , less subject t o 
passion . In short, Ford loses his full sense of the evil in man . Vin-
dictiveness and depravity in the villain s are , to be sure, causes of 
suffering, but the main cause is fate ; man is born and must take the 
consequences . The characters in Love's Sacrifice leave a final impres -
sion, not of the deep flaws, but of the goodness and dignity in man's 
nature. 
Finally, the suicides of Fernando and the Duke suggest that Ford's 
view of the tragic hero has chan ged. In 'Tis Pity, Giovanni knows that 
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if he goes to the banquet, he will be in danger, but he does not deliberatel y 
cause his own death. Like Macbeth, he faces the results of his crimes ., 
rebellious and courageous. The grandeur of the character who will 
struggle until he can no longer do so is missing in Love's Sacrifice 
except in the case of Bianca, who readily admits to her relationship with 
Fernando and scorns the Duke's threat of death: "Doe not shrinke, 
Caraffa, / This dants not me'' { 11. 2529-30). The effect of her death 
lingers to the end, but the emphasis shifts to the two suicides. Though 
the fact of suicide does not destroy the effect of a tragedy, it is not a 
strong ending. Usually , it signifies a surrender, an inability to face 
"the destructive element," or at least an unwillingness to undergo 
suffering. It is passive, rather than active. In the cases of Fernando 
and the Duke, the death of each is passive in this way . To be sure, one 
does not feel absolute exhaustion or surrender , for each, as John Cun -
liffe has pointed out, scorns death, 23 and each dies for a noble end . In 
Fernando's death is a sense of triumph , not defeat: 
Farewell Duke, once I haue out - stript thy plots : 
Not all the cunning Antidotes of Art 
Can warrent me twelue minutes of my life: 
It workes, it workes, already, brauely , brauely. - -
Now, now I feele it teare each seuerall ioynt: 
0 royall poyson? trusty friend? split, split 
Both heart and gall asunder; excellent bane I 
Roseilli loue my memory; well search'd out 
Swift nimble venome, torture euery veyne. 
I, come Biancha, - -cruell torment feast, 
Feast on, doe; Duke farewell. Thus !--hot flames 
Conclude my Loue--and seale it in my bosome, oh--dies . 
{11. 2799-2810) 
23 John W. Cunliffe , The Influ e nce of Seneca on Elizabethan 
Tragedy {New York, 1925 ), p. 25. 
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And in the Duke's death-speech is the sense of justice done: 
Fooles, why could you dreame 
I would out-liue my out-rage sprightfull flood 
Run out in Riuers? oh that these thicke streames 
could gather head, and make a standing poole, 
That jealous husbands here might bathe in blood. 
So; I grow sweetly empty ; all the pipes 
Of life vn-vessell life; now heauens wipe out 
The writing of my sinne. 
{ 11. 2833 -40) 
It is clear that these deaths are tra gic , but they are , nevertheless , 
suicides and as such reveal a weakening of the stuff of which heroic 
character is made. Add to this the almost morbid fascination which the 
two feel for death and its approach (Shakespeare's suicides - - Brutus , 
Othello, Cleopatra- - never dwell on the operation of death in the same 
way) and one can sense the partial loss of vitality . It is significant that 
the Shakespearean character who mo s t ruminates about suicide and 
death does not commit suicide , but i n full command of his energies stab s 
his great adversary, Claudius. In brief, though these suicides are no t 
committed in a spirit of resignation or despair , they reveal a modera t ion 
of the verve and force in 'Tis Pity . The tensions of the tragic vision 
have begun to slacken. 
Love's Sacrifice is a better tragedy, in this view, than has usually 
been thought . It has not the greatn e s s of 'Tis Pity , but it clearly em-
bodies a sense of the tragic. The Broken Heart , which probably fol -
lowed Love's Sacrifice, sees Ford moving further away from the center 
of the tragic area . 
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Chapter V 
The Broken Heart 
If The Broken Heart follows, as I believe it does, 'Tis Pity and 
Love's Sacrifice, it is a further step in Ford's movement away from 
the full vision of tragedy. Most critics agree that the play is not fully 
successful as tragedy, but they differ in locating the source of its 
failure . One view is that the tragedy has little or no action . Havelock 
Ellis, for example describes the drarrB. as "a monument of sorrows, 
a Niobe group of frozen griefs . 111 If this is true, then the play tends 
to become, as Wells has put it , "a masque of melanchol y, not a 
2 tragedy of deeds ." Another view finds that the artificiality of vari-
ous aspects of the play interferes with its tragic effect. They argue 
that the plot and characters are unconvincing, that the language lacks 
concreteness, or that some of the scenes are too stylized. 3 A third 
1Ellis, p. xi. See also Hazlitt, VI, 270; Ellis-Fermor, The 
Jacobean Drama, p. 236 ; William G. McCollom, "Illusion and Formal-
ism in Elizabethan Tragedy," unpubl. diss . (Cornell Univ., 1944), 
p. 340; Leech, John Ford and the Drama of His Time, p . 74; Ornstein, 
p. 202; Rihner, p.15~ -- -- - -- ---
2 Wells, p. 128 . 
3see Hazlitt, VI, 272; George Saintsbury, ~ History of Eliza-
bethan Literature (London, 1887), p. 407; Herbert M. Sanders, 
13 6 
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critical view is that the attitudes of the characters toward their predica-
ment contribute to a pathetic rather than a tragic sense. 4 Finally, 
some have argued that The Broken Heart is not a tragedy but a problem 
play; the notion that Ford is making ''a plea for the rights of the indi-
vidual against the tyranny of the matrimonial bond,'' as Sherman first 
suggested, 5 is not, however, widely supported. 6 
I believe these criticisms of The Broken Heart are to a large 
degree justified. The play is in many respects undramatic, artificial, 
pathetic. Until now, however, no discussion of the play has attempted 
a full investigation of the relationship of these elements to its tragic 
character. Such an analysis, will show that Ford has clearly modified 
the tragic vision of 'Tis Pity and Love's Sacrifice by moving toward a 
''The Plays of John Ford," Gentleman's Magazine, CCXC ( 1901) 176; 
Courthope, IV, 378-379; Schelling, Elizabethan Drama, II, 332; 
Nicoll, p. 192; Parrott and Ball , p. 242; Oliver, p. 126; Leech, John 
Ford and The Drama of His Time, p. 76; Daiches , I, 342. But£;;;--
clearly contrary opinionS:-see Swinburne, p. 285, and Cecil, p. 117 . 
4
wells, pp. 118-119, 128, sees the play as a ''celebration of . 
passive and self-pitying fortitude"; "We witness a hopelessly ailing 
world"; see also Ward, III, 81; and McDonald, p. 161. 
5 
Sherman, p. xi. Followers of Sherman include Sensabaugh, 
p. 180; Bacon, p. 184; and Blayney, pp. 1-9. 
6For examples of those who reject Sherman 's position, see 
Cochnower, p. 225, n. 9; Bowers, p. 211; Peter Ure, ''Ma rriage and 
Domestic Drama in Heywood and Ford," English Studies, XXXII ( 1951), 
200-216; Oliver, p. 66; and Ornstein, p. 216 . ' 
Stoic resolution of moral problems . 
The following critique considers four main aspects of the play: 
the problem of evil, the reaction of the characters to their difficulties , 
the language, and the stylized scene. The first of these demands an 
explanation of the basic dilemm as faced by the characters. As in 'Tis 
Pity and Love's Sacrifice, Ford focuses on frustrated love. 7 The 
play presents many general ideas, such as the misery of enforced 
marriage and broken vows, the vanity of the world, and the need for 
reason to rule passion, but the radical situation is thwarted love. 8 
Penthea and Orgilus have become espoused, 9 only to be separated by 
Penthea's marriage to Bas sanes. Bas sanes, in turn, though married 
to Penthea, is so unsure of her that he becomes crazed with jealousy . 
The other major plot concerns Ithocles and Calantha, who might well 
have satisfied their love but for the :revenge of Orgilus on Ithocles . 
Upon Ithocles' death, Calantha dies of a broken heart . The only love 
7 Bowers, p . 213, and Prior, p . 146, have already noted this . 
8 Donald K. Anderson, "The Heart and the Banquet: Imagery in 
Ford's 'Tis Pity and The Broken Heart," Studies in English Literature : 
1500-1900, II (1962), 217, sees the gol den mean as a main theme, but 
this does not throw much light on the nature of the play, because it is 
to make of tragedy a morality play . Anderson rightly shows, however, 
that the imagery sustains the theme of frustration . 
9
ure, "Marriage and Domestic Drama in Heywood and Ford," 
pp. 212-216, has shown that "spousals de praesenti" in Ford's day 
corresponded to a civil ceremony. Hispo1nt 1s that the subject of 
the play is broken marriage, not enfox:ced marriage. 
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which develops and flowers appears in the underplot: Prophilus and 
Euphranea are betrothed and married, a ndproceed to liv e a happy life 
together. 
Of these charac t ers only Penthea is subjected to an internal 
moral dilemma. In the antecedent action Penthea' s father, Thrasus , 
arranged her betrothal to Orgilus, a union pleasing to all three . As 
Orgilus says, 
A freedome of conuerse, an enterchange 
Of holy, and chast lou~, so fixt our soules 
In a firme grouth of holy vnion, that no Time 
Can eat into the pledge. 
{11. 120-123) 
Upon Thrasus' death, though, Penthea's brother Ithocles forced her to 
break her pledge by making her marry a man of higher fortun e , 
Bassanes . To add to Penthea's woes, Bassanes "begets a kinde of 
Monster-Loue" (1. 152) , which "brands all dotage with a Iealous i e '' 
(1. 154). Because of the "thraldome, misery,/ Affliction " (11. 145-
146) which her husband inflicts on Penthea, Orgilus feels justified in 
asking her to return to him: "l would possesse my wife" (1. 9 4 7) . By 
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calling her "wife," he attempts to reassert the rights of his precontract , 
but Penthea, like Bianca in Love ' s Sacrifice , abruptly rejects her lover . 
Unlike Bianca, however, she never retracts her words: 
Vnciuill Sir, sorbeare [forbear~, 
Or I can turne affection into vengeance; 
Your reputation {if you value any) 
Lyes bleeding at my feet. Vnworthy man, 
If euer henceforth thou appeare in language, 
Message, or letter to betray my frailty, 
I'le call thy former protestations lust, 
And curse my Starres for forfeit of my iudgement. 
Goe thou, fit onely for disguise and walkes, 
To hide thy shame: this once I spare thy life . 
{ 11. 985-994) 
After Orgilus leaves, she reveals that her abruptness masks her true 
feelings: 
Alas poore Gentleman, 
'A look'd not like the ruines of his youth, 
But like the ruines of those ruines : Honour, 
How much we fight with weaknesse to preserue thee. 
{l 1. 1004-07) 
On one level the dilemma presented is a simple moral problem : 1 O 
is Penthea morally justified in committing adultery because her love 
and troth are bound to a man not her husband? Orgilus says y es; 
Penthea says no. But Penthea's inner struggle involves more than a 
simple rejection of conventional moral i ty . She views herself doubly- -
as a chaste wife, and as "a faith-breaker, / A spotted whore" (11. 1196-
97), as she tells Ithocles . She considers her self, in fact , as married 
to Orgilus: 
lOMy view agrees with Prior , p. 147. To see the dilemma as 
merely social, as do those who call The Broken Heart a problem play , 
is an oversimplification. 
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For she that's wife to Orgilus, and liues 
In knowne Adultery with Bassanes , 
Is at the best a whore. 
{11. 1200 -02) 
Whether she commits adultery or not, she is prostituted. Because 
two just counter-claims cannot be satisfied, her situation cannot be 
resolved; she is, therefore, inevitably guilty . The dilemma is , in 
short, tragic, and a good deal of tension is generated by the inherent 
ironies and paradoxes . 
Ford softens , however, the tragic effect of this admittedly tragic 
situation . His first method is to emphasize, not the force of evil or 
man's actions, but the reaction of the characters to a situation which 
essentially is seen as ''given." In The Broken Heart evil is almost 
nonexistent. Here is no evil world like that of I Tis Pity , no villain 
like D'Avolos in Love's Sacrifice . Ithocles' a1n bition , it is true , is 
clearly the cause of all the deaths in the play, because he has forced 
Penthea to marry Bas sanes only to further his fortunes. Ithocles 
admits that ambition owns a destructive nature : "Ambition? 'tis of 
vipers breed, it knawes / A passage through the wombe that gaue it 
motion'' (ll. 731-732) . But this ambition is never felt as a force in the 
play. One reason is that Ithocles' act took place at an indeterminate 
time in the antecedent action; if Ford had wanted to make us feel the 
injustice of the action , he could well have begun the play with what 
would then be its true beginning , the act itself. Ithocles' changed 
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nature provides another reason why his former ambition is not felt as 
evil. The younger Ithocles may have been proud and arrogant , but in 
the play he has matured, understood his folly, and repented of it . When 
reprimanded by Crotolon for his early error , he says: 
No reprehensions Vncle , I deseru e 'em . 
Yet gentle Sir , consider what the heat 
Of an vnsteady youth , a giddy braine , 
Greene indiscretion, flattery of greatnesse, 
Rawnesse of iudgement, wilfulnesse in folly, 
Thoughts vagrant as the wind, and as vncertaine, 
Might lead a boy in yeeres too; 'twas a fault, 
A Capital! fault , for then I could not diue 
Into the secrets of commanding Loue : 
Since when, experience by the extremities (in others) 
Hath forc'd me to collect. And trust me Crotolon, 
I will redeeme those wrongs with any seruice 
Your satisfaction can require for currant. 
( 11. 774 - 786) 
This is not the speech of an ambitious or proud man. There are refer -
e nces to his ambition in the play, but we never see it in operation . 
A second possible locus of evil is Bassanes' jealousy . Alth ough 
this emotion is responsible for pain, it is only a contributing , rather 
than a primary cause of Penthea' s suffering . Further , jealousy is not 
presented a s radical evil, for Bassanes is suddenly converted to 
rational behavior. Sudden repentanc e s were common on the Jacobean 
stage and were to Ford's audience credible because in accord with 
what was known of faculty psychology, but evil in tragedy is never 
merely converted. It may be eradicated and destroyed , but it never 
chooses, as Bassanes does, to turn itself into a doormat to be trampled 
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on: "Thou wert ordain'd my plague," he says to Orgilus; "heauen make 
me thankfull, / And giue me patience too, heauen I be see ch thee'' ( 11 . 
2297-98). Finally, the jealousy is at times treated comically, espe-
cially in II.i. 
If ambition and jealousy are not treated as evil, but as temporary 
aberrations of character, the only other possible evil is Orgilus' re-
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venge . Though Alan Downer interprets the play' s theme as "vengeance 
growing out of a frustrated lov e-affair, 1111 Bowers has, I think, success-
fully demolished the idea that The Broken Heart is a revenge play. He 
has shown that Ford never focuses on revenge, for the intrigue is 
sporadic, Orgilus only occasionally thinks of putting his plans into ef-
feet, the act of revenge itself is softened, and the revenge plot is ended 
in the fourth act so that the fifth act can focus on other matters . In 
addition, the attention devoted to the Orgilus -Penthea-Ithocles relation -
ship is shifted at the end to the Ithocles-Calantha plot. 12 To be sure , 
revenge, like inordinate ambition and extreme jealousy, is reprehen-
sible and can cau se suffering, but the revenge of Orgilus is not felt as 
evil and sinister; it, too, seems a mome ntar y aberration in a good 
character , especially since it is not kept constantly before us. The 
result of the sporadic quality of Orgilus' des ire for revenge is a 
11 6 Downer, p . 17 . 
12 Bowers, p. 213 . 
decrease in the sense of inevitability in the action and an attendant loss 
of tragic tension. 
It seems clear, then, that Ford is not concerned with the problem 
of evil; there are no evil characters in The Broken Heart. 13 Ford 
here sees man a.s ess entially good, capable of disastrous acts on occa-
sion but not actively willing them . The focus here is not on the springs 
of evil and the reason for their existence, but on the ability of the 
characters to endure suffering. This emphasis suggests the effect of 
passivity in the play as a whole. It is now essential to point out the 
Stoicism which prevents these noble characters from being fully tragic . 
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H. J. Oliver has shown that in an early prose work, The Golden 
Meane, Ford is clearly in the Stoic tradition of the late Renaissance - - 14 
that brand of Stoicism which Herschel Baker describes as Neo-
Stocism, a fusion of classical Stoicism and Christianity. Baker points 
to the joining of the Stoic tenet that reason should control passion to 
both the Christian regard for "natural law'' and Christian denial of the 
flesh. Man, in this view, is controlled by God's providence; his acts 
are predestined, yet within this fate, he is free to assert his individual-
ity, so that in the face of the worst blows of destiny he can maintain his 
13 cecil, p. 110, has already pointed this out . Rihner, p. 157, 
also sees "no active force of evil" in the play . 
14 
Oliver, pp. 14-15. 
self-reliance, courage, and endurance. 15 To be happy, the Stoic has 
only to achieve inner tranquility, and he can do this by understanding 
the nature of the universe. 16 To reach this knowledge one has to 
know that because all events fall under God's providence, there can be 
no evil. Thus, the happy man is able to accept what the world calls 
good and evil with impartial equanimity and resignation . 1 7 
Many critics have pointed out tl\e Stoicism in Ford's plays , l8 
and though The Broken Heart is shot through with Stoical ideas and 
attitudes, no one has shown how pervasive the Stoicism is and only a 
few have related it to the tragic effect . l 9 Ford is not a complete Stoic , 
but there is enough Stoicism in The Broken Heart to reduce its tragic 
quality. 
As critics have noted, Tecnicus , a philosopher who acts as the 
priest of the Delphic oracle, is the ethical center of the play . 2 0 He 
15 Herschel Baker, TheJignity of Man : Studies in the P e rsist-
~ of an Idea (Cambridge, ass . , f947f,"pp . 301-31-Z-: -
16noran, p. 127. 
17Willard Farnham, The Medieval Heritage of Elizabethan 
Tragedy (Berkeley, 1936), p~l4-15 . 
18
cecil, pp. 112-113 ; Cunliff e, p. 115; F~lix Carr~re, ''La 
Iragedie espagnole de Thomas Kyd et Le Qoeur bris~ de John Ford , " 
Etudes anglaises, VIII ( 1955), 5-10 . 
19 McDonald, pp . 41 ff., implies the relationship between Stoic-
ism and tragedy, but he believes tha~ in accord with Stoicism , we are 
meant to condemn Penthea for her inability to control her sorrow, and 
he concludes that The Broken Heart is pathetic, rath e r than tragic. My 
disagreement withtnese judgments will appear below. 
20For instance, S. F . Johnson, "H. J . Oliver, The Problem of 
John Ford" [rev . ], MLN , LXXI (1956), 601. -- -
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is presented as the one who knows the will of the gods, and his speech 
on honor is the governing moral lesson of the play, especially those 
lines in which he tutors Orgilus on revenge and adultery: 
But reall Honour 
Is the reward of vertue, and acquir'd 
By Iustice or by valour, which for Bases 
Hath Iustice to vphold it. He then failes 
In honour, who for lucre of Reuenge 
Commits thefts, murthers, Treasons and Adulteries, 
With such like, by intrenching on iust Lawes, 
Whose sou'raignty is best preseru'd by Iustice. 
( 1 1. 10 7 5 -82) 
Overturning this ethic, it later appears, is not merely dishonorable, 
but proves disastrous, for Orgilus' revenge on Ithocles causes three 
deaths. Tecnicus endows the action with a Stoical sense of fatalism, 
first by his maxims: ''But let the gods be moderators still, / No 
humane power can preuent their will" ( 11. l 095-96); second, by his 
predictions of the future: "The hurts are yet but mortal!, / Which 
shortly will proue deadly" {11. 1764 - 65); and finally by his rendering 
of the Delphic oracle: ''Reuenge proues its owne Executioner" (11. 
1783). His wisdom is a Nee-Stoical fusion of Christianity and Stoici s m, 
for according to his philosophy, a person may freely choose his course 
of action {honor or revenge), but once the action is chosen, providence, 
though inscrutable, will absolutely determine the outcome . The sense 
of fatalism is, however, more powerful in the play than the sense of 
freedom, for Ford, as I have said before, does not direct our attention 
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to what choices the characters have, but to their reactions to their 
fates. It is clear, then, that Tecnicus with his maxims, predictions, 
and divine fiats, is the symbolic representation of the play' s command-
ing sense of a fate which is determined by unknowable gods. 21 
How do the characters react when faced by this situation over 
which they have so little control? As can be clearly demonstrated, 
they usually accept their fate, whether merited or not, with Stoical 
endurance or resignation. 22 
We have already seen that Orgilus is put in a tragic situation. 
His bethrothal to Penthea has been wrongfully broken, and Penthea is 
suffering. His dilemma is to decide what plan of action seems best. 
The typical course of the tragic hero would be to act - -in some way or 
other- - to regain Penthea and to right the injustice done him. Instead 
of direct action, however, he chooses to absent himself out of regard 
for Penthea 1 s feeling, and to disguise himself as a student in order to 
"hearken after / Pentheas vsage, and Euphranias faith" ( 11. 408-409). 
This is hardly a course of action at all, for he has already told us of 
Penthea' s usage: 
21 Miss Bradbrook 1 s statement, p. 257, that ''in Ford, fate is 
arbitrary and works blindly, 11 needs qualification here. As in 'Tis Pity 
and Love I s Sacrifice, catastrophe often befalls a character who does 
not deserve it, but there is always the concurrent action of the biter 
bitten, though this is far less evident in The Broken Heart than in the 
other two tragedies. 
22 cunliffe, p. 144, has pointed out the connection in Ford of 
fatalism and "the idea of Stoical submission." 
Beauteous Penthea wedded to this torture 
By an insulting brother, being secretly 
Compeld to yeeld her virgine freed ome vp 
To him, who neuer can vsurpe her he a rt 
Before contracted mine , is now so yo ak 'd 
To a most barbarous thraldome, misery, 
Affliction, that he sauor s not huµianity . 
Whose sorrow melts not into more then pitty, 
In hearing but her name. 
( 11. 140 - 148) 
His reaction is "sorrow" and "pitty," and these, not anger or fear, are 
the typical react i ons both of the char acters and of the audience to the 
events and to the other characters in the play . 
Orgilus, in fact, never acts until the death of Penthea drives him 
into a temporary frenzy of grief and anger. He occasionally mutters 
threats of deeds but these come to nothing. Bowers calls him "a hid -
den volcano which may erupt at any moment, 1123 but his speeches to 
Tecnicus and at the scene of his suicide hardly give this impressi on . 
Rather, his normal mental attitude reveals the Stoic desire to li v e 
quietly according to nature, away from the world : 
Tee n . Tempt not the Stars (young man) thou canst not play 
With the seuerity of Fate : this change 
Of habit, and disguise i n outward view, 
Hides not the secrets of thy soule within thee, 
From their quicke - piercing eyes, which dive at all times 
Downe to thy thoughts : in thy aspect I note 
A consequence of danger . Org . Give me leaue 
(Graue Tecnicus) without fore -dooming destiny, 
Vnder thy roofe to ease my silent griefs, 
By applying to my hidden wounds, the balme 
23 Bowers, p. 212. 
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Of thy Oraculous Lectures: if my fortune 
Run such a crooked by-way , as to wrest 
My steps to ruine, yet thy learned precepts 
Shall call me backe, and set my footings streight: 
I will not court the world. . Teen. Ah Orgilus, 
Neglects in young men of delights, and life, 
Run often to extremities; they care not 
For harmes to others, who contemne their owne. 
Orgilus. But I (most learned Artist) am not so much 
At ads with Nature , that I g rutch the thr i ft 
Of any true deseruer: nor do th malice 
Of present hopes , so checke them w i th despaire , 
As that I yeeld to thought of more affliction 
Then what is incident to frailty: wherefore 
Impute not this retired course of liuing 
Some little time, to any other cause 
Then what I iustly render: the inform a tion 
Of an vnsetled m i nde , as the effect 
Must cle a rely witnesse. 
( 11. 375-403) 
To be sure , Orgilus i s not telling the whole truth about his motives fo r 
disguising himself , but he says nothing that is patently untrue. Tecni -
cus mentions his "qui cke-piercing eyes," which suggest a tense , a cti ve 
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young man, but his acti ons in the play do not bear out this character i za -
tion. He later utters vague threats, for example, when he discovers tha t 
his sister Euphranea is, against his wishes, being courted by Prophilus : 
Put out thy Torches Hymen , or their light 
Shall meet a darkene s s e of eternal! night. 
Inspire me Mercury wi th swift deceits; 
Ingenious Fate has lept into mine armes, 
Beyond the compasse of my braine. --- - Mortality 
Creeps on the dung of earth , and cannot reach 
The riddles, which are purpos'd by the gods . 24 
( 11. 553 - 559) 
24 The inflated style of this speech , one may note, i s no t ty pical 
of the play. 
But the "swift deceits" come to nothing, and in his words we can fore-
see this, because he is really a fatalist; since he cannot read the rid-
dle of life, he will accept whatever is to be. "I am not Oedipus" 
(I. 1785), he later says. 
He therefore does absolutely nothing to prevent Penthea from 
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starving her self to death, and for this reason one can sympathize with 
Saintsbury's judgment that Orgilus is guilty of "perverse absurdity. 1125 
The sight of Penthea 1 s madness finally makes him pursue his revenge 
onithocles, almost against his will. And he sees his murder of Ithocles, 
as a sacrifice rather than a revenge: 
I foreknew 
The last act of her life, and train'd thee hither 
To sacrifice a Tyrant to a Turtle. 
(11. 2223-25) 
When Orgilus listens to Ithocles' "goodly language" (1. 224 8) , all 
revenge feelings disappear, and he shakes hands with the trapp~d man . 
The scene modulates from real anger (''Thou foole of greatnesse" 
[1. 222~ to elegiac pathos ( "Farewell, faire spring of manhood" 
(} . 226]). It ends in a final eulogy to Ithocles and Penthea: "Sweet 
Twins shine stars for euer" (1. 2270). The tragic nature of Orgilus' 
feelings softens until he becomes an agent in ritualistic execution . 26 
25
saintsbury, p. 407. 
26 Boas, p. 346, writes th at Orgilus kills Ithocles "to prevent the 
union of Ithocles and Calantha," and that this destroys any sympathy for 
The tragic tension of opposing wills flags and the scene ends in pathos. 
Or gilus' death is a symbol of the tone and feeling of the play. 
Having very little to live for now that Penthea and Ithocles are dead, 
Orgilus reverts to his characteristically Stoical frame of mind. He is 
absolutely resigned to whatever turn events take. Calmly recalling 
Tecnicus' prophecy, he admires its accuracy with an almost inhuman 
detachment : "I call to mind thy Augury, 'twas perfect; / Reuenge 
proues its owne Executioner" ( 11. 2495 -96). Like Fernando an d the 
Duke in Love 's Sacrifice , Orgilu s turns morbidl y inward to watch the 
operation of dying: 
Bind fast 
This arme, that so the pipes may from their conduits 
Conuey a full streame: here's a skilfull Instrument: 
Onely I am a beggar to some charity 
To speed me in this Execution, 
By lending th' other pricke to th' tether arme, 
When this is bubling life out. 
(1 1. 2450 -56) 
His self-control is so sure that he can marvel at the friendliness and 
generosity of Bassanes ' offer to cut his veins: "Such cu rtesi es are 
reall, which flow cheerefully / Without an expectation of requit all" 
( 11. 2459-60). In the best Stoi c manner , he takes pride in his en -
him. It seems to me, however, that prevention of Ithocles' marriage 
is a less powerful motive than avenging the death of Penthea . Further, 
Orgilus retains our sympathy because of his fine response to Ithocles' 
nobility. 
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durance and willingly resigns his life: 
But looke vpon my steddinesse, and scorne not 
The sicknesse of my fortune, which since Bassanes 
Was husband to Penthea, had laine bed-rid: 
We trifle time in words: thus I shew cunning 
In opening of a veine too full, too liuely. 
(11. 2467-71} 
And at the very last breath, he invites his end: "Welcome thou yce 
that sit'st about my heart, / No heat can euer thaw thee" (11. 2503 ~04}. 
When Bassanes says of him, "Life's fountaine is dry'd vp" (1. 2499), 
one feels that the words catch up the passiveness expressed not only 
in this long death scene but also in the characteristic attitudes of the 
central figures. Receiving as it does such emphasis , the manner of 
Orgilus' death assumes great significance and when one remembers 
that it is a perfect Senecan death - - courageous, calm suicide at the 
command of the state --o ne can see the importance which Ford has 
given to the values of Stoicism in this play. 
Ithocles in quite different ways comes as close to being a tragic 
hero as Orgilus. He is the only one of the four main characters who 
goes through the tragic rhythm of action-suffering -knowledge , but it 
is not an operative rhythm bec ause it transpires either in the ante -
cedent action or at the very outset of the play. Ithocles' hamartia, 
anibition, determines his fate by initiating the series of incidents which 
leads to his death . Meanwhile, he falls in love with Calantha, and be -
cause he feels he cannot hope for the love of a princess, he suffers. 
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By means of his despair he comes to the recognition of his own error. 
Here is an almost archetypal tragic situation, but it achieves no tragic 
effect because the anagnorisis has taken place before he appears for 
the- second time on stag, (II. ii) . To be sure, there are later refer ~ 
ences to Ithocles' ambition and to his resemblance to Phaeton (1. 2222), 
but as I have already suggested, this a mbi tion is not seen in the play . 27 
What we do see is a man governed largely , though not entirely , by 
Stoic i deals. 
He is first introduced through the reports of others, and we 
later have little reason to revise the initial portrait of Stoic apathia 
which they present until we see the despair of unreturned love. Before 
he enters, his behav i or is the topic of a discuss ion which follows a 
question of Calantha' s: 
How doth the youthful! General! demean-e 
His actions in these fortunes? Proph . Excellent Princesse, 
Your owne faire eyes may soone report a truth 
Vnto your judement, with what moderation, 
Calmenesse of nature, measure, bounds and limits 
Of thankefulnesse, and ioy, 'a doth digest 
Such amplitude of his successe, as would 
In others, moulded of a spirit lesse cleare , 
Aduance 'em to comparison with heaven. 
But Ithocles. - -Cal. Your friend. --.P.roph. He is so Madam . 
In which the period of my Fate consists: 
He in this Firmament of honour, stands 
27 
Ewing, p . 63, asserts that "ambition remains the keynote of 
his character to the very end. " In the following discussion, I suggest 
that Stoicism, not ambition, is the keynote. 
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Like a Starre fuct, not mov'd with any thunder 
Of popular applause, or sudden lightning 
Of selfe-opinion: He hath seru'd his Country, 
And thinks 'twas but his duty. Crot. You describe 
A miracle of man. Amy. Such Crotolon, 
On forfeit of a Kings word thou wilt finde him. 
( 11. 249-266) 
It is significant that the Stoic, not the heroic, courageous general, is 
praised as ''A miracle of man, " for the Stoic ideal is the hero of this 
play. 
Ithocles, in his first speech, corroborates the reports of his 
ability to receive praise with equanimity: 
Whom heauen 
Is pleas'd to stile victorious, there, to such, 
Applause runs madding, like the drunken priests 
In Bacchus sacrifices without Reason; 
Voycing the Leader-on a Demi-God: 
When as indeed, each common souldiers blood 
Drops downe as current coyne in that hard purchase, 
As his, whose much more delicate condition 
Hath suckt the milke of ease. Iudgement commands, 
But Resolution executes: I vse not 
Before this royall presence, these fit sleights, 
As in contempt of such as can direct: 
My speech hath other end; not to attribute 
All praise to one mans fortune, which is strengthed 
By many hands. 
(11. 299-313) 
This is the true nature of the man--not ambitious and proud, but self-
sufficient, unruffled, courageous, and generous . 
It is the point at which Ithocles faces death, trapped by Orgilus, 
that one can be most sure of ~s true nature. He at first reveals 
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courage and an ability to endure this last buffet of fortune : 
Strike home ; a courage 
As keene as thy reuenge shall giue it welcome : 
But prethe faint not; if the wound close vp, 
Tent it with double force, and search it deeply . 
Thou look'st that I should whine, and beg compassion, 
As loath to leaue the vainnesse of my glories; 
A statelier resolution armes my confidence, 
To cozen thee of honour . 
(11. 2235-42} 
Here is a Stoic attitude worthy of a tragic hero. Unfortunately, his 
tragic stature is considerably reduced when he forgives his murd e rer 
and wishes him well : 
Nimble in vengeance I forgiue thee; follow 
Safety, with best successe 8 may it prosper! 
Penthea, by thy side thy brother bleeds: 
The earnest of his wrongs to thy forc'd faith, 
Thoughts of ambition, or delitious banquet, 
With beauty, youth, and loue, together perish 
In my last breath, which on the sacred Altar 
Of a long look'd for peace--now--moues--to heauen . 
( 11. 2259-66} 
Not only does his toughness soften, but in a resigned spirit he voices 
his long-held wish for peace . The whole of this last speech may be 
profitably contrasted with Giovanni's or Bianca's last speeches; the 
distance Ford has moved away from vital, tragic characters is r~adily 
apparent. 
The saine desire for the end of the fever and the fret is even 
more clearly seen in Penthea. Her usual tone is humble, quiet, and 
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resigned. In her first speeches she displays her dignified, unruffled 
nature: "My attires / Shall suit the inward fashion of my mi nd " 
(11. 663-664), she says to Bas sanes , and then describes that inward 
fashion: 
I am no Mistres se; 
Whither you please, I must attend; all wayes 
Are alike pleasant to me. 
( 11. 672-674) 
In the face of being "wedded to this torture" (1. 140) , as Orgilus 
terms her situation, she is able to maintain a Stoic equanimity, until 
Orgilus makes his advances: "Vnciuill Sir, sorbeare (!orbear~ " 
( 1. 985). Her inner division, a "diuorce betwixt my body and my heart" 
( 1. 933), is, as I have already _ shown, a tragic situation, but though 
she reveals a good deal of fire on occasion, her reactions are char-
a cteristically pathetic. In her interview with Ithocles she forgives 
him his former cruelty when he repents. Then, before telling Calantha 
of Ithocles' love, she prepares the way by exposing her own attitude 
tow a rd the difficulties of her life: 
My glasse of life (sweet Princesse hath few minutes 
Remaining to runne downe; the sands are spent; 
For by an inward messenger I feele 
The summons of departure short and certaine . 
Calan. You feed too much your melancholly. Pen. Glories 
Of humane greatnesse are but pleasing dreames, 
And shadowes soone decaying: on the stage 
Of my mortality, my youth hath acted 
Some scenes of vanity, drawne out at length 
By varied pleasures, sweetned in the mixture, 
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But Tragicall in issue; Beauty, pompe, 
With euery sensuality our giddines se 
Doth frame an Idoll, are vnconstant friends 
When any troubled passion makes assault 
On the vnguarded Castle of the mind. 
Galan. Contemne not your condition, for the proofe 
Of bare opinion onely : to what end 
Reach all these Morall texts? Pen. To place before 'ee 
A perfect mirror, wherein you may see 
How weary I am of a lingring life, 
Who count the best a misery . Galan. Indeed 
You haue no little cause ; yet none so great 
As to distrust a remedy. Pen. That remedy 
Must be a winding sheet , a fold of lead , 
And some vntrod-on corner in the earth . 
(11. 1530-54) 
Little wonder that she slowly sinks into madness and death: divorced 
from one another , neither heart nor body can live. She has no "corage" 
with which to overco ·me her resignation. In starving herself , she in 
effect resigns from life : "Death or Fate / Can now nor strike too 
soone, nor force toolate" (11. 1634-35). 
Just as the extremes of pathos are approached in Hamlet with 
Ophelia ' s made scene, so Penthea's ·mad scene is largely pathetic. 
Those critics are right, I think, who believe that Ford does not senti-
mentalize her, 28 for even in her madness the recurrence of paradox 
shows that her mind still holds on to the insoluble problems : "I'ue 
slept/ With mine eyes open a great while" (11. 1881-82); "married 
Bachelours 11 (1. 1938); "a rauish'd wife / Widdow'd by lawlesse marri-
28 
See , for exa ·mple, Oliver , pp . 66-67. 
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age" (11. 1953 - 54) ; "Griefes are sure friends" (1. 1975). On the 
whole, however, Penthea is the focus of the pity in the play . The 
quality of her death is epitomized by the first verse of the dirge sung 
when she dies : 
Oh no more, no more , too late 
---- - ----Sighes are spent; the burning Tapers 
Of a life as chast as Fate , 
Pure as are vnwritten papers , 
~Are ~ut'[burnfl out : no heat , no light 
Now re ·maines, 'tis euer night. 
(11. 2175-80) 
A sense of final submission to inevitable destiny co ·mes through the 
words, and this is the last impression which Penthea leaves. She is , 
then , neither tragic nor senti ·mental ; a guiltless victim who suffers 
and suffers , she dies as she hears the last verse of the song, 11 Loues 
Martyrs ·~ be~ • euer dying" (1. 2186) . 
Calantha, the fourth central character , is a good contrast to 
Penthea. Whereas Penthea I s ·main quality is Stoical acceptance and 
submission, Calantha 1s is Stoical endurance. In the play's two most 
controversial scenes , 29 she restrains her feelings so carefully that 
though we ad ·mire her , we do not grant her the sympathetic pity 
usually felt for a tragic heroine . The first is the scene in whi c h the 
court is celebrating the marriage of Euphranea and Prophilus . As 
29
courthope, IV , 378, for instance , can itnagine "nothing ·more 
dramatically absurd . than the management of the final catas-
trophe . " 
15 8 
Calantha dances with Prophilus in honor of his marriage , three mes-
sengers interrupt her: 
Arm . 
-Cal. 
Bass. 
The King your father's dead. --in Calantha's eare. 
To the other change. Arm. Is~possible? --
Dance againe. Enter Bassanes. 
0 Mada ·m! 
Penthea, poore Penthea's staru'd. Cal. Beshrew thee, 
Lead to the next. Bass. Amazement duls my senses. 
Dance againe. Enter Orgilus. 
Org. Braue Ithocles is ·murther'd, murther'd cruelly. 
~- How dull this musicke sounds? strike vp more sprightly ; 
Our footings are not actiue like our heart 
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Which treads the nimbler measure . Org. I am thunder- strooke. 
Last change. Cease musicke. 
(11. 2355-66) 
Oliver holds that Calantha ' s failure to reveal her grief at the news of 
the three deaths has "no point." There is "no ·motive beyond the 
Spartan desire to conceal her feelings. 1130 I think, however , that th e 
sense of Spartan nobility is exactly what Ford was after. Calantha is 
a symbol of Stoic restraint. As such , she merits admiration and 
respect, but it is difficult to feel much sympathy for a character who 
see ·ms to reveal little human weakness . One may add, too, that the 
staged quality of the scene lends to the events an air of unreality not 
found in the full development of the tragic vision. 
What is true of this scene applies even more clearly to the repre-
sentation of Calantha I s death. Again, it is not, as Hazlitt said it was, 
3001· 1ver, p. 69. 
an "uncalled-for exhibition of stoicism. 1131 The messages of death 
in the preceding scene prepare for Calantha' s own death , an d her 
actions are consistent with her Stoic character : "Let me dye smiling " 
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(1. 2595) is perfect Stoic doctrine. But the detached, almost inhumanly 
controlled way in which she goes about setting her affairs and the af-
fairs of the kingdom in order makes her, as in the prec e ding sc e n e, 
a rather distant, unnatural figure. The morbidity of Love ' s Sacrifi ce 
again enters when Calantha asks that the song be sung which she wrot e 
to accompany her own death. As she dies, one feels sympathy for he r 
only with some difficulty. The tragic impact of Calantha's death is 
further restricted by the contrived quality of the scene as a whole . 
One has the feeling that Ford hims e lf has arranged the events : 
Calantha dies just as her dirge ends. The artificiality of the scene 
interferes with the verisimilitude necessary to the tragic vision. 
Calantha , then, is not wholly successful as a tragic c haracter . 32 
One can find other expressions of Stoicism to support the thesis 
that the effect of the play is in many respects a synthesis of Stoic 
thought and feeling. Bassanes' conversion makes a thematic state-
ment. He who could not control his passion suddenly learns the 
31 ttazlitt , VI, 273. 
32 McDonald, p. 154, carries his reading of the play as an exhibi -
tion of Stoicism too far when he suggests that we must partially con-
demn Calantha for feeling such grief. But surely Ford meant us to 
admire the nobility of her death . 
importance of reason: 
Beasts, onely capable of sense, enioy 
The benefit of food and ease with thankfulnesse; 
Such silly creatures, with a grudging, kicke not 
Against the portion Nature hath bestow'd; 
But men endow'd with reason, and the vse 
Of reason, to distinguish from the chaffe 
Of abiect scarscity, the Quintescence, 
Soule, and Elixar of the Earths abundance, 
The treasures of the Sea, the Ayre, nay heauen . 
Repining at these glories of creation, 
Are verier beasts than beasts; and of those bea~ts 
The worst am I. 
(11. 1821-32) 
Since it results, unlike that of Ithocles, from incidents within the action, 
this is the only anagnorisis of the play. The significant knowledge 
Bassanes comes to is the Stoic understanding that reason should rule 
passion because it is part of natural law and that to rebel against this 
law makes one a beast. Bassanes ends his soliloquy by vowing Stoic 
equanimity: "No tempests of commotion shall disquiet / The calmes of 
my composure ' ' (11. 1841-42). He even goes so far as to welcome suf-
fering as a form of goodness; to Orgilus he says, "Exercise / Your 
trials for addition to my pennance" (11. 1849-50), and later: 
You may delude my senses, not my iudgement: 
'Tis anchor'd into a firme resolution, 
Dalliance of Mirth or Wit can ne're vnfixe it. 
Practise yet further. 
(11. 1856-59) 
After other similar expressions, one is convinced of Bassanes' con-
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version, and he therefore becomes, in the terms of the play, what 
Ithocles was first called : "A miracle of ·man" ( 1. 265). Thus it is 
absolutely fitting, even important, that he be rewarded with a high 
position in Sparta, 33 for he embraces the ideal Spartan attitude. At 
the news of Ithocles 1 death, he advises Armostes to look upon him as 
the model of behavior : 
Ar ·mostes, rent not 
Thine Arteries with hearing the bare circumstances 
Of these calamities : thou'st lost a Nephew, 
A Neece, and I a wife : continue ·man still, 
Make ·me the patterne of digesting euils , 
Who can out-liue my mighty ones , not shrinking 
At such a pressure as would sinke a soule 
Into what's ·most of death, the worst of horrors : 
But I haue seal'd a couenant with sadnesse , 
And enter'd into bonds without condition 
To stand these tempests calmely; marke ·me, Nobles , 
I doe not shed a teare, not for Penthea: 
Excellent misery! 
(11. 2401-13) 
Bassanes' attitudes perhaps explain why there is so little evil in the 
play. If Ford has come in his vision to a largely Stoic ideal , then evil 
becomes trans ·muted into good : "misery" can be "excellent" because 
it acts as a moral exercise. The suffering in The Broken Heart has 
meaning since it develops man I s nobility and powers of endurance , but 
these Stoic ideas tend to soften the keenness of that suffering . 
33
oliver, p . 62, has pointed this out ; but Miss Sargeaunt , pp. 81-
82, and Prior , p. 145 , see little reason for Bassanes' reward . 
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A brief glance at the Stoic ideas of still other characters shows 
the pervasiveness of Stoicism . Prophilus is a Stoic who, like Bas-
sanes, can see evil as good: 
He cannot feare 
Who builds on noble grounds : sicknesse or paine 
Is the deseruers exercise, . . . 
Starres fall but in the grossenesse of our sight . 
(11. 1030-35) 
Amyclas holds a properly submissi ve attitude to the gods : 
What the heauens haue pleas 1d 
In their vnchanging Counsels to conclude 
For both our kingdomes weale , we must submit to. 
(11. 1341 -43 ) 
Armostes always advises self- sufficiency and the control of reason : 
Quiet 
These vaine vnruly passions, which will render ye 
Into a madnesse. 
(11. 1757 -59 ) 
Finally, one of the major motifs of the play is caught up by Nearchus 
in the last couplet : "The Counsels of the gods are neuer knowne , / 
Till men can call th ' effects of th em their owne" (11. 2625-26). This 
Stoic expression is also a tragi c insight into the mystery of the un i-
verse. That ·man cannot answer the riddles of his world is perhaps 
the main theme of the play ; as Orgilus says, "There is ·mystery in 
mourning" (1. 2189), and in The Broken Heart "mourning" is the 
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condition of man. 
To summarize this second part of the discussion: these char-
acters are placed in a fated situation , and upon their reactions to it 
depends their tragic stature . Because each adopts a Stoic attitude , 
he cannot be fully tragic--however noble and courageous. 34 They 
do transcend the pettiness of their human nature, but as has often 
been said of them, they do not struggle against what bears them down, 
or "kicke against the world" ( 1. 97). They are tragic in their ability 
to face death, but they are pathetic in their inability to deal with the 
world. Part of Tecnicus 1 oracle reads , "The stocke soone withering, 
want ~sap/ Doth cause to quaile the budding grape ? (11. 2041-42). 
Tecnicus refers to the ruling line of Sparta, but the couplet sums up 
the failure of almost all the characters in the play- - 11want of sap. 11 
The passivity which detracts from the tragic impact of The 
Broken Heart is apparent not only in the 11want of sap " in the char-
acters, but also in Ford's use of language, especially diction, syntax , 
and rhythm. McCollom states in a sensible dictum that "the only 
test for tragic diction is that it should be put to tragic uses . 1135 In 
The Broken Heart, the diction and the other aspects of language are 
34 Ribner, p. 158, is on weak ground when he says that "there is 
no certainty of good of any kind in The Broken Heart. 11 Certainly the 
Stoic virtues are always held up as admirable qualities. See Miss 
Ellis-Fermor, Jacobean Drama, p. 235. 
35 McCollum, Tragedy, p. 139. 
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perfectly suited to the play. Though sometimes the language reveals, 
as I have already indicated, the irony and paradox characteristic of 
tragedy, more often the language is appropriate to a drama of pathos . 
This aspect needs fuller demonstration than critics have thus far 
given it . 
Most critics generally agree that Ford's language in this play 
has certain qu alities: the rhetoric is flattened, 36 the figurative lan-
guage is "auxiliary" rather than "essential, 1137 the tone is calm, 38 
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and the diction abstract. 39 But only Davril has noticed that in The 
Broken Heart Ford not only has used abstract nouns liberally, but has 
arranged them in groups which constitute the greatest difficulty in 
Ford's language, because the mind cannot immediately grasp their 
meaning. Thus it is that the sense of concrete experiences escapes . 4 o 
In another way, too , Ford increases the sense of remoteness by the par-
ticular device of using abstract nouns as subjects which act and as direct 
objects which receive action. HQnce, the action itself is difficult to 
36
see Miss Ellis-Fermor, The Jacobean Drama, p. 242. 
37 Prior, pp. 148-149. But see Anderson, pp. 213-217, who 
finds patterns of imagery. 
38 Ellis, p. xiv; Leech, John Ford and the Drama of His Time, 
p. 76. 
39 Bradbrook, p. 255. 
40 Davril, pp. 430-431. 
vi sualize. An example of both of these characteristics is part of Pen-
thea's long speech to Orgilus in the garden of the palace: 
How (Orgilus) by pro ·mise I was thine, 
The heauens doe witne sse: they can witnesse too 
A rape don e on my truth: how I doe loue thee 
Yet Orgilus, and yet, must best appeare 
In tendering thy freedome; for I find 
The constant preseruation of thy merit, 
By thy not daring to attempt my fame 
With iniury of any loose conceit, 
Which ·might giue deeper wounds to discontents: 
Continue this faire race, then though I cannot 
Adde to thy comfort, yet I shall more often 
Remember from what fortune I am fallen 
And pitty mine owne ruine. --Liue , liue happy, 
Happy in thy next choyce, that thou maist people 
This barren age with vertues in thy issue . 
(11. 953-967) 
Lines 958-961 are particularly freighted with a series of abstractions. 
The meaning is not at first easy to gra sp . In addition, as Owen 
Barfield suggests, abstractions can indeed "insulate" a person from 
"Reality , 1141 and this is the reason why this group of piled-up abstract 
nouns interferes with the sense of the tragic. 42 A 11rape" is co ·m ·mitted 
on "truth," "discontents" are wounded, and "this barren age 1 1 is peo-
pled with "vertues. 11 Other examples are the following : 
4
~0wen Barfield, Poetic Diction : ~ Stud y in Meaning, 2nd ed. 
(London, 1952), p. 126 . 
42
one must grant that abstractions were ·more real to the Eliza-
bethan ·mind than they are to the modern. 
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Bass. Vnmannerly--Mew Kitling--smooth formality 
I vsher to the ranknesse of the blood, 
But Impudence beares vp the train. 
( 11. 1270- 72) 
Pen. With fauour let me speake. --My Lord ? what slacknesse 
In my obedience hath deserued this rage ? 
Except humility and sinlent ~ilenJ duty 
Haue drawne on your vnquiet, my simplicity 
Ne're studied your vexation . Bass . Light of beauty, 
Deale not vngently with a desperate wound! 
No breach of reason dares make warre with her 
Whose lookes are soueraignty, whose breath is balme. 
(11. 1286-93) 
Crot. The King hath spoke his mind. Org. His will he hath : 
But were it lawfull to hold plea against 
The power of greatnesse, not the r ea son , haply 
Such vnder-shrubs as subiects, sometimes might 
Borrow of Natur e , Iustice , to informe 
That licence soueraignty holds without checke 
Ouer a meeke obedience. 
(11. 1421-27) 
Arm. Welcome ; thou com 1 st in season (reuereud man) 
To powre th e balsome of a supplying patience 
Into the festering wound of ill- sp ent fury. 
(11. 1761-63) 
If one compares passages of similar content in 'Ti .s Pity and 
The Broken Heart , one can see how Ford has moved in the direction of 
abstractness. In both plays a father explains to a suitor that he will 
not enforce his daughter's marria ge. In 'Tis Pity, Florio says, 
Signior Donado, you haue sayd enough, 
I vnderstand you, but would haue you know, 
I will not force my Daughter 'gainst her will. 
(11. 437-439) 
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In The Broken Heart , Amyclas says to Nearchus : 
So we in heart desire you may sit nearest 
Calantha's lou.e ; since we haue euer vow'd 
Not to inforce affection by our will, 
But by her owne choyce to confirme it gladly. 
(11. 1349-52) 
In the one case, the father would not force his daughter ; in the second , 
he would not force affection. In the first, the language is direct and 
economical; in the second, it is ampler , less concrete. Another 
example finds a lover stating to a priest that he is not against nature. 
Here is Giovanni : 
Shall a peeuish sound 
A customary forme, from ·man to ·man, 
Of brother and of sister, be a barre 
Twixt ·my perpetual! happinesse and mee ? 
Say that we had one father, say one wo-mbe, 
(Curse to my ioyes ) gaue both v s life, and birth ; 
Are wee not therefore each to other bound 
So ·much the more by Nature ; by the the [sic] links 
Of blood, of reason; Nay if you will hau 1t, 
Euen of Religion, to be euer one, 
One soule, one flesh, one loue, one heart, one All? 
(11. 82-92) 
And here is Orgilus : 
But I (most learned Artist) am not so much 
At ods with Nature, that I grutc h the thrift 
Of any true deseruer: nor doth malice 
Of present hopes, so checke the ·m with despaire, 
As that I yeeld to thought of more affliction 
Then what is incident to frailty: wherefore 
Impute not this retirad course of liuing 
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Some little time, to any other cause 
Then what I iustly render: the infor ·mation 
Of an vnsetled minde, as the effect 
Must clearely witnesse. 
( 11. 393-403) 
Even taking into account the different purposes and contexts of the 
speeches, the second lacks the concreteness of the first. In the last 
example, a girl is answering her lover. Annabella says to Giovanni, 
Liue, thou hast wonne 
The field, and neuer fought; what thou has vrg'd, 
My captiue heart had long agoe resolu 1d. 
I blush to tell thee, (but I'le tell thee now) 
For euery sigh that thou hast spent for me, 
I haue sigh'd ten; for euery teare shed twenty: 
And not so much for that I lou 'd; as that 
I durst not say I lou 'd, uor scarcely thinke it. 
(11. 407-414) 
This is to be compared with the passage, already commented on, in 
which Penthea speaks to Orgilus in the garden: 
How (Orgilus) by promise I was thine, 
The heauens doe witnesse : they can witnesse too 
A rape done on my truth; how I doe loue thee 
Yet Orgilus, and yet, must best appeare 
In tendering thy freedome; for I find 
The constant preseruation of thy merit, 
By thy not daring to attempt my fame 
With iniury of any loose conceit, 
Which might giue deeper wounds to discontents. 
(11. 953-961) 
In all three cases, the passage from The Broken Heart is less con-
crete than the other. Donald Davie has written that poetry "takes on 
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meaning only as it is open to another world; unless it refers to that 
other 1real' world, it is meaningless." 'Tis Pity, it see ·ms to me, 
refers more clearly and directly to the "real" world than does The 
Broken Heart. It has more of what Davie calls "something that 
smells of the human, of generation and hence of corruption. 1143 The 
tragic vision needs this, but it is an element which The Broken Heart 
often lacks. 
Several other aspects of the language in this play may be 
briefly summarized. Although I believe that McCollom is ill - advised 
to describe Ford's drama in general as "unemphatic, 1144 the adjective 
is appropriate to The Broken Heart, and most of the following shows 
why. The next three points have been ·made by others, but they need 
·mention for the sake of completeness. First, as has often been 
noticed, Ford's poetry in thi.s play lacks vigor. 45 One technique of 
ver sificati on which contributes to the droopin g quality of many of the 
lines is Ford's use of feminine end ings . Hannemann has counted 1325 
feminine endings in a total of 2260 lines: 58. 6%. 'Tis Pity has only 
43 Donald Davie, Articulate Energy: An Enquiry into the Syntax 
.£i English Poetry (New York, 1955), p. 165 . 
44 Tragedy, p . 142. 
4 5For instance, Bradbrook, p. 255. But Swinburne, p. 277, 
finds "preci sion" and "vigour" in Ford's lines, a ju dgment most 
critic s disagree with, certainly in respect to The Broken Heart. 
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14. 8%, and Love's Sacrifice only 15 . 3%. 46 The effect of the falling 
rhythm in The Broken Heart is to decrease the sense of tragic tension. 
In other ways, too, Ford achieves the unruffled calm appropriate 
to Stoical resignation . Take, for example, Penthea 1s speech , already 
mentioned above : 
Glories 
Of humane greatnesse are but pleasing dreames, 
And shadowes soone decaying : on the stage 
Of my mortality, my youth hath acted 
Some scenes of vanit y , drawne out at l ength 
By varied pleasures, sweetned in the ·mixture, 
But Tragi c all in issq.e ; Beauty, pompe, 
With euery sensuality our giddinesse 
Doth frame an !doll, are vnconstant friends 
When any troubled passion makes assault 
On the vnguarded Castle of the mind. 
(11. 1534 - 44) 
Only four lines have feminine endin g s , but one notices that half of th e 
lines are broken at least once by caesuras and that an unaccented 
syllable precedes e a ch of the six int e rnal pauses. (I s c an line 1538 
"' / \v...-_t;>v\ / /\v / I this way : "Some scenes of va,-ty, drawne out at length . 11) The rhythm 
helps to establish the sense in two ways . The use of caesuras and 
juxtaposed heavy accents slows many of the lines, and the rhythm 
falls before most of the pauses. 
Ford uses, in addition, the sounds of words to develop the sense 
46 Hannemann, p. 37. 
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of weariness. Penthea's speeches offer many examples, but to make 
the point even .stronger, the following speech of Ithocles is illustra-
tive : 
We had one Father, in one wombe tooke life, 
Were brought vp twins together, yet haue liu 'd 
At distance like two strangers. I could wish 
That the first pillow where on I was cradell 1d, 
Had prou'd to ·me a graue. 
(11. 1161-65) 
In addition to the caesuras, it is clear that Ford is relying on the 
dragging sound "w" (including the initial sound of the word "one"). 
The juxtaposition of the "w's" in the fourth line, "pillow where , 11 
forces the speaker, or reader, to insert a light pause. 
Throughout the play Ford someti'mes reduces the tension by 
introducing words superfluous to the sense of the line, but effecti ve 
in contributing to the feeling of the quietness. An example is the last 
phrase of "How with that frowne to make this Noble tremble, I And 
so forth" ( 11. 2229- 30). In the following speech one notices se ve ral 
repetitions of word and idea, especially "Chron ic le" and "history, 11 
11first 11 and "Index, 11 and the double use of "patience": 
Vse not 
So hard a Language; your misdoubt is causelesse : 
For instance; if you promise to put on 
A constancy of patience, such a patience 
As Chronicle, or history ne 1r e mentioned, 
As followes not example, but shall stand 
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A wonder, and a Theame for imitation, 
The first, the Index pointing to a second, 
I will acquaint'ee with an vrunatch'd secret, 
Whose knowledge to your griefes shall set a period. 
( 11. 2305-14) 
The songs in the play appear at moments of strong emotion and one 
way in which Ford emphasizes the depth of feeling is to slow the move -
ment by repetition, to approach what Leech calls "the moment of 
stillness . 114 7 
~• ~ ~; ~ you may 
Sooner doe both that and this , 
This and that, and neuer mis se, 
Then ~ any praise display 
Beauties beauty, such a glory 
As beyond all Fate, all Story, 
All armes, all arts, 
All loues, all hearts, 
Greater than those, !:!E they, 
Doe, shall, and must obey. 
(11. 1128-1137) 
The amount of repetition in the play is considerable, and its general 
effect is to slow the movement, emphasize the quietness, and relax the 
tension. Ford clearly is trying to create a feeling that in the face of 
fate one needs calm, resigned endurance, and one of his methods is to 
use the effects of poetry . 
One last aspect of the play needs brief mention- -brief because 
again others have already commented on it, in general though not in 
47 
Leech, John Ford and the Drama of His Time, p. 75 . 
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detail. This is the stylization of many of the scenes. The more 
formalized and ceremonial the scene, the further it moves from the 
real to the symbolic. Prior calls the effect "masque-like, 1148 and 
certainly there is little realism in the two Calantha scenes of the last 
act. The scene in which she receives impassively three successive 
messages of death is a symbolic representation of Stoic control, and 
her death scene represents the ideal Stoic death. Other ritualistic 
scenes are the death scenes of Ithocles and Orgilus, the Ithocles-
Penthea interview (III. ii), 49 and the Penthea-Calantha interview 
50 (III. v). The two dirges, furthermore, are a concentration of the 
emotion at the deaths of Penthea and Calantha. This symbolic aspect 
of the play is one reason why the drama has been called static, un-
emphatic, and artificial. These "masque-like" repre .sentations func-
tion, I believe, supremely well in the whole work and tend to give it 
a quality similar to the one we find in Shakespeare's last plays. 51 
The Broken Heart, then, reveals a Ford who is moving away 
from the tragic vision of 'Tis Pity and Love's Sacrifice. It is appar-
ent that he still views ·man I s situation as tragic: to suffer from moral 
48 Prior , p. 150. 
49 Noted by Prior, p. 150. 
50Noted by Cecil, p. 121. 
5lsee Cecil, p. 120; Schelling and Black, p. 903, find in The 
Broken Heart the "grave beauty" of these same Shakespeai:e plays. 
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dilenunas is part of xnan's destiny, and the complexity of these 
problems is such that they cannot be solved. Man is responsible for 
his situation in no essential way--it is simply given. He is, of course, 
responsible for his reaction to his predicament, but his freely willed 
actions consist, in The Broken Heart, mainly of the decision to suffer 
nobly and to die well. This he does. Ford emphasizes the passivity 
of this Stoical endurance or Stoical resignation. Were these char-
acters to rebel against their fate, they might reveal the limits and 
weaknesses of their natures. As it is, they do not, so that there is 
no question of evil or guilt. With momentary lapses (Bassanes and 
Orgilus), they quietly accept what nmst be. Their only victory is the 
ability to transcend human _frailty, especially fear of death, by means 
of Stoic nobility. No great sense of fear develops from the play be-
cause the lack of tension in the action and in the language works 
against it. We have a picture of man beset by an unknowable fate 
which he can do nothing to avoid; he only knows that it will probably, 
but not inevitably, mean pain for him. Life, it appears, is a strange , 
sad tale whose plot and subplots are as difficult to comprehend as the 
"mysteries lock'd vp in Ioues owne bosome" (1. 2324). 
, 
It is clear, then, that in this tragedy Ford has considerably 
altered his vision. The Broken Heart contains a tragic situation, but 
no character quite achieves the stature of a tragic hero. The play 
lacks the hard, driving force of 'Tis Pity and, to a lesser extent, of 
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Love's Sacrifice . The Stoicism and the pathetic ele ·ments in the play 
take it to the edge of the tragic area. And beyond th e pale , one finds 
Perkin Warbeck. 
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Chapter VI 
Perkin Warbeck 
The last play which demands consideration is Perkin Warbeck. 
Whereas Ford uses for The Broken Heart the generic title "Tragedy, rr 
the words "CHRONIC LE HIS TORIE" appear on the title page of Perkin 
.Warbeck, and one thus might pos s ibly argue that since the author 
conceives of the play as history, there is no need to consider it as 
tragedy. But this line of reasoning will not hold up . We cannot be 
sure that the playwright did not think of his play as a reflection of 
several kinds of action (e. g. , history and tragedy) ; and, too, generic 
names were loosely used by the Elizabethans (Doctor Faustus, for 
instance, is called a tragical history). 
Most critics read the play in one of several different ways . 
Many hold that, whatever else it is, Perkin Warbeck is first of all a 
history play. 1 Others believe that it is essentially a tragedy, with a 
1For instance, Clinton Scollard, "Introduction, 11 The Broken 
Heart by John Ford, ed. Clinton Scollard (New York, 1895), p. x; 
Barrett Wendell, The Temper of the Seventeenth Century in English 
Literature (New York, 1904), p. 95; Eliot, p. 177 ; Mildred Clara 
Struble, AC ritical Edition.£!_ Ford I s "Perkin War beck" (Seattle, 1926) , 
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p. 27; Ellis-Fermor, The Jacobean Drama, p. 233; Donald K. Anderson, 
Jr., "Kingship in Ford's Perkin Warbeck" ELH, XXXVII (1960), 177 ff. 
historical setting. 2 A third group reads the play as a psycholo gical 
study, in which the historical element is not of primary importance, 
some critics arguing that Perkin is insane, 3 others that he is ·merely 
abnor ·mal. 4 In my own view the nature of the play resists absolute cate-
gories ; essentially, it has the for ·m of the earlier De casibus tragedy, 
within which one finds some political theory and a good deal of psycho-
logical interest. That is, in its structure this play corresponds to tha t 
type of tragedy, popular in the Middle Ages , in which moral responsi-
bility and guilt are but little involved. Though the outward form of 
tragedy is present, the essential elements of the tragic vision, are 
2Schelling , Elizabethan Drama, II, 424, and Courthope, IV, 383 , 
both describe the play as "historical tragedy"; Wells, p. 104, calls it 
simply a "tragedy" with an "ideal tragic figure 11 ; Leech, John Ford and 
the Drama of His Time, p. 96, thinks that Perkin Warbeck is probabl y 
11Ford's last tragedy 11 ; Cecil, p. 116, believes that "Ford has made use 
of a piece of history to write a romantic and personal tragedy" ; and 
Ribner, pp . 174-176, understands that Ford "was interested in the 
political implications of his story, 11 but Ribner ends by calling the play 
"the tragedy of man I s inability to find certainty, to under stand reality 
or grasp his own position in the universe. 11 
3Ewing , p. 93, holds that Perkin is "Ford's only consistently ·mad 
·man"; Lawrence A. Babb, "Abnormal Psychology in John Ford's Perkin 
Warbeck, 11 MLN, LI (1936), 237, labels Perkin "psychopathic . 11 
4Thorndike, p. 227, asserts that Ford is interested in character, 
not history; Miss Sargeaunt, p. 69, believes that Ford uses history only 
because of its "effect on the somewhat fantastic character" of Warbeck ; 
Parrott and Ball, p. 248, see the play as a "psychological study thrown 
into dra ·matic for ·m" and Perkin as 11a case of abnormal self-delusion. 11 
See also Janet Spens, Elizabethan Drama (London, 1922), p. 141 ; Robert 
Davril, "The Use of Physiology in the Elizabethan Drama with Special 
Reference to John Ford, 11 Literature and Science (Oxford, 1955), p. 129. 
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missing . 
Perkin Warbeck focuses on character, rather than on history . 
A history play, as Lily Campbell has observed, deals pri ·marily with 
political matters , 5 but this drama, Miss Ellis - Ferm.or and D. K. 
Anderson to the contrary, 6 does not. Ford was free to choose his 
subject matter , and it seems highly probable that he chose the story 
of Perkin War beck because the character, as revealed by Gains ford, 
was exactly the kind which interested the later Ford: Perkin's nobil-
ity of soul and Stoic resignation are reminiscent of the main char-
acters in The Broken Heart. 7 The following passages from Gains-
ford are particularly noticeable. One of Perkin's speeches to James 
contains the idea of self - sacrifice : "I am now co ·me in Person to 
offer up myself a Sacrifice, if Need be , for you all.'' Then in Perkin 's 
speech to James on the battlefield is a strong sense of Stoical resig -
5Lily B . Campbell, Shakespeare's "Histories": Mirrors of 
Elizabethan Policy (San Marino, 1947), p. 17. See also M. M. Reese , 
The Cease of Majesty: A Study of Shakespeare's History Plays (London. 
1961), p. 66. - -
6 See above, p. 177, n. 1. 
7But see Harbage, "The Mystery of Perkin Warbeck," pp . 125 -
141, who believes that Dekker "shaped the play as a whole _." I think 
that this doubtful : Warbeck is a typical Fordian character, Katherine 
has much in common with Penthea, and to Harbage I s statement that 
the play's lack of typical Fordian intensity corresponds to Dekker ' s 
"notoriously" weak intensity, one may answer that this weakness is a 
manifestation of Ford's develop ·m e nt as a dramatist, from the tension 
of tragedy to the relaxed quietness which chara c terizes The Broken 
Heart and Perkin Warbeck. 
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nation: "Therefore, as mischief and Misery are of ·my old Acquaint a nce, 
so am I not now unprepared to entertai.n the same, but must submit 
to the Calamity." Gainsford's description of Perkin in Ireland 
includes, moreover, a suggestion of fatalism: ''He had not been long 
in Ireland, but his false Fortune began once again to play with him . 118 
More c onclusi ve evi d ence that Ford emphasizes charac t er rath e r than 
history comes, of course , fro ·m the play itself. 
The theme of P e rkin Warbeck appears to reside in the fall of 
Perkin ; cent ral are the insubstantiali ty of ea rthly fortune and the 
Stoic e nduran ce one must bring to this knowledge. To be sure , other 
the-mes intrude. Th e r e is the social problem of Katherine's en fo rced 
marriage, and t he r e are poli t ical qu e st io ns r ev ol vi ng around such 
matters as the divine right of kings and the proper qu alit i es for a 
king. These subjects are , however, subordina te to Perkin Warb eck, 
his cha ra c ter and his fall . Rihn er writes tha t Ford's first purpose 
was to present a tragedy which shows the fa ll of a good man . 9 Though 
I will argue tha t Perkin Warbeck do es not body forth a tragic vis ion, 
I agree that the fall and the natur e of the protagonist are the impor -
tant elements . The only critic to place Perkin Warbeck sp ecifica lly 
8Thomas Gainsford, The _ true and wonderful History~ 
"P e rkin War beck, 11 proclaiming himself "Richard the Fourth , " in 
Struble , pp. 178 -2 02. 
9Irving Rihner , The English History Play in the l\.g e of Sha ke -
speare (Prin ce ton , 1957), p. 302 . 
in the De casibus tradition is Wells, who, though he does little more 
than mention the connection, characterizes the play as a "moving pic-
ture of the ironic fate of princes. 1110 There is no doubt that Ford 
thought of his play in terms such as these, for he writes in the Epilogue: 
Here ha's appear 1d, though in~ severall fashion, 
The Threats of Majestie ; the strength of passion ; 
Hopes of an Empire; change of fortunes; All 
What~ to Theater's of Greatnesse fall; 
Proving their weake foundations. 
(11. 2788-92) 
These lines recall the significance in the De Casibus tradition of the 
wheel of fortune, the concept of ·mutability, and the falls of princes. 
Ford brings to mind and may well have been thinki.q.g of Sidney's 
dictum on the function of tragedy, that it 11teacheth the vncertainety 
of this world, and vpon how weake foundations guilden roofes are 
builded. 1111 Perkin Warbeck mirrors the rise and fall of a pretender 
to the throne, and it is this rhythm whichgivestotheplayits structure . 12 
The mirror element of the play is clearly stated in Act I before 
10 Wells, p . 70. 
11Sir Philip Sidney, "An Apologie for Poetrie, 11 Elizabethan 
Critical Essays, ed. G. Gregory Smith (Oxford, 1904), I, 177. 
12Miss Struble, p. 16, holds that King Henry provides the unity 
of the play ' s structure. Clearly, his presence does help to lend con-
tinuity, but the action of the play focuses on Perkin. Henry is , so to 
speak, the constant bass rhythm, while Perkin is the theme. It is 
important to note that the opening and closing speeches of the play, 
both Henry's, concern themselves with Perkin. 
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Perkin has begun his rise. One of the political lessons of the play is 
emphasized when Stanley, soon to be discovered as a traitor, de-
scribes to Henry how most of the followers of La ·mbert Simnel, an 
earlier impostor, have become "spectacles of ruine" (1. 262), 
pr e sidents sufficient to forewarne 
The present times, or any that liue in them, 
What follie, nay, what madnesse 1twere to lift 
A finger vp in all defence but yours, 
Which can be but i ·mpostorous in a title. 
( 11. 26 3- 26 7) 
Here is the admonition which Perkin unknowingly disr~gards as he 
rises to power and which foreshadows his fall. 
At the beginning of Act II, King James of Scotland points to the 
low tide of Perkin I s fortunes : 
The right of Kings (my Lords) extends not onely 
To the safe Conservation of their owne ; 
But also to the ayde of such Allies 
As change of time, and state, hath often times 
Hurld downe fro ·m carefull Crownes, to vndergoe 
An exercise of sufferance in both fortunes : 
So English Richard surnam ' d Cor-de-lyon, 
So Robert Bruce our royall Ancestor, 
Forc'd by the tryall of the wrongs they felt, 
Both sought and found suppl yes, from forraigne Kings 
To repossesse their owne: then ·grudge not (Lords) 
A much distressed Prince, King Charles~ Fraunce, 
And Maximilian of Bohemia both, 
Haue ratified his Credit by their Letters. 
Shall wee then be distrustfull ? No, Compassion 
Is one rich Iewell that shines in our Crowne, 
And we will haue it shine there. 
( 11. 680-696) 
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In his first speech, too, Perkin refers to his life as "the vulgar 
storie of a Princes ruine" (1. 713). James pro ·mises to help hi'm, 
and Perkin's fortunes begin to rise. 
The fall of Stanley, Lord Chamberlain and one of the pre-
tender1 s secret followers, provides an early parallel (II. ii) to Perkin's 
later course. Ford stresses the height fro ·m which Stanl ey fell, for he 
has Henry say of him, 
But I could see no more into his heart, 
Then what his outward action s did pre sent; 
And for 1em haue r ewarded 'e ·m so fullie, 
As that there wanted nothing in our guift 
To gratifie his merit, as I thought, 
Vnlesse I should devide my C rowne with him, 
And giue him halfe. 
(11. 829-835) 
Toward the end of this speech, the outcome of Perkin I s career is 
fore seen in Henry's 'IL.et Justice / Proceede in execution" ( 11. 83 7-
838). Stanle y himself uses fortune's wheel as a metaphor to describe 
the mutability of this world : 
I was as you are once, great, and stood hopefull 
Of many flourishing yeares, but fate , and time 
Haue wheeld about, to turne mee into nothing. 
(11. 872-874) 
Before he goes to his execution, Stanley asks the nobles to warn his 
brother of the weak foundations of man's state: 
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Tell him, hee must not thinke, the stile of Darby, 
Nor being husband to King Henries Mother, 
The league with Peeres, the smiles of Fortune, can 
Secure his peace, aboue the state of ·man. 
(11. 905-908) 
Ford's answer to the problem of securing one's peace will be found at 
the play's end in Perkin's Stoic endurance. 
Perkin's fortunes begin to rise as he is accepted and aided by 
James IV, who goes so far as to give him a kinswoman in ·marriage. 
The "young Phueton" (1. 986), as Crawford terms him, is on the way 
up, though he will eventually drive too clo s e to "the Sunne / Of 
Maiestie" (11. 2426-2.7). At exactly the middle of the play (III.iii) 
Perkin has reached his height, but even as he is about to go into battle 
against the English, Ford has him use a phrase to Katherine which 
reminds us that the fall is essential to the De Casibus tradition : 
If thou hear 1 st 
A truth of ·my sad ending by the hand 
Of some vnnaturall subject, thou withall 
Shall heare, how I dyed worthie of my right, 
By falling like a KING. 
(11. 1462-66) 
Perkin always think s in term s of th e possibility of his fall. When 
James goes into conference with Henry's secret agent, Hialas, Perkin 
feels that he has reached the summit of his fortunes : "Frion, ~ 
Fri on! all my hopes of glorie / Are at a stand I" ( 11. 1793 - 94). He 
follows this with an image suggesting his coming fall: "I feele the 
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fabricke / Ofmydesignes are tottering" (11. 1798-99). He knows he 
has only the two alternatives : 
I will be Englands King, 
Or let my Aunt of Burgundie report 
My fall in the attempt, deserv 1d our Auncestors ? 
(11. 1809-1811) 
King James 1s announcement that Perkin must leave the Scottish 
Court is the beginning of Perkin's downward journey. Frion's de-
parture, ostensibly to report to Margaret of Burgundy, is fatal to 
Perkin's enterprise, for Frion is the only adept politician and planner 
in Perkin's entourage. Perkin quietly understands this and magnani-
mously refuses to blame him: 
"Never yet 
"Was any Nation read of, so besotted 
"In reason, as to adore the setting Sunne . 
(11. 2039-41) 
Though he has aspired to be a "sunne / Of Maiestie" (11. 2426-27), 
he now, probably unconsciously, realizes that for him the sun is 
approaching its western horizon. 
Katherine, too, takes up se veral De casibus themes as she feels 
the end drawing near. She sees herself fallen into wretchedness, 
"forsaken, and vnfurnisht of all hopes, / (But such as waite on 
miserie)" (11. 2256-57). To this theme of change of fortune from 
proaperity to wretchedness, she adds the notion of her fall as a spec-
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tacle for the public : 
Here l ·make a vow, 
Scotland shall ne ve r see me, being fallen 
Or lessened in my fortunes. Never lane; 
Never to Scotland more will l returne. 
Could I be Eng lands Queene (a glory lane 
I never fawn'd on) yet the King who gaue me, 
Hath sent me with m y husband from his presence: 
Deliver ' d vs suspected to his Nation: 
Renderd vs specta cles to ti'me, and pittie. 
And is it fit l should returne to such 
As onely listen after our descent 
Fro ·m happinesse enjoyd, to misery 
Expected , though vncertain? 
(11. 2271-83) 
Finally, after Perkin is captured, King Henry summarizes for him his 
rise and fall : 
Turne now thine eyes 
(Young man) vpon thy selfe, and thy past actions! 
What revells in co ·mbustion through our Kin gdome, 
A frenzie of aspiring youth hath daunc 'd, 
Till wanting breath, thy feete of pride haue slipt 
To breake thy necke. 
( l 1. 2419-24) 
The conclusion follows shortly: Perkin is led off to execution by hang-
ing. It is clear, in short, that the formal stru cture of Perkin Warbeck 
follows the De casibus tradition . 
The Middle Ages and the sixteenth century would naturally have 
described the play as a tragedy, becau se during those ti'mes the rise, 
fall, and death of a ·man meant tragedy. Ford himself uses the word 
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"tragedy" to mean perhaps just "death with its attendant sorrow, "13 
as in Perkin's reference to Warwick: ''(for we are Prologue / But to 
his tragedie)" (11. 2753-54). In this sense, the play is, of course, a 
tragedy. This does not mean, however, that it possesses the tragic 
vision. An examination of the dilemmas and their resolution, will 
reveal the absence of the tragic sense of life. 
The most obvious conflict is Perkin's clash with King Henry, 
but mere opposition of wills or armies is not enough to make the play 
tragic. A moral problem is needed, especially one which produces 
an inner struggle in the protagonist. The usual motivation , if any, in 
a De casibus tragedy is ambition, 14 which drives the hero on until he 
makes an error or commits a sin. This motive then becomes the 
source of guilt and suffering. Though Perkin has ambition in the 
general sense of the desire to improve one's lot, he is not motivated 
by the kind of vaulting ambition that produces tragedy. 15 He firmly 
believes that he is Richard IV, King of England, and that he is seeking 
13 See Spencer , pp. 232 ff., for a discussion of the meaning of 
the word "tragedy" at the end of the sixteenth century. 
14 Doran, p. 119. 
15The OED state .a that in "early usage" ambition meant "Inordi-
nate" desire to rise to high po .sition, as in Nashe 1 s definition from 
Christ's Teares: "Ambition is any puft vp greedy humour of honour 
to preferment" (1593) . In Elizabethan tragedy the hero ' s ambition 
usually has this "vaulting" quality : Faustus and Macbeth aspire to 
gain more than they ought to have, and the result is a sense of guilt 
in the hero and the feeling in the audience that the punish ·ment of the 
protagonist is at least partially deser ved . 
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only what already belongs to him. After talking with Perkin, Henry 
says, "The custome sure of being stil 'd a King, / Hath fastend in his 
thought that HE IS SVCH" (11. 2504-05). In the eyes of others, of 
course, Perkin is ambitious : Henry mentions his "frenzie of aspiring 
youth" (1. 2422); but in his own eyes he is not aspiring at all. 16 
Perkin, for example, contrasts the "ambition" (1. 2611) of Lambert 
Simnel, in their confrontation scene, with his own "royall bloud" 
(1. 2619), which, now that he has lost his rightful crown, gives him 
"martyrdome" ( 1. 2628) : 
Thou poore vermin! 
How darst thou creepe so nee re mee ? thou an Earle ? 
Why thou enjoyst as much of happinesse , 
As all the swinge of sleight ambition flew at. 
A dunghill was thy Cradle. So a puddle 
By vertue of the Sun-beames, breathes a vapour 
To infect the purer ayre, which drops againe 
Into the muddie wombe that first exhal'd it. 
Bread , and a slavish ease, with some assurance 
From the base Beadles whipp, crownd all thy hopes . 
But (Sirra) ran there in thy veynes, one dropp 
Of such a royall bloud, as flowes in mine; 
Thou wouldst not change condition, to be second 
In Englands State without the C rowne it selfe ! 
Course creatures are incapable of excellence. 
But let the world, as all, to whom I am 
This day a spectacle, to time, deliver, 
And by tradition fixe posteritie, 
Without another Chronicle then truth, 
How constantly, my resolution suffer'd 
A martyrdome ~ Majestie ! 
(11. 2608- 28) 
16Because other characters see Perkin as ambitious, one might 
be led to believe that he is so, as is, for instance, Donald K. Anderson ~ 
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The steadiness of his assertions convinces us not only of his 
sense of integrity and essential sanity, but also of his unselfishness 
and lack of ambition. Listening to his calm, confident explanations, 
we must believe that he is simply asserting his rights. As he says 
to Ja ·mes, he is used to trials which have also beset "other Princes, 
cast out of their thrones" (1. 1663). His crown, he earlier explains , 
had been "snatch 1d by Henry / From Richards head" ( 11. 7 4 7- 7 48). 
Although, according to Bacon, the historical Perkin always knew that 
he was an impostor, 17 Ford's creation never does. He is always 
sure of himself and his clai'm. This ·means that he is never troubled 
by inner division; in his mind it is Henry who should feel the prick of 
conscience. What, then, is Perkin ' s dilemma? He knows that he is 
England's rightful ruler, but he is unable to assert his ri ght . The 
problem is ·military and political rather than moral, for no question of 
good and evil is at issue. If there is any evil at all in the play it is 
civil war, a political rather than a moral evil, 18 but the the ·me of 
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"A Study of Ford ' s Perkin Warbeck," unpubl. diss. (Duke Univ., 1957), 
p. 160. But to discover the true nature of a character, one needs ·more 
evidence than the opinions of other characters; the speeches and actions 
of the character himself are crucial. 
17He twice confessed his guilt. See Sir Francis Bacon, Bacon I s 
History of the Reign of King Henry VII, ed. J. Rawson Lumby (Cam-
bridge, 1902), pp. 176-178. 
18To be sure in the Renaissance mind civil war could well be 
seen as a religious and moral issue, and in the play Henry, Ja ·mes, and 
civil war never becomes a focal point in the play. 
The tragic vision always builds so ·me sort of tension between 
two irreconcilable imperatives, each of which has its own ethical 
justification. Because the tension of this play must reside in the 
political and military oppo,sition between Perkin and Henry, there 
are no imperatives and there is no question of ethics, hence the low 
degree of intensity which, critical opinion argues, mars the play. As 
a consequence of the lack of tragic tension, interest devolves on 
characters. How will Perkin react to his fate? In turning now to the 
resolution of the conflict, one can see how Perkin fails as a tragic 
hero. 
In trage-dy the hero acts, suffers, and often comes to a new 
understanding (or at least knows more clearly who he is). Although 
Perkin does claim his inheritance, he is not a leader . His weakness 
of character prevents him from acting forcefully enough to defeat 
Henry. He lacks the necessary drive and toughness of mind, and 
hence is not the kind to inspire a strong following or to initiate plans . 
For instance, in IV.ii he allows his secretary, Frion, to make the 
arrangement for the trip to Cor nwa ll. In addition, the scene reveals 
a good deal of childishness in Perkin's inability to control himself. 
Perkin refer to the doctrine of rule by divine right. However , Perkin 
is never treated as an evildoer. The play 1s subject is not Perkin the 
force of civil disorder, but Perkin the deluded pretender. 
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He first fears that all is lost; then he flies into a rage which brings 
Fri on I s rebuke, "Confine your will / To moderation" ( 11. 1813-14) . 
This check n1akes him even more angry : "Y 1ee make me mad" 
( 1. 1818). After foolishly insulting Frion with the offer of bribes, he 
subsides into whining abjectness : 
Speake what you will ; wee are not suncke so low 
But your advise, may peece againe the heart 
Which many cares haue broken: you were wont 
In all extremities. to talke of comfort: 
Haue yee 1 none left now? Ile not interrupt yee'. 
Good, beare with my di,stractions ! if King James 
Denie vs dwelling here, next whither must I? 
I preethee 1 be not angrie. 
(11. 1828-35) 
Another kind of weakness is apparent in the reaction of Perkin 
to James's order to "forrage through / The Countrey, spare no prey 
of life, or goods" (11. 1638-39). Perkin cries ("whin~]" (1. 1658), 
in James I s language) : 
Shew more remorse great King, or I shall never 
Endure to see such havocke with drie eyes: 
Spare, spare, my deare deare England. 
(11. 1649-51) 
This reaction reveals humanitarianism, but not tragic greatness : 
Crawford pithily characterizes Perkin as "effeminately dolent" 
(1. 1661). A final example of Perkin's weakness is his failure to take 
the blame for his fall. Instead, he assigns to fate the responsibility, 
explaining to Henry that just as fate alone made Henry king, so fate 
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might have done the same for Perkin. He describes Bosworth Field 
as a place 
Where at an instant, to the worlds a ·mazement, 
A morne to Richmond, and a night to Richard 
Appear'd at once; the tale i s soone applyde: 
Fate which crown'd these a ttempts when lest assur'd 
Might haue befriended others, like r e solv'd. 
(11. 2441-45) 
There is fatality here, but no moral meaning. 
Perkin fails as a tragic hero, secondly, because he has little 
capacity for suffering. The reasons are clear. He feels no guilt for 
his act.s, and he i.s able, in the Stoic manner, to transmute adversity 
into good. To Henry's attack on his imposture, he replies : 
Truth in her pure si'mplicitie wants art 
To put a fayned blush on : scorne weares onely 
Such fashion, as commends to gazers eyes 
Sad vlcerated Noveltie: farre beneath 
The spheare of Maiestie : in such a Court, 
Wisedome, and gravitie, are proper robes, 
By which the Soveraigne is best distinguisht 1, 
Fro;m Zanyes to his GJ;'eatnesse. 
{l 1. 2451-58) 
Then, as he is being led to prison, Perkin can say, "Noble thoughts / 
Meete freedome in captivitie" (11. 2498-99). And with the Stoic's 
ability to laugh when others would weep, he scoffs, "I laugh at / The 
Duke of Richmonds practise on my fortune,s" (11. 2580-81) . 
--, 
The mind that can adopt these attitudes avoids suffering, and 
becau,se Perkin never really suffer.s, he never comes to any clear 
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knowledge of who he is--his third failure as hero. Dalyell's state-
ment early in the play that "sorrow makes men wise" (1. 510) is tra gic 
kr\owledge become a saw; it operates in the play only in the case of old 
Huntley, who learns that it is his own ambition which has taken his 
daughter away from him (III. ii). To the end Perkin sees himself as a 
victim of fate and a martyr to his throne, but it is really the lack of 
greatness in his character that reduces his capacity to act, to suffer, 
and to learn . 
The radical imagery of the play, centering as it does on the 
idea of insubstantiality, re~n,forces our knowledge not only that Perkin 
is an impostor but also that he does not have the stature of a true 
king. He is frequently described by .such terms as "apparition" ( 1. 
168), "counterfeite" (1. 956), and "shadowe" (1. 2403). The Scots, 
no less than the English, always know that Perkin is not what he a p-
pears to be; Crawford's reaction to Perkin's appearance in Scotland 
indicates their attitude : 
Tis more than strange, my reason cannot answere 
Such argument of fine Imposture, coucht 
In witch-craft of per.swasion, that it fashions 
Impossibilitie .s, as if appearance 
Could cozen truth !!._selfe ; this Duk-ling Mushrome 
Hath doubtlesse charm'd the King . 
( 11. 971-976) 
Henry uses the imagery of the stag e to suggest that Perkin is only 
acting a part. He terms him a "pa g eant Majestie" (1. 169); "The 
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player's on the sta ge still" {l. 2439), he later says; and to Perkin: 
Thus, your Aunt of Burgu.ndie, 
Your Dutchesse Aunt enform'd her Nephew; so 
The lesson prompted, and well conn 1d, was moulded 
Into familiar Dialogu e, oft rehearsed, 
Till learnt by heart, 'tis now, receiv'd for truth. 
{11. 2446-50) 
Ford always shows u .s Perkin as permanently deluded and thus as an 
object of pity, 19 though we cannot help admirin g the courage with 
which he faces death : "Death? pish, 1tis but a sound ; a name of a yre ; / 
A minutes storme; or not so much" {11. 2761-62) . 
Of the emotions in the tragic vision, the only predominant ones 
here are pity and sympathy for Perkin and Katherine. Perkin's wife 
is. even more Stoic and passive than he, and in this she resembles 
Penthea in The Broken Heart. Even when Perkin is at his height, she 
says to him, 
What our Destinies 
Haue rul'd out in their Bookes, wee must not search 
But kneele too. 
{ l 1. 1494-96) 
And even before she know .a of Perkin's flight from battle, she has 
l-9Though Babb and Ewing {see above, p. 166, n. 3) assert that 
Perkin is mad, he never commits one insane act. He always knows 
the difference between moral right and wrong. He is merely mis-
taken in a matter of fact; he has been taught for as long as he can re-
member that he is the son of Edward IV. 
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accepted defeat. She is the most fatalistic of Ford's characters: 
It is decreede; and wee must yeeld to fate, 
Whose angry Iustice though it threaten ruine, 
Conte ·mpt, and povertie, is all but tryall 
Of a weake womans con stancie in suffering. 
Here in a strangers, and an enemies Land 
Forsaken, and vnfurnisht of all hopes, 
(But such as waite on miserie,) I ran ge 
To meete affliction where so ere I treacle . 
(11. 22 51-58) 
Neither fear nor awe is generated by this kind of attitude, which 
seriously ·modifies the more noble feeling of Stoic endurance created 
by Perkin in the last scenes. Consequently, we do not fully feel the 
emotions usually attendant on what Ford, in the Epilogue, says he has 
presented : "The Threats of Majestie; the strength of passion; / Hopes 
~~ Empire; change of fortunes" (11. 2789-90). Rather, the 
emotions aroused in the play are probably identified in Dawb ne y' s 
speech announcing Perkin to King Henry: 
I here present you (royall Sir) a shadowe 
Of Majestie, but in effect a substance 
Of pittie; a young man, in nothing growne 
To ripenesse, but th'ambition of your mercie : 
Perkin the Christian world s stran ge wonder. 
(11. 2403-07) 
And we would answer with Henry : 
Dawbney, Wee obserue no wonder; I behold (tis true) 
An ornament of nature, fine, and pollisht, 
A handsome youth indeede, but not admire him. 
( 11. 2408-10) 
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This is to say that though we can praise his nobility and Stoic endur-
ance in the face of death and though we can pity his fate, we do not 
recognize in him the qualities of greatness necessary in a tragic hero . 
Noble endurance is not enough. 
Perkin Warbeck, then, is generically a De casibus tragedy with 
a strong political motif. Its precise -subject is the rise and fall of 
Perkin Warbeck, and the intere.st which the play generates results 
largely from the psychological oddity of Perkin. The play lacks a 
vision of the tragic, partly because no moral questions are at issue 
and partly because Perkin fails as a tragic hero. The lack of moral 
issue means that the play does not concern itself with the problem of 
evil, with guilt, or with inner suffering. We are presented with the 
picture of a man who, though able to endure his fate when necessary , 
is passive and to some degree inunature. The inability of Perkin to 
s,ee the truth about himself means that he never arrives at the kind of 
self-understanding characteristic of the tragic hero . In short, 
Perkin Warbeck does not maintain the tragic vision . We find that 
with this play Ford has moved out of the tragic area and into the 
pathos of Stoic fatalism. 
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Conclusion 
This study began with the statement that three problems in the 
criticism of Ford's tragedies remain unsolved: their chronology is 
undecided, their generic nature is still questioned, and the variation 
in tragic quality from play to play has not been fully and clearly identi-
fied . The method used to throw light on these problems was the 
analysis of the tragic vision in 'Tis Pity She's a Whore, Love's Sacri-
fice, The Broken Heart and Perkin Warbeck, with the aim of seeing 
whether there might not be a development of view and attitude. The 
evidence presented here suggests that Ford's dramatic imagination may 
well have developed considerably between the years of his collabora-
tion and the years of his last tragi-comedies. 
An examination of such elements as plot, character, and imagery 
reveals that Ford's tragic vision varies considerably from one play to 
another and that if the plays are read in a particular order, the tragic 
view of 'Tis Pity and Love's Sacrifice modulates toward the Stoicism 
and pathos of The Broken Heart and Perkin Warbeck. More precisely, 
one can show that the tragic vision, as defined in Chapter II, is gradu-
ally modified from one tragedy to the next until in Perkin Warbeck it 
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drops out almost entirely. In 'Tis Pity we find the moral problems 
real and central, the conflicts complex and inso luble, a nd th e t en si ons 
high and fearful. Like Faustus , Giovanni makes his free choice , then 
travels the fated course to disaster. His assertion of his own values 
in a corrupt world makes him tragically, not morally, admirable . 
Though Giovanni never quite understands what has happened to him , 
Annabella comes to a tragic recognition of their sin . Throughout the 
action, the sense of irony and paradox create a dark world, one in 
which evil and suffering can never be fully explained . The cosmos is 
such that though some order exists, man cannot completely understand it . 
The purview of Love's Sacrifice is more limited in scope, for the 
cosmic dimension has dropped out . Furthermore , the vision of evil i s 
less compelling : society at large is not corrup t, and man is more 
easily able to control those passions which lead to tragedy . It is true , 
of course, that the gullible Duke allows himself to fall into error by 
giving rein to jealousy, but the other two main characters, Fernando 
and Bianca, reveal the self-denial which man is capable of. Finally, 
both the Duke and Fernando seem to turn inward with a morbid fasci-
nation at the approach of death, an attitude uncharacteristic of the 
tragic hero. Even with these limitations , the play maintains consider-
able tension, though less than 'Tis Pity . 
The Broken Heart shows Ford moving further away from the 
tensions and unresolvable situations of the tragic vision. The situation 
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of Orgilus and Penthea is tragic, but neither is able to act decisively 
enough to avert unnecessary death. Orgilus fails to save Penthea' s 
life, and Penthea quietly submits to an unjust fate. Ithocles and Cal-
antha find the solution to their suffering in Stoic re solution. The 
general effect, then, of the reactions of these characters is passivity, 
noble but not fully tragic. The conflicts never develop great tension 
because the characters find no evil to combat. Man is neither evil nor 
sinful; it is fate which brings him to grief. Though faced with this 
cosmic injustice, the characters never perish cursing the stars. By 
accepting their fate, they are like Camus' Sisyphus, heroically , though 
not tragically, superior to it. In this play , then, the tragic tension is 
not fully preserved, for life's difficulties can apparently be resolved 
by a reversion to Stoic attitudes. Hence, the central emotions in the 
play are symp~thy and admiration; little terror develops . 
In Perkin Warbeck the tragic tensions are absent. Although this 
drama holds political interest, it is not essentially a history play but 
rather a De casibus tragedy which focuses on the psychology of the title 
character. As in The Broken Heart, the characters are essentially 
good, and the play presents no vision of evil. Perkin falls simply be -
cause he does not have the stature of a military leader and king. 
Furthermore, since he faces no moral dilemmas, Perkin never suffers 
from guilt and never comes to know who he is. Ford concentrates on 
the nobl e, graceful personality of his protagonist, whose solution to his 
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problems is Stoic fatalism. Because the only puzzle in the play is the 
delusion of Perkin, and because his fall is always explicable, the play 
lacks the sense of mystery which in The Broken Heart is provided by 
the unknowable Greek gods. In short, though Perkin Warbeck pre-
serves the form of De casibus tragedy, the vision is essentially 
pathetic . 
In this series of tragedies the view of man's nature changes con-
siderably . All the protagonists are presented with fated situations 
which prove their essential characters. 'Tis Pity sees man as either 
sinful or weak; because Annabella and Giovanni are too weak to master 
their passions, they fall into sin . In Love's Sacrifice, Fernando and 
Bianca have enough strength of character to resist temptation. It is 
only the Duke who gives way to his passions. The characters in The 
Broken Heart are essentially innocent of evil or sin: Ithocles' former 
ambition is a shadow from the past, and Orgilus' revenge becomes a 
sacrifice. They, along with Penthea and Calantha, meet their final 
test by adopting Stoic attitudes. Perkin Warbeck, too, is free of major 
character faults, such as pride and ambition, and, though weaker in 
some ways, he reveals the same Stoic endurance as l t hocles and 
Calantha. In short, Ford seems ever more willing to absolve man 
from responsibility for his suffering and to attribute to fate the causes 
of calamity. Man can demonstrate his greatest qualities, therefore, 
not by learning to humble himself or by asserting his individuality, but 
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by steeling himself to accept and endure vicissitude. The heroic ideal 
to which Ford seems to have come is self-control. 
The suggested development of Ford's ideas which I have outlined 
here accords well with many known facts about the rest of his drama-
tic output. Like Shakespeare, Ford began his career with experi-
mentation, but his independent work,more limited than Shakespeare's, 
falls into two main periods--tragic, then tragi-comic. If it is true, as 
I believe it is, that the tragic vision presents insoluble problems and 
that tragic - comedy gives us solutions to dilemmas, it seems unlikely 
that Ford jumped suddenly from the one to the other as would be the 
case if, for instance, 'Tis Pity were his last tragedy. To understand 
a gradual progression would be more reasonable, and thus it makes 
sense to find Ford, at the outset of his independent work, asserting the 
doubts inherent in the ironies and paradoxes of the tragic vision, then 
moving gradually away from his struggle with the profound moral 
problems of 'Tis Pity and Love's Sacrifice toward the Stoical accept -
ance of fate in The Broken Heart. Leaving completely behind, with 
Perkin Warbeck, the problem of good and evil, he finally accepts in his 
tragi-comedies, The Fancies Ch a ste and Noble and The Lady's Trial, 
the optimistic possibility that man has the power to overcome his moral 
weakness and the rigor of fate and to order his affairs to his heart's 
desire. 
Like Marlowe, Shakespeare, and Chapman, then, Ford for a brief 
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time--fully in only one play--sustains the tragic sense of life, but, 
again like them, he cannot or will not preserve the requisite tension 
and doubt. Perhaps the mind always strives after so l utions or resolu -
tions, either for the sake of psychological security or aesthetic need. 
Whether this is true or not, Ford found in his last plays a benign view 
of man and his world. Perhaps it is not too much to say that in his 
short dramatic career, one can trace a kind of recapitulation, in littl e , 
of the gradual loss of the tragic vision during the period of Elizabethan 
drama as a whole, from Marlowe and Shakespeare to Shirley. 
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THE TRAGIC VISION OF JOHN FORD 
Theodore T. Orbison 
(Dissertation Abstract} 
The dissertation analyzes the changes in the tragic vision in 
four of John Ford's plays. The term "tragic vision" refers to a 
particular view of the nature of the universe and of man. Although 
a sensed moral order gives meaning to the events, the representa-
tion of radical and inevitable evil and the emphasis on suffering 
suggest a dark universe. Man's potentialities are centered in a 
sympathetic hero whose greatness enables him to face insoluble 
moral problems, to endure suffering, and to come to new knowledge . 
From these elements arise the emotions of pity, fear, and wonder. 
Preoccupation either with the alleged immorality or with the 
alleged determinism in Ford's tragedies has until recently prevented a 
full discussion of their tragic nature. Since the view now widely ac-
cepted holds both that the plays are moral and that the characters are 
not wholly determined, it becomes easier to study the plays as tragedy, 
but as yet no one has attempted to describe the development of Ford's 
tragic vision. This effort has not been made perhaps because the 
chronology of the plays is difficult to determine . On the basis of avail-
able evidence and in agreement with a number of critics, the following 
order of composition is tentatively supposed: 'Tis ~ity She's~ 
Whore, Love's Sacrifice, The Broken Heart, and Perkin Warbeck. A 
£tudy of the tragic vision supports this chronology. 
'Tis Pity embodies the tragic vision more fully than Ford's other 
tragedies. The action presents the conflicts between three worlds: 
the spirit, the flesh, and a corrupt society. After an internal struggle 
Giovanni chooses an incestuous relationship with his sister Annabella 
and rejects religion and social custom. With the degeneration of his 
moral nature, Giovanni loses a full understanding of his guilt. The 
pervasive sense of irony and paradox create tension and mystery . 
In Love's Sacrifice the tragic vis io n is more limited in scope. 
The cosmic dimension drops out, and the representation of evil is less 
compelling. Society is not seen as corrupt, and man is presented as 
sometimes capable of controlling his passions. The Duke and Fernando, 
both potentially tragic, turn inward with a morbid fascination at the 
approach of death, an attitude uncharacteristic of the tragic hero . Only 
the scenes with Bianca generate tragic tension. 
The Broken Heart shows Ford moving further away from the 
tensions of the tragic vision and toward a Stoic view of life. Though 
Orgilus and Penthea are caught in a tragic dilemma, their reactions, 
as well as those of Ithocles and Calantha, tend toward a noble, Stoic 
endurance or a pathetic, Stoic resignation. The characters are victims, 
not of their own natures {little evil exists in the play), but of indifferent 
2 
fate or of the unknowable gods. The tragedy develops much pity and 
admiration, little fear. 
The tragic tensions are clearly absent from Perkin Warbeck. 
Though it has the form of a De casibus tragedy, the play is a drama of 
pathos. The drama contains no vision of evil. Perkin falls because 
he lacks the greatness of a military and political leader. Since he does 
not see his dilemmas as moral, he neither suffers from guilt nor, in 
turn, comes to new knowledge. The nobility of his Stoic fatalism is not 
enough to give him tragic stature. 
The dissertation finds that of the four plays only I Tis Pity re-
veals a developed tragic vision and that, after narrowing his sense of 
the tragic in Love's Sacrifice, Ford moved to the Stoic and, in part, 
pathetic vision of The Broken Heart, and finally to the Stoic and wholly 
pathetic vision of Perkin Warbeck. 
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